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Abstrat
Sine the emergene of imaging tehniques, MRI, CT, it is now possible to diretly probe the geometrial
organization of systems suh as bone, ement, paper, glass, roks. As the physial and mehanial
properties depend on the geometrial organization, there is a sienti and industrial interest for the
understanding of this relationship by using these imaging tehniques. In this ontext, the purpose of
this thesis is the development of a toolkit for digital image analysis of the material geometry, then the
appliation of this toolkit in the study of the evolution of the pore spae of ement paste.
In part one, after a disussion on the hoie of an imaging tehnique adapted to a material, we present
the two imaging tehniques seleted, sanning eletron mirosopy and synhrotron tomography for the
analysis of ement paste and the experimental protool for sample preparation.
In the seond part, we propose a generi, eient and simple methodology of segmentation. Segmen-
tation is the transformation of a grey-level image to an labeled image where eah label represents a phase
of the material. Generi means that this methodology an be used for a wide range of materials and
imaging tehniques. Eetive means that the segmented struture mathes the real struture. Simple
means that the alibration is easy. The implementation of the optimized algorithms assoiated with this
methodology is done thanks to the theoretial oneptualization of the region growing.
In the nal part, we quantify the morphology and topology of the geometry of the material statistially.
Then, we deompose a phase in term of elementary omponents along two agreements: one morphologial
and the other topologial. Finally, we use the stereologial information estimated on the 2D slie to
reonstrut a 3D model larger than the representative elementary volume using the optimized algorithm
of simulated annealing. The validation of the 3D reonstrution is performed by the omparison of
properties of diusive transport.
Depuis l'émergene des tehniques d'imagerie, IRM, tomographie, il est maintenant possible d'observer
diretement l'organisation géométrique de systèmes tels l'os, le iment, le papier, le verre, les rohes.
Comme les propriétés physiques et méaniques dépendent de l'organisation géométrique, il existe un
intérêt sientique et industriel de omprendre et de dénir ette relation de dépendane à l'aide de es
tehniques d'imagerie. S'insrivant dans e ontexte, le but de ette thèse est de développer un ensemble
d'outils numériques pour l'analyse d'image de la géométrie d'un matériau, puis d'appliquer es outils
dans l'étude de l'évolution de la porosité de la pâte de iment.
En première partie, après une disussion sur le hoix d'une tehnique d'imagerie adaptée à un matériau,
nous présentons les deux tehniques d'imageries séletionnées, la mirosopie életronique à balayage et
la tomographie par synhrotron, pour l'analyse de la pâte de iment et le protoole expérimental pour la
préparation des éhantillons.
En deuxième partie, nous proposons une méthodologie générique, eae et simple de segmentation.
La segmentation est la transformation de l'image en niveaux de gris en une image labellisée où haque
label représente une phase du matériau. Générique signie que ette méthodologie est appliable pour
une large lasse de matériaux et de tehniques d'imageries. Eae spéie que la struture segmentée
orrespond à la struture réelle. Simple indique que l'étape de alibration est faile. L'implémentation
de l'ensemble des algorithmes optimisés assoiés à ette méthodologie est rendue possible grâe à la
oneptualisation théorique de la roissane de régions.
En dernière partie, nous quantions statistiquement la morphologie et la topologie de la géométrie
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du matériau. Puis, nous déomposons une phase en éléments élémentaires suivant deux onventions:
l'une morphologique, l'autre topologique. Enn, nous utilisons l'information stéréologique estimée sur
une oupe 2D pour reonstruire un modèle 3D plus grand que le volume élémentaire représentatif à l'aide
de l'algorithme optimisé du reuit simulé. Une validation de la reonstrution 3D est eetuée par un
suivi des propriétés de transport diusif.
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Introdution
In material sienes, a porous medium is a solid, often alled matrix, permeated by a pore network (voids)
lled with a uid (liquid and/or gas) suh as a sponge. Many natural systems suh as roks (e.g. lime-
stone), soils (e.g. sand), biologial tissues (e.g. bones, lung), and man made materials suh as ements,
foams and eramis an be onsidered as porous media.
The geometrial organisation of the porous medium aets numerous physio-hemial phenomena suh
as moleular diusion, exitation relaxation, reation kinetis, phase transitions, adsorptions and apil-
lary ondensation. For example, one feature of this geometrial organisation, the spei surfae area
measuring the surfae area per unit of volume, is related to the adsorption, heterogeneous atalysis, and
reations on surfaes. In a industrial ontext, of ativated haroal, syntheti resins, and water puri-
ation, the main goal is to design porous media that exhibit a large spei surfae area in order to
maximise the possible interation with reatants.
In turn, for some industrial appliations, the aim is the oneption of porous media in order to min-
imise transport properties. For ementitious materials, the transport properties are losely related to the
durability sine they ontrol the invasion dynamis of various moleules inside the porous medium. One
diret eet of these potential ontaminants is the orrosion of the strutural steel by the hloride ions.
The mehanial strain, from the dilation indued by the orrosion, is the soure of raks [131, 184℄.
In porous media, the two main proesses for transport are diusion (due to dierene in onentration)
and onvetion (due to a dierene inpressure). Moleular diusion is usually slower. However, on-
vetion in a porous medium, with pores smaller than a few mirons, is slowered down by the visosity
eets, so that moleular diusion is predominant and allows the hemial speies to move in the porous
medium. This is the ase of a ement paste with a pores size smaller than a few mirons. The aim of
this thesis is to understand this transport proess.
In porous media, moleular diusion is aeted by the uid saturation, the eletro-hemial gradient,
the surfae hemistry and the surfae reativity. In this thesis, we assume that the pore network is
homogeneously lled either by liquid or gas water, there is no eletro-hemial gradient and nally the
interfae is onsidered as inert in order to fous on the understanding of the relation between the diusive
transport and the geometrial organisation of the porous medium of ement paste.
To ahieve this task, it is ruial to desribe orretly the geometrial organisation. A rst level of
desription is redued to few numbers that haraterise the global properties of the geometrial organisa-
tion. The most ommon numbers are the porosity, φ, and spei surfae area, Sv. In most of ases, the
model of the geometrial organisation is based on these two numbers as input parameters. The variety
of the ement hemial ompositions imposes a wide range of the geometrial organisations of the porous
medium. The use of φ and Sv does not take into aount many geometrial features, like the onnetiv-
ity of the pore network, the strutural orrelation and the hierarhy at dierent length sales. A more
extended analysis has thus to be performed.
In this respet, experimental imaging tehniques play and will play an important role in understanding
the metri and topology of geometrial organisation of porous medium. A development in material si-
ene imaging is atually taking plae involving for example X-ray, neutron, eletron 2D/3D mirosopies.
However, several obstales remain. The image proessing needs an aurate and robust segmentation.
This step is often badly ontrolled with no mathing between the segmented phases and the real phases,
although eient tools of segmentation already exist, for example the watershed transformation in math-
ematial morphology. Sine most often we have only aess to the observation of 2D setions through a
3D sample, an important question is how to do an analysis allowing to quantify statistial information,
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like the average pore size, the mean urvature, the pore shape, the surfae roughness and the strutural
orrelation, the isotropy, the homogeneity and the lass of disorder. Using this extended metri infor-
mation, another hallenge is to reonstrut a realisti 3D onguration from the 2D setions that would
enable the topologial and diusion properties of the original medium to be retrieved. Finally, an impor-
tant question is to know if it it possible to simplify the geometrial desription of the 3D pore network
using a small number of funtions that are well representative for the analysis of transport properties.
The main objetive of this PhD work is to improve the proessing of experimental images
in order to extrat quantitative information, then to understand the relation between this
quantitative information and the diusion properties. The priniple omponents of this work are
as follows:
• In hapter 1, we rapidly present ement paste as an example of a reative porous material where
the diusive transport takes plae. Two papers will be reviewed to stress the guiding ideas of our
work.
• In hapter 2, we desribe the two experimental tehniques: Sanning Eletron Mirosopy (SEM)
and X-ray tomography that are used to image two ement pastes (Portland and alite) during the
setting.
• In hapter 3, we introdue a theoretial framework for a lass of algorithms, alled Seeded Region
Growing by Pixels Aggregation/Dissolution (SRGPAD). This framework allows the fast imple-
mentation of advaned and optimised algorithms dediated to segmentation, deomposition of the
porous medium in elementary pores and permutation loalisation on the phase boundaries.
• In hapter 4, we apply these algorithms to get a simple, generi and robust method to segment
experimental two- or three-dimensional images of materials obtained by X-ray tomography and
SEM.
• In hapter 5, we haraterise the geometrial organisation at three levels. First, we present the
extended metri analysis of 2D or 3D images, then we desribe how to extrat relevant information
about the onnetivity of the pore network on 3D images and nally, we deompose a porous medium
in term of elementary pores using either a metri and a topologial approah. The guiding idea
of this deomposition will be to study restrited diusion inside and between adjaent pores, and
to get a oarse graining desription of the diusive transport in an eetive network of elementary
pores.
• In the hapter 6, we introdue an eient proedure to reonstrut a representative elementary
volume of a multi-phases material using metri information of a bi-dimensional imaging tehnique
suh as SEM. This last experimental set up is widely used in the ement industry and the possibility
to restore 3D models from 2D observation should provide a gain of eieny in a industrial ontext.
Finally, major results of this work as well as futur works are summarised in the onlusion.
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Glossary
To simplify the reading, the notations will always be the same.
Notations used in set theory
E a vetor spae
Z the integers set
Ω a subset of E
Ωc the omplement of Ω
⊕ the Minkowski addition, also alled dilation, operator: A⊕B = {a+ b : a ∈ A and b ∈ B}
Ax the set A translated by the vetor x
⊖ the erosion operator: A⊖B = {a+ b : a ∈ Ac and b ∈ Bs}c
Bs the symmetri of B, Bs = {x : −x ∈ B}.
◦ the opening operator: A⊖B = (A⊖B)⊕B
• the losing operator: A •B = (A⊕B)⊖B
⊕k the dilation operator times k: A⊕k B =
times k︷ ︸︸ ︷
(.(A⊕B) . . .⊕B)
+ the disjoint union operator in the set theory: A+B = {A ∪B : A ∩B = ∅}
⊎ the disjoint union operator in the set theory: A ⊎B = {A ∪B : A ∩B = ∅}
− the inlusion restrition operator in the set theory: A−B = {A \B : B ⊂ A = ∅}
Ω a domain inluded in the spae E
I the harateristi funtion of Ω : I(x) = 1 if x ∈ Ω, 0 otherwise
∂Ω the boundary of the domain Ω (the losure of Ω without the interior of Ω)
Notations used in seeded region growing by pixels aggregation/dissolution
Xti a region (a domain of the spae) at time t with the label i
Zti a zone of inuene assoiated to the region X
t
i : Z
t
i = (X
t
i ⊕ Vi) \ (
⋃
j∈Ni
Xtj)
Ni a restrited set, a subset of N
Vi a neighbourhood
δ(x, i) an ordering attribute funtion
Cx,y the set of ontinuous appliation from [0, 1] to E suh as the two extremities are equals to x and y
f a grey-level image: an appliation of E to Z
∧ the operator and in the symboli logi
dΩ(x, y) the lower bound of the paths length in Ω linking x and y
xi
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Notations used in geometrial haraterization
Ii the harateristi funtion of the phase i
Wi the i-Minkowski funtional
φi the volume fration of the phase i
αc(t) the degree of hydration at time t
Si the spei surfae area of the phase i
S2,i the 2-point probability funtion of the phase i (auto-orrelation funtion)
fi,µ the µ-hord length distribution funtion of the phase i
li the mean hord length
N3 the Euler-Poinaré invariant
K the Gaussian urvature
pc the perolation threshold
φc the volume fration of the given phase at the perolation threshold
β0 the number of onneted omponents of the mirostruture
β1 the number of irreduible yles
β2 the number of internal surfaes or the number of onneted omponents of the omplementary
α0 the number of vertexes of the topologial graph
α1 the number of edges of the topologial graph
Nc(v) the oordination number of the vertex v
< Nc > the mean oordination number
C the intensive topologial number
Notations used in annealing simulated algorithm
S2,i,j the 2-point probability funtions of the phase i and j (i = j auto, i 6= j ross)
d(M,R) the distane between the model and the referene
P (M|R) the probability of the model M given R
Q the seletion matrix (the perturbation)
ρ the aeptane matrix
NI
t
i,i (d) the number of auto-orrelation of the phase i, at the distane d, for the partition It
N Iti,i (d) the number of hords of the phase i whih size is d, for the partition It
p~eg(y) the phase label at left of the voxel, y, on the diretion ~e
p~ed(y) the phase label at right of the voxel, y, on the diretion ~e
l~eg(y) the length of the hord at left of the voxel, y, on the diretion ~e
l~ed(y) the length of the hord at right of the voxel, y, on the diretion ~e
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1.1 Cement paste
Cement is made by heating limestone with small quantities of other materials (suh as lay) to 1450
o
C in
a kiln. The resulting hard substane, alled 'linker', is then ground with a small amount of gypsum into
a powder to make 'Ordinary Portland Cement', the most ommonly used type of ement (often referred
to as OPC). Cement refers to a dry powder substane. Upon addition of water, the ement mixture is
referred to as ement paste, with the addition of water and of sand, it is referred to a mortar, and with
the addition of of water, of sand and of aggregate (generally a oarse aggregate suh as gravel, limestone,
or granite) is referred to as onrete. The ements set and harden beause of hemial reations when
it is mixed with water. A ategory of ement, alled hydrauli ements, retains strength and stability
even under water. The key requirement for this strength and stability is that the hydrates formed by
immediate reation with water be essentially insoluble in water. Most onstrution ements today are
hydrauli, and most of these are based on Portland ement.
The typial onstituents of Portland linker are
name hemist notation ement hemist notation Mass
Trialium siliate (CaO)3(SiO2) C3S 45-75%
Dialium siliate (CaO)2(SiO2) C2S 7-32%
Trialium aluminate (CaO)3 (Al2O3) C3A 0-13%
Tetraalium aluminoferrite (CaO)4 (Al2O3) (Fe2O3) C4AF 0-18%
Gypsum (CaSO4)(H2O)2 2-10%
Upon the addition of water, the hydration reations of the anhydrous phases begin. These proesses
an vary widely depending upon the mix used and the onditions of uring of the produt, but a typial
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onrete sets (i.e. beomes rigid) in about 6 hours, and develops a ompressive strength of 8∼MPa in
24 hours. The strength rises to 15∼MPa at 3 days, 23∼MPa at one week, 35∼MPa at 4 weeks, and
41∼MPa at three months. In priniple, the strength ontinues to rise slowly as long as water is available
for ontinued hydration, but ement paste is usually allowed to dry out after a few weeks, and the inrease
in strength is stopped. Hydration produts formed in hardened ement pastes (HCP) are ompliated,
beause many of these produts have nearly the same formula (the hyphens in C-S-H indiate a phase of
variable omposition).
name hemist notation ement notation
Calium Siliate Hydrate (CaO)x (SiO2)y (H2O)z C-S-H
Calium hydroxide Ca(OH)2 CH
Ettringite [Ca3Al(OH)6.12H2O℄2.2H2O C3A.3CaSO4.32H2O
Aluminate Ferrite trisulfate ontains three anhydrite moleules: C3A.3CaSO4.32H2O AFt
Aluminate Ferrite monusulfate ontains one anhydrite moleule: C3A.CaSO4.A2H2 AFm
The hydration reation an be deomposed into two steps (see gure 1.1):
1. dissolution of the ions in the solution from the anhydrous phases. For example, the dissolution of
the alium and siliate from C3S:
Ca3SiO5(s) + 3H2O(l) ⇄ 3Ca
2+
(l) +H2SiO
2−
4(l) + 4OH
−
(l)
where the subsript (s) means a solid phase, (l) means a liquid phase.
2. preipitation of hydrate phases from the solution. For example, the preipitation of C-S-H and CH
from water solution of alium and siliate ions:
1.5Ca2+(l) +H2SiO
2−
4(l) +OH
−
(l) +H2O(l) ⇄ ((CaO)1.5(SiO2)(H2O)2.5)(s)
Ca2+(l) + 2OH
−
(l) ⇄ Ca(OH)2(s)
The dissolution-preipitation reation and the pattern formation of the porous medium (spae distribution
of the solid and liquid phases) depend on many parameters:
1. the onstituents of the dry powder substane of ement,
2. the ratio of water to ement (W/C) ,
3. the temperature [110℄,
4. the relative humidity [157℄,
The porous medium exhibits a geometrial organisation in a wide range of length sales from nanometres
to millimetres. Powers and Brownyard [136℄ distinguished two kinds of pores: gel water pores (under
the inuene of adsorbing fores) from the nanometre to 0.1 mirometer and apillary water pores (free
water) form 0.1 mirometer to millimetre. The geometrial features haraterising the porous medium are
related to a wide range of dierent mehanial, physial and hemial properties. One important issue,
onneted to the onrete durability, is the understanding of the transport properties. This is a ruial
point in order to ontrol the invasion dynamis of various moleules inside the porous medium. One eet
of these possible ontaminants is the orrosion of the strutural steel indued by the steel depassivation
when pH dereased (for example the hemial reation of portlandite, Ca(OH)2, and alium siliate
hydrate, C-S-H, in the ement matrix with arbon dioxide gas leading to alite CaCO3 for example).
Sine iron oxide formation is aompanied by an inrease in volume, it should lead to miro-raking in
the surrounding ement paste [184, 131℄ (see gure 1.2). The two main origins for moleular transport are
diusion (due to a dierene a onentration) and onvetion (due to a dierene in pressure). Moleular
diusion is usually slower. However, for a porous medium, having pores smaller than a few mirons,
sine onvetion is slowed down by the visosity eets, moleular diusion is predominant and allows
the hemial speies to move in the porous medium. As the studied material is ement paste with a pore
size smaller than a few mirons, our work will be foused on moleular diusion.
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Figure 1.1: Dissolution-preipitation reation. (a) at time of hydration = 0, (b) at the beginning of the
hydration, () Portland ement image obtained by SEM at time of hydration = 1 day.
1.2 Diusion in a onned domain
Let us onsider a bath at uniform temperature without uid motion. At initial state, a blak ink drop
falls in the bath. Propagation of the olour ours due to the moleular diusion. There is a ux,
~j,
of moleules (pigments) from regions of high onentration (where the drop is fallen) to regions of low
onentration. In 1845, Fik introdued a marosopi law of diusion, whih governs the moleular
diusion:
~j = −D0~∇c with ~∇ the gradient operator . (1.1)
where c is the moleular onentration and D0 is the free diusion oeient depending on the temper-
ature and the interations between the speies and the solution.
Using the mass onservation law,
∂c
∂t
+∇ ·~j = 0 with ∇· the divergene operator, (1.2)
we get the seond Fik's law:
∂c
∂t
= D0∇2 c with ∇2the Laplae operator. (1.3)
By dimensional analysis, we nd that the diusion harateristi length is proportional to
√
t (for a water
moleule at 20
o
C, this length is in the order of 100 µm for t = 1s) . This slow dynamis is observed in
the diusion of blak ink drop in the bath. The diusion inside a porous medium of ement paste is also
slow (see gure 1.3). In a onned domain (the porous medium of ement paste), a good understanding
of the diusive transport will involve:
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PH
Corrosion−>Oxydes formation with bigger size−>Pression
CO2
Ca(OH)2 + CO2 → CaCO3 + H2O
(a)
(b) ()
Figure 1.2: Carbonation. (a) Transport of the arbon dioxide gas inside the porous medium, (b) front
of PMC Laboratory () zoom on the top of front of PMC Laboratory-raks due to the orrosion of the
strutural steel.
• the water saturation inside the porous medium sine the water diusion oeients in liquid phase
and in gas phase are dierent. In most materials made of ement, the relative water humidity is
above 30%, large enough to have both water gas inside the apillary porosity and water liquid inside
the gel porosity [13℄.
• the eletro-hemial gradient sine, if the diusing speies are ioni, their motion depends also on
the eletro-hemial gradient (je = −uc∇ψ where je is the ow due to eletro-hemial gradient,
c is the onentration, u is the ioni mobility, ∇ψ is the gradient of loal potential) [145℄. The
water inside the ement paste is an ioni solution (pH=13): it is a eletrolyte. By imposing an
eletro-hemial gradient (see gure 1.4), the measurement of the diusivity of ions speies in
water-saturated hardened ement pastes [130, 100℄ an be done using the Nernst-Einstein relation:
u =
DzF
RT
where the z the valene of the ioni partile, F = Ne is the Faraday's onstant, T is the temperature
and R is the gas onstant.
• the surfae hemistry and the surfae reativity, for example, the diusing speies an be hemially
transformed into other speies after hitting the surfae [136℄. In ement paste, there is a possibility
of a strong arbonation, the hemial reation of the interfae (portlandite, Ca(OH)2, and alium
siliate hydrate, C-S-H, in the ement matrix) with diusing speies suh as arbon dioxide gas
leading to alite, CaCO3.
4
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C0 C1
S
l
Cement paste
Figure 1.3: Experimental measurement of the diusion oeient. In steady state, the onstant ow is
given by jx =
∆Q
S∆t where ∆Q is the diused quantity in the time interval ∆t through the setion S of
the speimen. The eetive diusion oeient is alulated using the rst Fik's law with the relation:
De =
jx
|c1−c0|
l where c1 and c0 are the onentrations in the two hambers. For a onrete with a thikness
equal to 3 m, where a onstant onentration gradient is applied between the two faes, the steady state
ow is obtained after one year [45℄ (orresponding to the linear part of the urve at long time).
Figure 1.4: Migration of the ioni partiles under a eletroni eld. The advantage of this experiment is
that the steady state is rapidly reahed, allowing the diusion oeient to be measured in a reasonable
time (5 days).
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• the geometry of the onned pore network.
In this thesis, we fous on the link between the diusion transport and the geometry of the porous medium
of ement paste. We assume that the pore network is homogeneously lled either by liquid or gas water,
there is no eletro-hemial gradient and nally the interfae is onsidered as inert.
In a homogeneous isotropi porous medium, the eetive Fik law is:
∂ce
∂t
= φDe∇2 ce. (1.4)
where De (m
2
/s) is the eetive diusion oeient and ce is the eetive moleular onentration (φ
is the volume fration of pore phase). Experimentally [130, 100℄, we measure the eetive diusion
oeient (see gure 1.5). De may be related to its free diusivity, D0 (m
2
/s), by the following equation:
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Figure 1.5: Experimental measurement of the diusion oeient. In steady state, the onstant ow is
given by jx =
∆Q
φS∆t where ∆Q is the diused quantity in the time interval ∆t through the setion S of
the speimen. The mirosopi diusion oeient is De =
jx
|c1,e−c2,e|
L = jx|C1−C2|L sine the boundary
onditions impose Ci = ci,e.
De =
1
τ
D0 (1.5)
where τ is dimensionless parameter (τ ≥ 1) alled the tortuosity of the porous medium. In fat, the above
relationship attempts to sale D0 to De by inluding a fator that is the inreased transport path length
due to the geometrial organisation of the porous medium of ement paste (PMCP) (τ). This physial
parameter is dierent to the geometrial tortuosity. The diret or indiret estimation of the tortuosity
an be done by:
• the utilisation of the Arhie's empirial law [4℄ where we have:
τ ∼ 1
φα
with
1
2
< α <
3
2
(1.6)
Although this approah is ommonly used in reservoir engineering, it is useless to predit the
tortuosity for an unknown material.
• the proposition of a toys model of the porous medium based on experimental onstraints [105℄
or the oarse graining desription in using a perturbation method [156℄ or self onsistent method
[17, 43℄. The ommon input parameters of these methods are the porosity, the spei surfae area,
and the strutural orrelation funtion.
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Figure 1.6: Finite dierene. The grid is in red.
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Figure 1.7: For the random walk methods, with the assumption of a self-diusion and an unbounded
domain, we have De = limt→∞De(t) and De(t) =
<‖r(t)−r(0)‖22>
2dt with d the dimension.
• the simulation of the diusive transport in the three dimensional mirostruture. The omputational
methods are nite dierene [3, 6℄ (see gure 1.6) or random walk methods [151℄ (see gure 1.7).
In order to get the three dimensional mirostruture, the solutions are to propose a toy model or
to use an 3D imaging tehnique.
In this thesis, we will fous on this last approah with the utilisation of two imaging tehniques: Sanning
Eletron Mirosopy (SEM) and X-ray tomography to see the mirostruture. In the next setion, we
omment two papers related to this thesis.
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1.3 Link between the geometry of ement paste and transport
properties
1.3.1 Estimating transport properties of mortars using image analysis of
SEM images
Wong et al [180℄ study the porous medium of two ordinary Portland ement mortars at a water to
ement ratio of 0.35 and 0.70 respetively. They orrelate two simple metri parameters, the porosity
and the spei surfae area, obtained by using quantitative sanning eletron mirosopy, with transport
oeients obtained experimentally. Then, they introdue some models inorporating tortuosity and
onstritivity to predit oxygen diusivity and permeability.
The work is in ve parts: seletion of the speimens, segmentation, omparison between the metri
parameters obtained by image analysis and by other indiret methods, orrelation between transport
properties and metri parameters, and proposition of a model.
Seletion of the samples
Wong et al selet the samples in order to obtain a wide range of PMCP harateristis:
• Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) and medium graded (BS 882:1992) silieous sand were used to
prepare two mortar mixtures at dierent proportions,
• high and low water/ement ratio,
• uring period (time of hydration), 2 days or 28 days,
• onditioning regime: temperature, 20oC, 50oC, 105oC, and relative humidity, 100%, 55%, 10%.
However, as the pore struture of ement paste strongly depends on its hemial omposition, they do
not explore a wide range of possible PMCP sine they seleted only one kind of ement paste (OPC).
Segmentation
The quantitative analysis of images needs an aurate segmentation. Segmentation is the transformation
of a grey-level image to a labelled image where a label is assoiated to a phase. The lassial segmentation
proedure is a threshold segmentation based on:
• simple pre-ltering suh as median lter, erosion, dilation, opening, losing,
• thresholding,
• simple post-ltering suh as erosion, dilation, opening, losing.
To our knowledge, threshold segmentation using tint information is the only method applied to extrat
the dierent phases of ementitious materials [120, 123, 137, 182, 181℄. This segmentation proedure is
suitable when a good ontrast between the phases gives a spei peak for eah phase in the histogram.
When this is not the ase, as in the ase of the porosity on the baksattered eletron images, rst the
seletion of the threshold using the histogram is diult and seond, the segmented pore struture will
not math the real pore struture. In order to do a omparative analysis, Wong et al determine the
upper threshold grey-level for pores from the inetion point of the umulative brightness histogram of
the BSE image (see gure 1.8). However, this segmentation does not allow a aurate predition of the
physial behaviour or properties of the material sine the segmented mirostruture does not math the
real mirostruture.
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Figure 1.8: (a) Typial BSE image of ement paste. Field of view: 240x180µm2; (b) umulative brightness
histogram showing the loation of the upper threshold value for porosity; () segmented pores (blak
pixels) superimposed onto the original faded BSE image. Pore area fration is 17.8
Comparison between the metri parameters obtained by image analysis and by other indi-
ret methods
As noted by Wong et al, the omparison between spei surfae areas measured by image analysis and
by other indiret methods (gas sorption [157℄, small angle sattering using neutrons [179℄, and nulear
magneti resonane relaxation [92℄) would lead to a large disrepany sine the indiret methods over a
wider range of pore sizes inluding gel pores, small apillary pores and large air voids. As apillary pores
ontrol the transport properties in ement paste, the metri parameters measured by image analysis are
suitable sine they are alulated using images at this spei range of length sales.
Correlation transport properties and metri parameters
Oxygen diusivity is measured by imposing an eletro-hemial gradient [130, 100℄, and oxygen perme-
ability is determined by measuring the steady-state ow rate when a pressure dierene is applied between
two faes of the sample. Wong et al nd a strong orrelation between the measured pore properties and
eetive diusive oeient (see gure 1.9) emphasising that:
1. the range of porous medium sizes analysed by SEM is relevant,
2. the tortuosity follows the Arhie's law:
1
φα with α = 1.
Modelling
Wong et al introdue some models to predit oxygen diusivity and oxygen permeability. However, the
input parameters of these models are the porosity, the geometrial tortuosity and the onstritivity. The
problem is that the geometrial tortuosity parameter annot be measured by SEM. The study of Béjaoui
et al [15℄ shows that the apillaries porosity of Portland are almost equivalent to the apillaries porosity of
Portland-Pozzolani with the same ratio W/C, but for a given W/C, the diusion oeient in Portland
is twenty times smaller than the diusion oeient in Portland-Pozzolani, despite a larger porosity (see
gure 1.10). Therefore, the tortuosity strongly depends on the hemial omposition of the
ement.
Conlusion of this work
To summarise,
1. SEM allows to image PMCP at relevant range of length sale to study transport properties. How-
ever, the relative similarly of the eletron bak sattering emission oeients in the pores and
C-S-H makes the segmentation diult and in more the partial volume eet annot be negleted.
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Figure 1.9: Correlation between the porosity and diusion oeient for OPC mortar.
2. The geometrial/physial tortuosity strongly depends on the hemial omposition of the ement.
3. The geometrial/physial tortuosity annot be estimated by using SEM images beause the images
are two-dimensional setions of a three-dimensional mirostruture. 3D imaging tehniques or an
algorithm allowing the 3D reonstrution of multiphase material from a 2D observation are then
required to allow the simulation of the diusive transport in the three dimensional mirostruture
given the estimation of the tortuosity.
The seond artile is related to the appliation of 3D imaging tehniques using X-ray mirotomography.
1.3.2 X-ray mirotomographi studies of pore struture and permeability in
Portland ement onrete
Lu et al [107℄ studied the pore struture of onventional onrete mixture and three Pozzolani-modied
onrete mixtures. They related a three-dimensional parameter, alled disonneted pore distane,
obtained in X-ray mirotomographi images, to standard measures of hloride permeability.
Seletion of the samples
Lu et al use onventional onrete mixture and three Pozzolani-modied onrete mixtures ured at 28
days in order to represent those typially used in transportation appliations in the Northeast U.S. They
explore the wide range of pore strutures of onrete, varying the hemial omposition.
Quantitative analysis
In order to study the pore onnetivity, Lu et al analyse the perolation of the pore spae in looking
at how the onneted omponents hitting one surfae are onneted to the opposite surfae. For all the
samples, the pore spae is not onneted at the resolution of 1µm for a mature onrete [137, 55, 139℄.
They observe that the dierene between the ement pastes is the depth of the pore network onneted
with the fae. Lu et al evaluate this depth with a distane, alled disonneted pore distane. Then,
they nd a orrelation between this distane and the hloride permeability (see gure 1.11)
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Figure 1.10: (a) apillary porosity as a funtion of the ratio W/C , (b) diusion oeient as a funtion
of the ratio W/C [15℄.
Figure 1.11: Chloride permeability plotted against disonneted pore distane for four dierent
onretes[107℄. For details of the link between the hloride permeability and the hloride onentra-
tion see [50℄.
Conlusion of this work
To summarise,
1. the main drawbak of X-ray mirotomography is its spatial resolution whih is at present quite
low relative to the sizes of apillary pores ontrolling transport properties in mature ement pastes
[55℄. This fat is observed by the absene of onnexion in the apillary pores. Nevertheless in
the early stages of hydration, the size of the apillary pores is large enough in omparison to the
image resolution that allows to quantify the tortuosity. This information an be interfaed with
mirostrutural models, whih in turn should allow extrapolation to mature pastes [55℄.
2. as for SEM imaging, the relative similarity of X-rays attenuation oeients for pores and C-S-H
makes the segmentation diult,
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1.4 Conlusion and disussion
In 2D, SEM allows a qualitative and quantitative analysis of a mature paste in the relevant range of
length sales. In the ement paste literature [51, 154, 155, 180℄, the metri analysis is foused on the
volume fration and the spei surfae area of the phases. However, a more extended metri analysis
would give important information about parameters suh as the average pore size, the mean urvature,
the surfae roughness, the strutural orrelation, the isotropy, the homogeneity and the lass of disorder
(see setion 5.2). Also, a hallenge will be to reonstrut a realisti 3D onguration from the 2D image
that would enable to retrieve the topologial and diusion properties of the original medium (see hap-
ter 6).
In 3D, X-ray mirotomography is relevant to image PMCP only in the early ages of pastes. It will be
interesting to observe the disonnetion of the pore network as a funtion of the uring times (see se-
tion 5.3).
For both imaging tehniques, the low grey-level ontrast between the phases makes the extration of the
phases diult and pratially impossible by standard thresholding proedures. An advaned segmenta-
tion proedure will be developed to apture realisti geometrial features and to aurately predit the
material properties (see hapter 4).
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2.1 Introdution
2.1.1 Why 3D imaging?
The geometrial organisation of the porosity of ement paste aets numerous proesses suh as mole-
ular diusion, exitation relaxation, reation kinetis, adsorption and apillary ondensation as well as
mehanial strength of onrete onstrutions and buildings. In order to espeially understand how the
diusion ours in this porous media, the requirements are:
• the statistial haraterisation of the geometry of the porous mirostruture,
• a theory to link this haraterisation and the diusion transport.
The haraterisation of the geometry an be done by indiret measurement. For global geometrial
features,
• the porosity an be measured using gas porosimetry based on the Boyle's law [35, 64℄,
• the spei surfae area an be measured using Brunauer, Emett and Teller (BET) method [27, 127℄
or nulear magneti relaxation dispersion [12℄.
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For statistial geometrial features (see subsetion 5.2.4),
• the two-point probability funtion an be measured using small angle sattering [39℄ or diret energy
transfer [104℄,
• the hord length distribution an be measured using small angle sattering. [115, 106, 109℄.
These metri features obtained by indiret methods are used:
1. to probe a reliable model of the real mirostruture [105℄,
2. to orrelate these measurements with a phenomenologial law [109℄.
The initial goal of this thesis is to understand the link between the metri/topologial features
1
and the
diusion transport. Sine the diusion transport depends on the topology and the metri of the porous
mirostruture and these indiret methods give only metri information, a 3D imaging method has been
hosen in order to haraterise the topology and the metri of the porous mirostruture.
One image is a grid of the sample where the value of ell is the average of a physial interation (e.g.
attenuation) of the dierent solids and uids ontained into it at the moment of aquisition. An imaging
tehnique is dened by two harateristi length sales: the resolution
2
(length of the ell) and the eld
of view (length of the grid). In order to a have omplete spatial information of the mirostruture,
• the resolution of the image has to be muh smaller than the smallest feature size of the material
(see gure 2.1),
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Figure 2.1: For a omplete spatial information of this two-phases material, we need to have l ≪ lc ≪ L
with l the image resolution, L the image eld of view and lc the feature size of this material .
• the eld of view of the image has to be muh bigger than the biggest feature size of the material.
1
The rst one deals with average pore size, mean urvature, pore shape, surfae roughness, strutural orrelation between
pixels belonging to the solid, the interfae or the pore network. . . The seond is losely related to the long-range onnetivity
or perolation of pore network (Gauss urvature of the interfae left angle braket Kright-pointing angle braket, deformation
retrat, genus of the interfae). Several interesting properties should be analysed at this level suh as the number of available
paths linking two distint points of the pore network, the metri distane between two points ompared to their shortest
(geodesi) distane and the important role of pore throats.
2
The resolution desribes the ability of an imaging tehnique to resolve detail in the material. Basially, to quantify the
resolution, we estimate the minimum distane between two points still visibly resolved. The resolution xes the limit length
sale of the investigation and it is a physial parameter. Therefore, the length of the pixel/voxel size has to be larger than
the resolution beause there is no spatial information at the sub-sale.
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Figure 2.2: General priniple of an experiment
The material under investigation is ement paste that is a hierarhial media. The shape of the porous
media is organised over a large range of length-sale and, moreover, eah length sale organisation is
spei. Therefore, it is impossible to have an imaging tehnique overing this large range of length sale.
In the thesis, we fous on the upper length-sale of the porosity of ement paste, alled the apillary
porosity
3
. To observe the ement paste apillary porosity, ideally, we need a resolution of 0.1 µm (to have
one magnitude order of length sale between the resolution and the harateristi length of the apillary
porosity) and a eld of view of 200 µm (the harateristi length of the Representative Elementary Volume
(REV) of apillary porosity is 200 µm, see subsubsetion 5.2.4).
2.1.2 Choie of an imaging tehnique
Shematially, an imaging tehnique is (see gure 2.2):
1. a soure generating waves-partiles (e.g. eletromagneti radiation) with some physial properties
(e.g. monohromati),
2. an interation between the material and the soure generating waves-partiles,
3. a detetor to ollet the waves-partiles,
4. a omputer to generate the mapping of the physial interation.
There are several 3D imaging tehniques:
• Nulear Magneti resonane Imaging (MRI) has seen inreasing appliation for haraterisation the
struture of porous material, in roks [44℄, in ement pastes [25℄, in bones [135℄. This tehnique is
based on the appliation of the strong main magneti eld (soure 1) to align the nulear magneti-
sation of hydrogen atoms in water on the same diretion of this eld (interation 1), then a seond
eletromagneti eld (soure 2), that osillates at radio-frequenies and that is perpendiular to
the main eld, is then pulsed to push the protons on the normal plan of diretion of main eld
(interation 2). So, at initial time, the protons rotate perpendiular of the diretion of the main
eld with phase oherene. Then, the protons drift bak into alignment with the main eld, T1
relaxation, and loses progressively the phase oherene, T2 relaxation. These two physial phe-
nomenons of relaxation emit a detetable radio frequeny signal (emission). For the study of the
apillary porosity, this method is of limited use sine the best resolution of this tehnique, 40 µm,
is muh oarser than the biggest feature size of the ement paste porosity, 3-4µm. In ement, this
method is used to give proles of liquid diusion or saturation, for example the moisture ontent
prole for drying onrete [25℄.
• The Foused Ion Beam (FIB) nanotomography, based on the serial setioning proedure with a
sequene of erosion by FIB and 2D imaging by Sanning Eletron Mirosopy (SEM), has been
3
In order to investigate the whole length-sale range of heterogeneity of ement paste, this thesis is oupled with two
others thesis:
• S. Brisard supervised by P.L. Levitz (understanding the nanostruture of C-S-H: marosopi impliations),
• H. Chemni supervised by D. Petit (multi-sale diusion and moisture sorpion in ement paste materials).
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inreasing use to haraterise the struture of porous material, in eramis [71℄, and in ement [70℄.
The resolution of 50 nm is suitable for the study of the apillary porosity. However, the eld of
view is 50 µm, muh lower the harateristi length sale of the REV of ement paste, 200 µm.
Moreover, this method is intrusive, ausing irreversible modiation of the pore matrix.
• The Transmission Eletron Mirosopy (TEM) tomography, based on TEM aquisitions at dierent
angles, is a powerful tehnique to investigate the nano-geometrial organisation [91, 118℄. For ement
paste, the resolution is suitable for the study of CSH (thesis of S. Brisard). However, in the ase of
the present thesis, the harateristi length sale to be investigated is way above the nanometer.
• The laser sanning onfoal mirosopy, based on a sequene of fousing the beam on dierent
layers of the material, has been applied in geosienes [54℄ in ement [93℄. Due to the small size
in depth of the image, this tehnique is suitable to investigate individual partile like the 'Hadley'
grains [66℄ but for the study of porosity of ement paste, this tehnique is not appropriate.
• The synhrotron-based X-ray Tomographi Mirosopy (SRXTM) based on X-ray aquisitions at
dierent angles is a powerful, non-destrutive, and high-resolution tehnique for the observation of
many dierent kinds of materials [52℄. The resolution, in order of 1 µm, is just little bit smaller than
the harateristi length sale of the apillary porosity, 1 µm. The eld of view, 500 µm, is muh
bigger than the harateristi length sale of the REV, 200 µm estimated in the subsubsetion 5.2.4.
Two tehniques have been used to image our ement sample:
1. Synhrotron-based X-ray Tomography. This is suitable tehnique for the study of apillary porosity
but the resolution is limited. Beause of the diult aess to the experimental set-up this tehnique
is inoneivable for the ement industry, as the quantity of ement paste samples to analyse is high.
2. SEM. This is widely used in the ement industry to give qualitative and quantitative information.
As this tehnique gives 2D observation, the quantitative analysis is limited. A standing and open
question is to link the 3D physial properties with a 2D observation (see hapter 6).
The preparation of samples and the image aquisition have been done with the strong ollaboration of
the Laboratory of Eole Polytehnique Fédéral de Lausanne with the assistane of E. Gallui.
2.2 Sanning Eletron Mirosopy (SEM)
In this setion, we briey reall the priniples of SEM, then we present the appliation for ement paste,
by explaining the sample preparation.
2.2.1 Priniple
The soure of SEM is a monohromati eletron beam foused on a region of the sample surfae. The
interation between this soure and the atoms is eletrostati (interation between the beam eletrons
and the eletron loud of atoms). The interation generates seondary and bak sattered eletrons,
harateristi X-rays and light. In our ase, 2d-mapping of the mirostruture will be built based on the
phase ontrast of bak sattered eletrons, sine:
1. heavy elements (high atomi number) ontaining phases or dense phases baksatter eletrons more
strongly than light elements ontaining phases or poorly ompated phases due to the monotoni
inrease in eletron baksatter oeient η as a funtion of their weighted average atomi number
[126, 37℄,
2. the eletron penetration depth is in the range of 100nm [67℄, whih is small enough to have a good
resolution and deep enough to not to be aeted by the remaining roughness of the polished ross
setion.
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Figure 2.3: SEM. (a): interation between an eletron and an atom; (b): interation between the inident
beam of eletrons and the sample; (): a sheme of SEM (1) Eletron gun with a negative voltage. (2)
Anode to the mass. (3) Condenser lenses. (4) System of deexion-sanning whih deet the beam
horizontally and vertially (to san the surfae). (5) Sample xed on a goniometer. (6) Detetor of
baksattered eletrons. (7) Ia, Measure of the adsorbed urrent. (8) It, Measure of the transmitted
urrent. (9) Visualisation of the image.
The detetor is a double Everhart-Thornley detetor loated above the sample in a "doughnut" type
arrangement, onentri to the eletron beam. To obtain a surfae mapping, the eletrons beam sans
the sample surfae[46℄ (see gure 2.3).
The image ontrast is the result of two eets: the topographi ontrast and omposition/atomi
number ontrast. In order to quantify the phases organisation, only the omposition ontrast is relevant.
To remove the topographi ontrast, the sample is lled in resin and polished. The brightness of eah pixel
is the average atomi number of the dierent phases ontained into it. For the major phases present in
Portland ement, the phases enountered from brightest to darkest pixels are tetraalium aluminoferrite
(C4AF), trialium siliate (C3S), dialium siliate (C2S), trialium aluminate (C3A) and gypsum, and
the resin-lled voids. Beause the bak sattered eletrons signal is weak, images are inherently noisy.
To redue the noise, the ounting time is long.
2.2.2 State of art
Further pioneering work on the physial priniples of the SEM and beam speimen interations was per-
formed by Manfred von Ardenne in 1937 [174℄. In the study of ementitious materials, further pioneering
work on quantitative baksattered eletron (BSE) imaging in SEM, was performed by Srivener et al in
the early 1980 [153℄. Sine this time, SEM has demonstrated its great potential for the study of emen-
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titious materials for qualitative observations and quantitative measures [154℄. For quantitative measures
(see setion 5.2), we an mention the determination of:
• the volume fration of the void phase [180℄,
• the volume fration of the anhydrous phase whih gives the degree of hemial reation, alled the
degree of hydration in ement industry [51℄ (hemial information) ,
• the metri parameters of raks [124, 159℄ (miro-mehanial information),
The major drawbak of this tehnique is the fat that only two dimensional setions of a three-dimensional
mirostruture may be observed. A standing and open question is to link the 3D physial properties with
2D observation. Some authors used a phenomenologial approah to link some porosity metri desriptors
obtained by SEM and physial properties suh as ompressive strength [129℄ and diusion
4
[180℄. Others
reonstruted a 3D model using some metri desriptors obtained by SEM [138℄. This last approah will
be explored on the hapter 6.
2.2.3 Sample preparation
The preparation of polished speimens is relatively tedious, and requires speial equipment and skills.
Severe artefats an result from improper preparation. This preparation is known to produe irreversible
hanges in the pores struture, partiularly at small sizes.
Preparation of the slies
After mixing the water with ement, the ement paste is poured into a plasti ylindrial ontainer. For
a hosen hydration age, a slie is ut from the mother ement paste ylinder. The slie is immersed into
isopropanol. The hemial reation of hydration is immediately stopped beause the hemial potential
is hanged. After three days, the water inside the slie is substituted by isopropanol. Then, the sample
is put in a vauum hamber during a half-day to substitute the liquid phase by the vapor phase. The
apillary pressure of the isopropanol is lower than that of water (the interfaial energy/superial strain of
the isopropanol, γair/liq = 22, 3mN/m, is lower than the superial strain of the water, γair/liq = 72.79).
Therefore, a weak vaum is suient for this proess without damaging the mirostruture.
Epoxy impregnation
The sample is lled with an epoxy resin to stabilise and reinfore the mirostruture. The slies are put
under vauum (∼10Mbar) for half hour (enough time to reah the steady-state pressure between outside
and inside the slie). Impregnation by the resin is performed with a small plasti pipe. At this level,
the porosity is not lled but the porosity is isolated from the outside by the resin. The vauum is then
suddenly broken given a pressure dierene between atmospheri pressure outside the sample and the
vaum pressure inside the sample. This gradient fores the resin to invade the porosity eiently.
Polishing
One ured, the resin layer above the sample is removed using a oarse SiC grinding paper (SiC grade
: 1200). Polishing is done manually until the outrop of ement paste. The outrop is reahed when
the boundary between the ement paste and the resin is observed by sun reets. Then, the sample is
polished with a series of dereasing diamond suspension grades of 9, 3, 1, and 0.25 µm on a low-speed
lap wheel using oil as a polishing lubriant for about 30 minutes for eah step with a pressure of 25N. A
5-10 nm thik oating of arbon is evaporated onto the polished surfae to eliminate speimen harging
during SEM observation.
4
The measure of diusion has been done by oxygen permeability [88℄ but the NMR is a powerful alternative [99, 125℄.
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Imaging by SEM
The results are presented in the table 2.1. In the gure 2.4-j and gure 2.5-j, four phases are mainly
observed: :
• the bright grains are remaining unhydrated ores of trialium siliate (C3S),
• the light grey lusters inluding the bright ones are portlandite (CH), one hydrated phase,
• the dark grey phase is the main hydrated phases : alium siliate hydrate (CSH),
• the blak regions are the porosity.
In eah olumn in the gure 2.4, we observed the advanement of the hydration reation over time. For
instane, in the last row, the anhydrous grains are surrounded by a small layer of CSH at the beginning
(see rst gure 2-4-) but this layer inreases over time (see gures 2-4-e,i). We observe that the size of
the luster of portlandite is muh larger for alite than for OPC. The reason is related to the nuleation of
the portlandite lusters whih is less likely in the ase of alite sine the reation of germination is driven
by the heterogeneous preipitation. In the gure 2.4-2-4-, some raks are observed in the anhydrous
grains due to sample preparation.
Cement Water/ement time sampled (days)
Alite
0.4 1
0.4 3
0.4 7
CEMI
0.5 1
0.5 3
0.5 7
CEMII-slag
0.4 1
0.5 1
0.4 3
Table 2.1: Samples observed by SEM. For eah sample, the pixel size of the BE images are 1, 0.675, 0.25,
0.1, 0.025 µm
2.2.4 First omments on image analysis
Quantitative analysis of the geometrial features of a omplex media needs as a prerequisite to propose an
aurate segmentation of the image. The segmentation proess onsists of onverting a grey-level image
5
to a labelled image
6
. In order to do a omparative analysis of the apillary porosity over hydration time,
the segmentation has to be robust. For SEM, the major diulty is the aquisition parameters at not
onstant over time. Between two suessive aquisitions of the same ement paste, the images are dierent
sine the aquisition parameters are not stable (for example, the eletrons energy obtained by Eletron
gun is not stable). Therefore, the shape of the grey-level histogram moves between eah aquisition (see
gure 2.6). In the hapter 4, we will apply a segmentation proedure based on boundary information
allowing a reproduible result even with a shift of the grey-level.
2.3 SRXTM
Synhrotron X-ray Tomographi Mirosopy (SRXTM) is a powerful, non-destrutive, and high-resolution
tehnique to observe the 3D geometrial organisation of many dierent types of materials [162, 52, 28℄. In
this setion, we briey remind the priniple of SRXTM, then we present the appliation of this tehnique
to ement, after we explain the sample preparation and nally we present the results.
5
A pixel is oded by a grey-level orresponding to a quantiation of the physial phenomenon under investigation.
6
A pixel is oded by a label orresponding to a phase of the material.
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(a) l=0.675 µm, h = 1 day (b) l=0.25 µm, h = 1 day () l=0.1 µm, h = 1 day
(d) l=0.675 µm, h = 3 day (e) l=0.25 µm, h = 3 day (f) l=0.1 µm, h = 3 day
(g) l=0.675 µm, h = 7 day (h) l=0.25 µm, h = 7 day (i) l=0.1 µm, h = 7 day
Hydrate
Portlandite clusters
Capillary pores
L=1mm
Anhydrous grains
(j) l=0.675 µm, h = 7 day
Figure 2.4: The ement paste is alite with W/C=0.4 observed by SEM. l = pixel size and h = hydration
time.
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(a) l=0.675 µm, h = 1 day (b) l=0.25 µm, h = 1 day () l=0.1 µm, h = 1 day
(d) l=0.675 µm, h = 3 day (e) l=0.25 µm, h = 3 day (f) l=0.1 µm, h = 3 day
(g) l=0.675 µm, h = 7 day (h) l=0.25 µm, h = 7 day (i) l=0.1 µm, h = 7 day
Porosity
Hydrate
L = 1 mm
Portlantide clusters
Anhydrous grains
(j) l=0.675 µm, h = 7 day
Figure 2.5: The ement paste is OPC with W/C=0.4 observed by SEM. l = pixel size and h = hydration
time.
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grey-level
Histogramme of OPC with W/C=0.5 observed by SEM
1 day
3 days
7 days
Figure 2.6: Histogram of OPC with W/C=0.5 at dierent times. If the aquisition parameters are still
onstants, the peaks of the histograms have always loated at the same value. Here, it is not the ase.
Therefore, the aquisition parameters are not onstants.
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Figure 2.7: A sheme of SRXTM
2.3.1 Priniple
There exists two kinds of X-ray soures: laboratory or synhrotron. For the study of the apillary
porosity of ement pastes, synhrotron has been hosen beause the highest resolution of laboratory-
based X-ray Tomographi Mirosopes (10 mirometers) is bigger than the feature size of the ement
paste apillary porosity (3-4 mirometers). A synhrotron is a toroidal vauum tube (a ring) surrounded
by eletromagnets in whih eletrons travel in the entre of the ring. The orbital motion is the result of
a entripetal aeleration. During this aeleration, eletrons lose energy in the form of photons, alled
synhrotron radiation. In the photon beam lines, end-stations (small laboratories) use this radiation for
various appliations. In tomography appliation, a monohromator lters the frequeny spetrum of the
photon beam to produe a bright, almost monohromati
7
, parallel photon beam (X-ray frequeny).
The gure 2.7 shows the priniple of X-ray tomography. Next, we will explain the dierent stages.
Interation between the monohromati photons beam and the material
Intersetion between a X-ray and a loud of idential atoms:
Let us onsidered a X-ray going through a ube ontaining a loud of idential atoms represented by
spheres. The absorption oeient, µ, is dened in suh a way that µL is the probability that a random
line, with a normal diretion to a side of the ube, will interset with the spheres
8
inluded in the ube
(see gure 2.8). Therefore, the probability is the ratio of the projeted spheres surfae area to the surfae
area of the side under the assumption of diluted spheres:
7
in our appliation, the energy was 20 KeV.
8
the spheres are diluted
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L
Side view
Figure 2.8: probability of interation between a X-ray and a loud of atoms ontained in the ube
µL =
sum of the ross setions
surfae area of the side
µL =
Nσ
L2
µ =
Nσ
L3
µ =
Nσ
V
where σ is the ross absorption setion (1 barn = 10−24m2) and N is the number of atoms ontained
in the ube. Sine the density, ρ, is equal to NAVN where A is the atom mass (g) and N is the Avogadro
number, we obtain:
µ = ρ
σN
A
Tabulation:
The absorption oeient depends on the density and, therefore, the physial state. For the purpose of
tabulation, the absorption oeient is divided by the density:
µ
ρ
=
σN
A
The mass absorption oeient µ/ρ (m2/g) is more or less independent from the physial state of the
element allowing the elements tabulation.
Cross setion absorption oeient for one atom:
With wavelengths of the order of 1 A˚, the interation between the eletromagneti eld and the atom
aets the eletroni system of the latter. Two main eets must be distinguished:
• Photoeletri absorption. The absorbed radiation is used to ejet a lower-level from the atom,
the photo-eletron arrying away any exess energy in the form of kineti energy. τ is the linear
photoeletri absorption.
• Sattering. The X-ray photon is deeted from its original diretion of propagation, with or without
loss of energy, by ollision with an eletron or atom.
The ross setion absorption oeient is the sum of the ross setion of these two interations.
Intersetion between a X-ray and a loud of dierent atoms :
Let us onsider a X-ray going through a ube ontaining a loud of dierent atoms represented by spheres.
The absorption oeient is an additive measure (see gure 2.9). Therefore, the absorption oeient is
the sum of the absorption oeients of eah element, µi:
µ =
∑
i
µi
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L
Side view
Figure 2.9: The additive attenuation omes from the additive surfae for diluted sphere
The mass absorption oeient is
µ
ρ
=
∑
i
µi
ρ
µ
ρ
=
∑
i
ρi
ρ
µi
ρi
µ
ρ
=
∑
i
gi(µ/ρ)i
where gi is the mass fration ontributed by the element i and (µ/ρ)i is the mass absorption oeient
of the element i.
Radiograph:
The attenuation of a photon beam
9
, ∆I, going through a ube, is:
−∆I = µIL (2.1)
(2.2)
For a heterogeneous material, taking an elementary ube, with a ow parallel to the diretion y, the
absorption law is:
−dI(x, y, z) = µ(x, y, z)I(x, y, z)dy (2.3)
dI(x, y, z)
I(x, y, z)
= −µ(x, y, z)dy (2.4)
Integrating the eq 2.4 along a beam path parallel to y-axis, we get the transmitted intensity through a
path known as the Beer-Lambert law:
ln(It/I0) = −
∫
path
µ(x, y, z)dy (2.5)
It = I0e
−
R
path
µ(x,y,z)dy
(2.6)
In our experiment, the initial beam is parallel to a diretion y. If a 2D detetor is loalised perpendiular
to the y-axis and behind the sample, a radiograph is obtained where the value of eah pixel is the measure
of It. A blank image measures the inident intensity, I0. The logarithm of the ratio of the measure of I0
to It, is the integral of the attenuation along the path line using the eq 2.6 (see gure 2.10):
p(x, z) = −
∫
path
µ(x, y, z)dy
From the radiographi images to the µ-mapping:
In order to obtain the µ-mapping, a set of radiographi images is reorded for dierent angular positions
of the sample. Let pθ be the radiograph for the angular position θ. We have (see gure 2.11):
9
A sum of individual rays.
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y−axis
x−axis
Detector
z−axis
Bear Lamber law:
ItI0 ∫
path
µ(x, y, z)dy = − ln( It
I0
)
(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: (a): Priniple of radiograph; (b): the X-ray beam attenuation of an OPC with a W/C=0.4
and an a ageing equal to 1 day.
z-axis
Rθ,z[µ]µ
pθ(x) = ln
It
I0
x
It
with θ ∈ {θO, . . . , θn}
with It = I0e
∫∞
−∞Rθ,z[µ](x,y,z)dy
I0
(a) (b)
Figure 2.11: (a): aquisition of a radiograph with a angle θ; (b): sinogram of pθ(x, z) of an OPC with a
W/C=0.4 and an hydration time=1 day, in axis x, in oordinate the angle θ and at z xed. Due
to its denition, the sinogram is the addition of sinusoid as shown in gure b.
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pθ(x, z) =
∫ +∞
−∞
Rθ,z[µ](x, y, z)dy (2.7)
pθ(x, z) =
∫ +∞
−∞
µ(x cos θ − y sin θ, x sin θ + y cos θ, z)dy (2.8)
where Rθ,z is the rotation operator of angle θ about the z-axis
10
.
Slie by slie:
For a height xed, zcst, we will reonstrut a 2D slie using a sinogram. A sinogram is pθ(x, z) where x and
θ are the variables (with x in axis and θ in oordinate) and z is xed (see gure 2.11). Given a sinogram,
in 1917 Radon has proved that this inverse problem has a solution. The ltered bak projetion algorithm
is usually used for this purpose [75℄ (see gure 2.12). To reonstrut the 3D-µ-mapping, we stak the
2D-µ-mapping done at dierent height (see gure 2.17). In our experiment11, the typial resolution is 1
µm.
2.3.2 State of the art for ementitious materials
Tomographi mirosopy has been used by many authors to quantify transport properties aording
to diusion [150, 142℄ and permeability [161, 8℄. In order to obtain representative quantitative data
orrelated with others experiments, the development of advaned omputational algorithms
12
is required
[146℄. Many groups, for example in Japan [122, 123℄ or in Australia [89, 90, 6℄, have this apability.
The appliation of this tehnique to the study of ementitious materials an be seen from two angles.
The rst one is the study of global features of porosity in relation with a physial phenomenon:
• Burlion et al [29℄ quantied the evolution of porosity prole during an aelerated leahing proess
(see gure 2.13),
• Hu et al [74℄ studied the moisture gradient due to the surfae drying. Sine the mass of the sample
is onstant
13
exept the variation due to the evaporation of the water aused by surfae drying, the
global X-ray transmission allows the global weight loss due to water evaporation to be measured,
and, therefore, the drying prole to be assessed (see gure 2.14).
The seond angle is the relation between a geometrial organisation and a physial phenomenon.
• At the length sale of millimetre, the study of the shape of aggregates in onrete has enabled
the aess of many onrete properties, espeially the rheology of fresh onrete and early-age
mehanial properties [56℄. In order to haraterise the aggregates on the segmented images obtained
by X-ray tomography, Garbozi used spherial harmoni funtions to interpolate eah aggregate
(see gure 2.15). Therefore, the lassiation the shape of aggregates in dierent ategories has
been possible.
• At a lower length sale 100µm, Landis et al [96℄ studied the formation of raks under mehanial
ompression. Frature energy was alulated using a linear elasti frature mehanis approah and
orrelated with the measures of surfae area of the internal raks. This last measure is obtained
by the analysis of X-ray tomography images (see gure 2.16).
• At the miro-length-sale, the mirostrutural analysis of the porosity has been done by many
authors [94, 55, 137, 107℄. Lu et al have found a good orrelation between a parameter disonneted
pore distane and standard measures of hloride permeability.
10
An axis of rotation is dened by a diretion and a translation vetor v = (vx, vy , vz). Experimentally, the translation
vetor is unknown. Sine the determination of vy is required, this property is used: pθ(x, z) = vy − pθ+π(x, z) to nd it.
11
To see the matter more deeply with a resolution in the order of 0.1µm, the nanotomography, based on the fousing of
the beam, is a very promising tehnique.
12
The typial algorithms hain is: segmentation and simulation of a physial property.
13
Rien ne se perd, rien ne se rée, tout se transforme, the law of matter onservation-Lavoisier.
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x
y
x
y
z is fixed
B[Pθi](x, y) = Pθi(x cos θ − y sin θ) 1i ∑ij=1B[Pθj](x, y)
Pθi
(a) (b) ()
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 2.12: Priniple of bak projetion algorithm where B[pθi ] is one bak projetion at the given angle
θi and
1
i
∑i
j=1 B[pθj ] is the umulative of the bak projetions form j=1 to i. For eah gure ouple: rst
gure B[pθi ] and seond gure
1
i
∑i
j=1 B[pθj ]. From (a) to (i): we progressively inreases the subsript
i. At this end, we observe the anhydrous grains of the ement paste. Courtesy by E. Gallui.
Figure 2.13: Evolution of the front evolution during an aelerated leahing proess.
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Figure 2.14: X-ray ount = X-ray transmission. Mortars reveal a slightly lower evaporation rate sine
the aggregate inreases the length of the transport route beause of a larger tortuosity.
Figure 2.15: Left gure: aggregate after the segmentation of the image obtained by X-ray tomography.
Right gure: Comparison between one aggregate taken diretly from the original X-ray tomography
(mottled grey) (digital volume = 9175 voxel), and its spherial harmoni expansion reonstrution (shiny
grey).
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Figure 2.16: Vertial setions through speimen at ve dierent levels of damage: (a) rst san; (b)
seond san; () third san; (d) fourth san; (e) fth san; (f) sixth san.
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2.3.3 Preparation
Cement and distilled water were mixed by hand for 5 min and then injeted into thin ylindrial plasti
tubes with a diameter of 1 mm and a wall of thikness of 30 µm. The plasti ylinder tubes have two
advantages. First, the absorption of plasti is low and seond the ylinder shape is a suitable geometry
14
for tomography aquisition. After one day, the ylindrial plasti are immersed into water
15
to avoid the
surfae drying. Two series of experiments
16
were performed at the Swiss Light Soure (SLS) in Villigen
(Switzerland) on the TOMCAT beam line [162℄. For the rst series, samples were prepared in advane
and kept unsealed into water in order to have the desired age at the same date. For the seond series, in
order to prevent the variations due to sample preparation, the same apillaries of two dierent ements
were studied over time (see table 2.2 and gure 2.17). Reonstruted slies were omputed using the
ltered bak projetion algorithm in use at the SLS.
Cement Water/ement time sampled (hours)
series 1
Alite 0.4 27, 55
Alite 0.5 81
OPC 0.4 24, 61, 95, 150
OPC 0.5 34, 83, 150
OPC+slag 0.4 80, 150
OPC+slag 0.5 35, 48, 150
OPC+limestone 0.4 26.79,150
OPC+limestone 0.5 32.150
series 2
Alite1 0.4 24.4, 31, 34.5, 38.5
Alite2 0.4 32, 40, 45, 51, 55, 60, 67
OPC 0.4 26.75, 31.33, 34, 37.75, 40, 45.7, 52.3, 55.75, 60, 66, 72
Table 2.2: For the series 2, the same apillaries of dierent ements were studied over time
The grey level distribution is similar for SEM and for the X-ray tomography:
1. the bright grains are remaining unhydrated ores,
2. the light grey lusters are portlandite,
3. the dark grey phase is a mix of hydrated phases,
4. the blakest phase is the porosity
We observe in the alite image that the porosity in tomography image is muh smaller than the porosity
in SEM image (see gure 2.4-a). The rst explanation is that the reation of hydration/preipitation
depends on the temperature. The samples, observed by SEM, were stored at onstant temperature of
16
o
C whereas the samples, observed by tomography, were prepared and immediately transported to the
SLS during a warm day. However, this eet annot only explain the large disrepany between these
two results. Another explanation is the shrink of the porosity during the preparation of the sample for
SEM images.
14
If the axis of rotation oinides with the axe of ylinder, the sample thikness is invariant about the radiograph angle.
15
We use the mixing water in order to not disturb the reation of dissolution/preipitation.
16
In order to enhane the ontrast between the porosity and the solid phases, the void has been lled for some
samples with a liquid alloy alled Wood's metal[155, 178℄. However, due to the high absorption of the metal
(http://physis.nist.gov/PhysRefData/XrayMassCoef/tab3.html), the exit beam intensity has been too low even for the
maximum of energy given that not allows an aurate reonstrution
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0,5 mm
Anhydrous grains
Capillary pores
Hydrate phase
Portlantide
(a)
0.5mm
Anhydrous grains
Capillary pores
Hydrate phase
Portlantide
(b)
Figure 2.17: (a): alite with W/C=0.4 and t=32h, the size is 700*700*700 voxel with a pixel size of 0.7
µm3, (b): OPC with W/C=0.4 and t=24h, the size is 700*700*700 voxel with a pixel size of 0.7 µm3.
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2.3.4 First omments on image analysis
The volume of the tomography image is 700*700*700 voxel where eah voxel represents a ube of size
0.675 µm3 of the sample. Several preliminary omments an be made:
1. as the image size obtained by tomography is large, the algorithms assoiated to the image proessing
must be eient. The next hapter will explain how to implement eient algorithms,
2. as the intensity SLS synhrotron beam line is stable, the results are reproduible
17
,
3. as the ontrast is weak between the solid phases, the lassial threshold proedure is not suitable for
the segmentation. For an aurate segmentation, boundary information will be use in the hapter
4,
4. as the resolution is in the same order of the apillary pore size, the apillary pores observation is
only possible in the early-ages.
2.4 Conlusion
We have obtained images of ement paste using two imaging tehniques: SEM and SRXTM. SEM images
are spatially resolved for the investigation of apillary porosity but this is bi-dimensional imaging teh-
nique. The hapter 6 will propose an easy method to reonstrut 3D model from 2D slie. The qualitative
omparison between SEM and SRXTM for the same sample lead us to ask this question: do you really
observe the natural pore network sine the preparation of SEM sample is invasive? With SRXTM, we
observe the tri-dimensional pore network without any destrution but, due the limited spatial resolution,
a relevant information an be obtained only on the early-age of the ement paste. A question remains,
an you extrapolate the results obtained by SRXTM in the early-age ement paste for mature ement
paste?
Analysis of the 3d geometrial features of a omplex media needs, as a prerequisite, an aurate segmen-
tation of the image. Due to the properties of the images (low ontrast for tomography and instability of
aquisition parameters for SEM), the threshold segmentation will not yield a segmented mirostruture
onsistent with real mirostruture. This is why a segmentation proedure, using advaned algorithms,
based on boundary information, will be developed in the hapter 4. Sine the size of tomography images
is large, the advaned algorithms have to be eient. In order to speed up the implementation of eient
and advaned algorithms, we have oneptualised a lass of algorithms, alled seeded region growing by
pixels aggregation/dissolution. The next hapter will develop this point.
17
The Filtered Bak Projetion algorithm in used in SLS requires the seletion of a range of attenuation. This range has
always been the same to assure the reprodutively
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3.1 Introdution
3.1.1 Whih eld of Image Proessing?
A grey-level image is a grid of a sample where the value of eah ell (pixel/voxel) is the average of a
physial interation (e.g. attenuation of X-rays for tomography or emission of bak sattered eletrons
for SEM) between dierent solid and uid phases ontained in the ell and the exitation soure, at the
moment of aquisition. A labeled image is a grid of the sample where the label of eah ell orresponds
to a phase of the material. Phase partition is the transformation of the grey-level image to the labeled
image. The phase partition is segmented in three levels:
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• Pre-ltering: to inrease the signal-to-noise ratio without removing some strutural features like
the presene of raks.
• Segmentation: to onvert the grey-level image to a labelled image.
• Post-ltering: to remove some numerial artefats.
The lassial phase partition is the threshold method (see hapter 3). This method is suitable when
the imaging devie yields enough ontrast-to-noise ratio for the material in order to have a spei
peak for eah phase in the histogram. When it is not the ase, as tomography images of ement pastes
hampered by a low signal-to-noise ratio, an advaned phase partition method has to be used in order to
extrat the dierent phase aurately. In this thesis, we fous on the seond level of phase partition, the
segmentation. The literature of omputer siene reveals three priniple elds for this purpose
18
:
• partial dierene equation suh as level set [128℄,
• stohasti proesses suh as Bayesian statistis [26℄,
• automate/Seeded Region Growing by pixels Aggregation:Dissolution (SRGPAD)[2, 23℄.
The algorithms of SRGPAD are eient sine their omplexity is O(n) where n is the number of pix-
els/voxel of the image. Therefore, this lass of algorithms allows the treatment of the large tomography
size whih typial size is one giga voxel in a reasonable time. In this thesis, for the purposes of segmen-
tation, deomposition in elementary pores, 3D reonstrution of multiphase porous media obtained by
SEM, geometrial haraterisation, a wide range of algorithms of SRGPAD is used: distane funtion,
dynami lter, global minima, geodesi dilation, watershed transformation, permutation loalisation on
the phase interfae, geometrial tortuosity, hole lling, . . .
There are many ommerial (Aphelion
r
,Morph-M) or non ommerial (ImageJ) libraries available imple-
menting SRGPAD algorithms. At the beginning of this thesis in 2005, these libraries were implemented
for 32 bits proessor arhiteture that limited addressing to Random Aess Memory (RAM) to 3.2 Gb.
Sine advaned algorithms requires dynami strutures having a high memory ost and the typial size
of a tomography image is 1 Gb, the demand of random aess memory exeeds largely 3.2 Gb. This
point led us to the reation of a home-made library implementing these algorithms for 64 bits proessor
arhiteture.
3.1.2 Why oneptualising?
A diret implementation of optimised advaned algorithms is relatively long and tedious, and requires
speial skills. Therefore, in rst order, the development of a library ontaining many algorithms of
SRGPAD is a too long work for a PhD student. In order to speed-up the implementation of algorithms
of SRGPA, a theoretial work is done to extrat the generi onepts in this lass of algorithm. Then,
we translate these generi al onepts in term of generi objets in objet-oriented programming with an
optimized implementation. Finally, these generi objets yield implementation of optimised algorithms
of SRGPAD with less than 40 lines of odes and, thus, allow the implementation of the library ontaining
many algorithms of SRGPAD in a reasonable time.
In this hapter, we introdue a theoretial framework for a lass of algorithms, alled Seeded Region
Growing by Pixels Aggregation/Dissolution (SRGPAD). In the rst setion, we present an example
of SRGPAD algorithm in order to exhibit the key ideas behind this oneptualisation. In the seond
setion, the theoretial onepts of SRGPAD are introdued. In the third setion, we use these onepts
to implement a wide range of algorithms. In the last setion, we deal with the dierent onventions to
18
These three frameworks are also used to analyse pattern formation. The siene of pattern formation deals with the
visible, (statistially) ordered outomes of self-organisation and the ommon priniples behind similar patterns. In physis,
the analysis of pattern-forming systems often onsists of nding a model in using a
- a Partial Dierene Equation (PDE). An approximate solutions of PDE an be estimated using nite dierene method,
nite element method [73℄, level set [128℄, phase eld [30, 83℄.
- a Cellular Automata for the study of phases transitions[32℄
- a stohasti proess for the study of the evolution sea-oasts through damped erosion [147℄
34
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manage the ollision between two regions.
In this hapter, eah image is a subset of the spae E. E is a n-dimensional disrete spae Zn, onsisting
of lattie points with integer oordinates. The elements of a n-dimensional image array are alled pixels
if n=2 and voxel if n=3. A point will be alled pixel although the algorithms an be developed whatever
the spae dimension.
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Figure 3.1: Left gure: one objet feature is the texture and one texture feature is the tint. Right gure:
the objet boundary disontinuity beomes the lines of ridge in the gradient image.
3.2 Example of SRGPAD algorithm: the watershed transforma-
tion
Many elds in omputer siene, stereovision [82℄, mathematial morphology [158℄, use algorithms whih
priniple is Seeded Region Growing by Pixels Aggregation/Dissolution (SRGPAD). This method onsists
in initialising eah region with a seed, then iterating pixels aggregation/dissolution on regions until
getting a onvergene [2, 69℄. The general purpose of this eld is to dene a metri divided into two
distint ategories [10℄: the objet feature like the tint [2, 133℄ and the objet boundary disontinuity
[23, 49, 164, 108℄ (see gure 3.1). For instane, the watershed watershed developed in mathematial
morphology [23℄ is a segmentation tool and an algorithm of SRGPAD using the boundary information.
3.2.1 Presentation of the watershed transformation
Any grey-level image an be onsidered as a topographi surfae and all boundaries as sharp variations
of the grey level. When a gradient is applied to an image, boundaries are enhaned (see the seond
image in the gure 3.1). When the topographi surfae obtained from the gradient is ooded from its
seeds, the waterfronts meet on watershed lines in 2D, and on watershed surfaes in 3D. The investigated
volume is partitioned by the watershed basins (see gure 3.2). Eient implementations of the water-
shed transformation based on immersion simulation, were proposed by many authors [24, 173℄ but eah
implementation remains spei to the algorithm. In this setion, we introdue some generi objets to
implement rapidly this algorithm. But, these generi objets will also allow the implementation of any
SRGPAD algorithm.
3.2.2 Seletion of a pair
A SRGPAD algorithm is not global but loal. The aggregation/dissolution is pixel by pixel. A time
is dened in order to follow the evolution of the basins. At eah aggregation or dissolution of a pixel,
x, on a basin, i, the time, t, is inremented: t ← t + 1. With this notation for the set of basins:
(Xt0, . . . , X
t
i , . . . , X
t
n) where X
t
i is the loalisation of the basin
19
with the label i at time t, we have:
∀j ∈ (0, . . . , n) : Xt+1j =
{
Xtj ± {x} if i = j
Xtj otherwise
19Xti ⊂ E
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Figure 3.2: Watershed transformation requires two images: the topographi surfae (a grey-level image)
and the seeds image. The proess is: (a) assoiation of eah seed to a hole (b) immersion () the water
enters in the topographi surfae by the holes and the basins take the olour of the hole, (d) a part of the
topographi surfae is not merged although its level is under the level of the immersion, (e) fusion of two
basins of same olour, (f) reation of a dam when two basins have dierent olours: A video is available
at http://pm.polytehnique.fr/∼vta/water.mpeg.
where the addition, +, between two sets A and B, is the disjoint union:
A+ B = {A ∪B : A ∩B = ∅}
and the subtration, −, between two sets A and B, is the inlusion restrition:
A−B = {A \B : B ⊂ A}
Therefore, at eah step of time, the algorithm has to selet a pair (x, i) where x is the pixel and i is the
label. This seletion is done following three rules:
1. The value given by a metri
20
, δ(x, i), respets a ondition, ψ. For the watershed transformation,
when the level of immersion is equal to l, the basins an grow on the pixels, x, where the level of
the topographi surfae, f(x), is under this level of immersion. Therefore, the metri is assoiated
to the topographi surfae, δ(x, i) = f(x), and the ondition 21 is: δ(x, i) ≤ l.
2. The pixel x belongs to the basin neighbourhood' (homogeneous aggregation). To loalize where
the aggregation an take plae, for eah basin, a Zone of Inuene (ZI), Zti , is dened. For the
watershed transformation, the ZI of eah basin is the outer boundary of the basin in exluding the
other basins. The seond ondition is: x ∈ Zti
3. Several pairs an respet these two previous onditions. In order to selet only one of these pairs,
we add a ondition of the entering time, T . For the the watershed transformation, we selet the
pair that respets for the rst time the two previous onditions and still respets their until now.
3.2.3 Algorithmi implementation of the watershed transformation
In the SRGPAD algorithm, a basin is alled a region. The algorithm of watershed transformation is (see
gure 3.3):
20
alled the ordering attribute funtion
21ψ(δ(x, i)) = 1 for δ(x, i) ≤ l, 0 otherwise
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1. Input: topographi surfae, f , and seeds, (si)0≤i≤n.
2. Sequential initialisation of the regions with the seeds, (loalisation of the regions on the seeds
Xt=0i = si),
3. //Growing proess :
4. For the l = 0 to the maximum level of the topographi surfae,
(a) While there is a pair (x, i) suh that δ(x, i) ≤ l and x ∈ Zti
• Seletion of the pair (x, i) that respets for the rst time the two onditions (δ(x, i) ≤
l and x ∈ Zti ) and still respets their until now.
• Aggregation of the pixel, x, on the region, Xti (Xt+1i = Xti + {x} )
(b) End while
5. Return the regions
This is an algorithmi implementation of the watershed transformation. In the next subsetion, the
implementation is presented in using objet-oriented programming allowing the implementation using
modern languages as C++ or java.
3.2.4 Implementation of the watershed transformation using generi lasses
In the previous implementation, we have seen that:
• the regions loalise the basins,
• the Zones of Inuenes (ZI), assoiated at eah region, loalise the region neighbourhood' where
the aggregation an take plae given the seond ondition of the pair seletion,
• the metri (the topographi surfae for the watershed transformation) given the rst ondition of
pair seletion,
• the entering time allowing the seletion of the pair that respets for the rst time the two previous
onditions and still respets their until now.
For eah of this point, we will dene a lass.
Class: regions
The rst lass is the set of regions, (Xt0, . . . , X
t
i , . . . , X
t
n). This lass has four aessible methods for the
implementation of the SRGPAD algorithm:
1. int add_region(), addition of a region to the set of regions in returning the label of the added
region.
2. void initial_seed(set s, int i), initialisation of the region i with the seed s.
3. void growth(pixel x, int i ), aggregation of the pixel x on the region i: Xt+1i = X
t
i + {x} (see
gure 3.4)
4. void degrowth(pixel x, int i), dissolution of the pixel x on the region i: Xt+1i = X
t
i − {x}
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Figure 3.3: The watershed transformation with non-periodi boundary ondition.
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Figure 3.4: Aggregation of pixel x=2 on the red region. (a) before, (b) after
Class: ZI
The seond lass is the set of the zone of inuenes, (ZIt0, . . . , ZI
t
i , . . . , ZI
t
n). A zone of inuene loalises
where the growing proess an take plae for the assoiated region. This lass has one aessible method
for the implementation of the SRGPAD algorithm
22
:
1. void add_ZI(int i, some parameters), addition of the a ZI to the region, i. some parameters
preise the loalisation of the zone of inuene (see next setion). For the watershed transformation,
the ZI is the outer boundary of this basin in exluding the other basins.
Class: metri
The third lass denes the metri, δ(x, i). This lass has a spee onstrutor with a funtor as parameter
in order to dene the metri
23
. For the watershed transformation, the funtor is max(f(.), l) where f is
the topographi surfae and l the level of immersion.
Class: system of queues
To manage the pixel by pixel organisation, a fourth lass, alled System of Queues (SQ), stores all pairs
(x, i) (pixel, x belonging to ZI i) in a data struture. It gives the possibility to selet a pair (x, i)
depending on three onditions:
• the pixel x belongs to the ZI i (x ∈ Zti ).
• the metri, δ respet a ondition ( ψ(δ(x, i)) = 1)
• the entering time.
This method has one onstrutor with two parameters. The rst parameter dened the kind of queue
and the seond one the number of queue. For the the watershed transformation, the ondition of the
entering time is to selet the pair that respets for the rst time the two previous onditions and still
respets their until now. The onveniene data struture is omposed by n queues, Qtn = {qt0, . . . , qtn},
beause the strategy is:
• to store eah pair (x, i) whose metri is the same in the same queue (a queue is assoiated to a
quantiation of the metri and n is the metri range),
22
Sine the ZI depends on the regions, after eah growth or degrowth of a region, the ZI have to be atualised. Therefore,
in the implementation of the methods, growth(pixel x, int i ), or degrowth(pixel x, int i ) of the lass Region, one of these
method is alled (see gure below):
1. void atualise_growth(pixel x, int i), atualise the zones of inuene depending on the aggregation of pixel x on the
region i.
2. void atualise_degrowth(pixel x, int i), atualise the zones of inuene depending on the dissolution of pixel x on
the region i. This method is alled by the method degrowth(pixel x, int i ) of the lass Region.
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In the omputer, for eah dierent metri, a sub-lass is implemented where the polymorphi method, int
metri_value(pixel x, int i), returning δ(x, i) is dened.
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• to organise in First In First Out (FIFO) "what omes in rst is handled rst, what omes in next
waits until the rst is nished".
This lass has two aessible methods for the implementation of the SRGPAD:
1. Boolean empty(metri m) return false if there exists a pair (x, i) suh that x ∈ Zti and m = δ(x, i),
otherwise true.
2. pair=(x,i) pop_pair(metri m), return pair (x, i) suh that x ∈ Zti , m = δ(x, i) and a ondition of
the entering time.
24
Class: Population
Due to the interations between the objets of these dierent lasses, a master lass, all Population, is
dened in order to link their. This lass has only a onstrutor dened by: Population(Region & r,ZI &
zi, Metri & m, SQ & sq).
Implementation of the watershed transformation
Using these generi lasses, the watershed transformation implementation is simple (see gure 3.5 and
algorithm 1). The major diulty is the implementation and the optimisation of these generi lasses.
But, if this task is ahieved, the implementation of any SRGPAD algorithm will requires less than twenty
lines of odes and will already give an optimised algorithm.
Implementation of the generi lasses
In footnote of the presentation of these generi lasses, I desribe whih methods to implement in order
to allow the interation between the dierent lasses. This interation is: after the growth of a region
on a pixel, rst, we have the atualization of the zones of inuene. Then, during this atualisation, at
eah growth of the zone of inuene, j, on the pixel y, then the pair (y, i) is pushed in the system of
queue and the index of the queue is given by the metri. Numerially, the implementation of the lasses,
Region and Metri, is easy. The lass region has an instane, label spae, given the label
25
of the region
for any pixel. The next setion will be foused on the desription of the two others lasses allowing their
implementation.
24
At eah addition of a pixel, x to a ZI, i, the pair (x, i) is stored in system of queue. There-
fore, this lass has one method, void push_pair(pixel x, int i), to store the pair (x, i) in the data
struture. The method metri_value(pixel x, int i) of the lass metri gives the index of the queue.
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if the label is equal to -1, there is no region
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Figure 3.5: The watershed transformation with non-periodi boundary ondition. initialisation two seeds:
x=0 for the red region and x=6 for the blue region; (d,e,f,g,h,i,j): growth proess; (d) the growth proess
begins on the pixels with the lowest elevation: the queue number 0 with the aggregation of the pixel x=7
on the blue region, (e): 1) after this aggregation, the ZI have be atualised, 2) as the queue number 0 is
empty, the queue number 1 is seleted, and so one, (j) there is no aggregation of the pixel x=3 on the
red region beause this pixel does not belong to the red ZI.
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3.2. Example of SRGPAD algorithm: the watershed transformation
Algorithm 1 the watershed transformation
Require: f , (si)0≤i≤n //the topographi surfae, the seeds
//initialisation
int immersion_level =0;
Region r;
ZI zi;
Metri m (max(f ,immersion_level); //δ(x, i) = max(f(x),immersion_level)
SQ sq( FIFO, max level of the topography);//n FIFO queue suh as the pixels with the orresponding
label of the ZI are stored depending on the elevation on the topographi surfae
Population pop (r,zi,m,sq);
for all for j = 0 to n do
int region_label = r.add_region();
zi.add_ZI(region_label, some parameters) ;
r.inti_seed(region_label, si);
end for
//Growth proess:
for all immersion_level = 0 to the max level of the topography do
while sq.empty(immersion_level)==false do
(x,i)=sq.pop_pair(immersion_level);
r.growth( x, i );
end while
end for
20: return r;
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4 8
Figure 3.6: Neighbourhood in 2-dimensional disrete spae
3.3 The framework of SRGPAD
In this setion, we will introdue a mathematial denition of the Zone of Inuene (ZI). Then, we will
desribe an eient proedure to atualise the ZI after a aggregation/dissolution of a pixel on a region.
After, in order to manage the pixel by pixel organisation, we will introdue a System of queues (SQ)
that stores all pairs (x, i) (x belongs to the ZI i) in a data struture and allows the seletion of a pair
following three onditions. Finally, we will ompare the eient of the watershed transformation imple-
mented in this framework and the implementation in the library Aphelion. s. To loalize eiently these
utuations, a proedure is dened suh that some operations have to be omputed onvinentvinent-
laptop: /Desktopvincent@vincent− laptop : /Desktop ly on the aggregation/dissolution neighbourhood.
3.3.1 ZI
An objet, alled Zone of Inuene (ZI), is assoiated at eah region to loalise a zone where the propa-
gation an take plae. in this subsetion, we will introdue its mathematial denition progressively.
Minkowski addition
The Minkowski addition, also known as dilation, of two subsets Xti and V of a linear spae is the result
of the addition of every element of Xti to every element of V , i.e. the set (see gure 3.7-b):
Xti ⊕ V = {x+ v : x ∈ Xti , v ∈ V }
In 2-dimensional disrete spae, the set V , alled the neighbourhood, is usually dened as (see gure 3.6):
1. 4-neighbourhood V = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (−1, 0), (0, 1), (0,−1)},
2. 8-neighbourhood V = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (−1, 0), (0, 1), (0,−1), (1, 1), (1,−1), (−1, 1), (−1,−1)},
Boundary of a set
The boundary of a set, Xti , is the Minkowski addition of this set with the neighbourhood set exluding
itself (see gure 3.7-):
(Xti ⊕ V ) \Xti = {x+ v : x ∈ Xti , v ∈ V, x+ v /∈ Xti }
Zone of inuene
For the watershed transformation, the ZI of a set, Xti , is the Minkowski addition of this set with the
neighbourhood set exluding all the regions (see gure 3.7-d):
(Xti ⊕ V ) \ (
⋃
j∈N
Xtj) = {x+ v : x ∈ Xti , v ∈ V, (∀j ∈ N : x+ v /∈ Xtj)}
In general, for a given set Ni ⊂ N, alled restrited set, and a neighbourhood set26, Vi, we dene the ZI
44
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
X tbX
t
i X
t
i X
t
i
X ti
X ti ⊕ V (X ti ⊕ V ) \ (X ti ) (X ti ⊕ V ) \ (X ti ∪X tb)
Figure 3.7: Constrution of the ZI, Zti . (a): A region X
t
i ; (b): Minkowski addition of the region, X
t
i , by
the neighbourhood set, V ; (): Minkowski addition of the dilatation of Xti by the neighbourhood set,
V exluding Xti ; (d): Minkowski addition of the dilatation of X
t
i by the neighbourhood set, V exluding
the union of Xi and of Xb.
assoiated to a regioni as:
Zti = (X
t
i ⊕ Vi) \ (
⋃
j∈Ni
Xtj)
The restrited set is usually dened as:
• Ni = {i}, then Zti is the outer boundary of the region;
• Ni = N, then Zti is the outer boundary of the region exluding all the regions.
In the method add_ZI(int i, some parameters) of the lass ZI, some parameters are the restrited set
and the neighbourhood set (see appendix A.1 for the numerial implementation of these two sets).
3.3.2 Atualisation
As the ZI depend on regions, after eah aggregation/dissolution of a pixel on a region, the ZI have to be
atualised. For the atualisation, the simplest way is to hek for eah ZI the possible modiation. This
strategy has a high numerial ost with a omplexity equal to O(n) where n is the number of ZI/regions.
Therefore, the omputational ost will be too high. A solution is to reformulate the link between ZI and
the regions: the ZI at time t+1 depends on ZI at time t plus or minus a set dened in the neighbourhood
of the aggregation/dissolution. This reformulation gives an atualisation with a onstant omplexity.
This subsetion is quite tehnial and it is not neessary for the understanding of the whole setion (it
an be skipped at rst reading).
Deomposition in two parts
At eah step of time, one and only one basin, i, grows by aggregation of the pixel x or by dissolution of
the pixel x:
∀j ∈ (0, . . . , n) : Xt+1j =
{
Xtj ± {x} for j = i
Xtj otherwise
We see two parts in the expression of ZI: Zti =
ownself︷ ︸︸ ︷
(Xti,m ⊕ Vi) \(
other︷ ︸︸ ︷⋃
j∈Ni
Xtj,o). The "ownself part" depends
only on the assoiated region. The "other part" depends on all regions. Therefore, we deompose the
atualisation in two stages. First, we atualise the "ownself part": Xt+1i,m = X
t
i,m ± {x} then the "other
part": Xt+1i,o = X
t
i,o ± {x} (see gure 3.8). All the proofs are in the appendix A.2.
26
this set is equal to V or ∅
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Ownself part In this part, we have only the aggregation or dissolution of the pixel x on Xti,m between
times t and t+ 1.
If j is not equal to i (j 6= i), Zt+1j is equal to Ztj beause Ztj does not depend on Xti,m.
If j is equal to i:
• for aggregation Xt+1i,m = Xti,m + {x}, we have:
Zt+1i = Z
t
i + ({x} ⊕ Vi) \ Zti \ (
⋃
j∈Ni
Xtj)
The numerial implementation is:
for all ∀y ∈ {x} ⊕ Vi do
if y /∈ Zti then
if y /∈ ⋃
j∈Ni
Xtj then
Zt+1i = Z
t
i + x;
end if
end if
end for
• for dissolution Xt+1i,m = Xti,m − {x}, we have:
Zt+1i = Z
t
i − (({x} ⊕ Vi) \ (Xt+1i ⊕ Vi)) \ (Zti )c
The numerial implementation is:
for all ∀x ∈ {x} ⊕ Vi do
if y ∈ Zti then
if (y ⊕ V −1i ) ∩Xt+1i = ∅ then
Zt+1i = Z
t
i − y;
end if
end if
end for
Other part In this part, we have only the aggregation or dissolution of the pixel x on Xti,o between
times t and t+ 1.
• for aggregation Xt+1i,o = Xti,o + {x}, we have:
∀j ∈ (0, . . . , n) : Zt+1j =
{
Ztj − ({x} \ (Ztj)c) if (i ∈ Nj) ∧ (Vj 6= ∅)
Ztj else
where the symbol ∧ means the and in the symboli logi. The numerial implementation is:
for all j ∈ (0, . . . , n) : x ∈ Ztj do
if i ∈ Nj ∧ Vj 6= ∅ then
Zt+1j = Z
t
j − x;
end if
end for
• for dissolution Xt+1i,o = Xti,o − {x}, we have:
∀j ∈ (0, . . . , n) : Zt+1j =


Ztj + ((({x} \ (Xt+1j ⊕ V )c) \ (
⋃
k∈Nj
Xtk)) \ Ztj) if (i ∈ Nj) ∧ (Vj 6= ∅)
Ztj else
This numerial implementation is based on the assumption that for all j, Vj is equal to ∅ or
V :
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Figure 3.8: Atualisation of the ZI after a aggregation/dissolution of a pixel on a region. Two regions,
Xtr and X
t
b, and two ZI, Z
t
r = (X
t
r ⊕ Vr) \ (Xtr ∪Xtb) and Ztb = (Xtb ⊕ Vb) \ (Xtr ∪Xtb). Both rows show
the ZI atualisation after a aggregation for the rst row and dissolution for the seond row. The rst
gure is the initial state, the seond gure is the aggregation or dissolution of a pixel on the blue region,
the third gure is the atualisation of the "ownself part" of ZI, the last gure is the atualisation of the
"other part" of ZI.
for all j : (x⊕ V −1) ∩Xtj 6= ∅ do
if i /∈ ⋃
j∈Ni
Xt+1j then
if i /∈ Ztj then
if i ∈ Nj ∧ Vj 6= ∅ then
Zt+1j = Z
t
j + x;
end if
end if
end if
end for
The omplexity of this atualisation is time onstantO(1) if two data strutures are implemented given
the label of region and the list of zones of inuene loated on any pixel of the spae. This mathematial
denition of the atualisation gives the implementation of the methods of the lass ZI diretly. The next
subsetion will desribe the lass system of queues.
3.3.3 Organisation
To manage the pixel by pixel organisation, the lass, System of Queues (SQ), stores all pairs (x, i), where
the pixel x belongs to the zone of inuene i, and allows the seletion of a pair (x, i) following three
onditions:
• x belongs to Zti ,
• the value of the metri [10℄, δ, is equal to a ertain value (for watershed transformation, a pixel is
hosen depending on its elevation on the topographi surfae),
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• a ondition of the entering time (for watershed transformation, we hoose the oldest pair respeting
these previous two onditions),
At eah aggregation/dissolution, we have some pixel added and removed to the ZI:
• The set Bt is the pairs to add to the SQ between times t and t+ 1:
Bt = {(x, i) : x /∈ Zti ∧ x ∈ Zt+1i }
• The set Ct is the pairs to remove to the SQ between times t and t+ 1:
Ct = {(x, i) : x ∈ Zti ∧ x /∈ Zt+1i }
The SQ is like a store. There are:
• the produts, Bt, to plae to the store,
• the produts, Ct, to remove from the store,
• a ustomer that hooses produt by produt in the store following a label and a ondition on the
entering time.
To get the best eieny in the store organisation, the three following points must be respeted:
Data struture
A data struture is a way to store data in a omputer. A data struture depends on the operations to be
performed, using as few resoures in exeution time and in memory spae, as possible. In this thesis, we
have used two data strutures:
• n queues, Qtn = {qt0, . . . , qtn}, beause the strategy is:
 to store eah pair (x, i) whose metri is the same in the same queue (a queue is assoiated to
a quantiation of the metri and n is the metri range),
 to organise in First In First Out (FIFO) "what omes in rst is handled rst, what omes in
next waits until the rst is nished".
• n vetors, V tn = {vt0, . . . , vtn}, beause the strategy is:
 to store eah pair (x, i) whose metri is the same in the same vetor (a vetor is assoiated to
a quantiation of the metri and n is the metri range),
 to organise in random aess to handle randomly a pair
27
.
We have implemented these two data struture: queue and random aess using the Standard Template
Library (STL) of the C++ library.
Store
The ordering attribute funtion, δ, assigns eah pair (x, i) of Bt in the appropriate queue. After addition
of a pixel, x, is to a zone of inuene i, the method push_pair(x, i) of the lass SQ is alled. This method
uses the method metri_value(pixel x, int i) of the lass Metri to assign the pair (x, i) in the appropriate
queue (see gure 3.9). If the method returns OUT then the pair is not assigned to the system of queues.
27
A vetor is a dynami array v = ((x0, i0), . . . (xp, ip)). When the method pop is alled, we drawn randomly an integer,
I , in (0, . . . , p). Therefore, we return the pair (xI , iI ) and we permute the last pair of the array with the pair (xI , iI) and
we derease the size of the array by one.
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Figure 3.9: Eah time, a pixel, x, is added to the ZI i, the pair (x, i) is stored in the queue δ(x, i). In
this example, the pair (x = 2, i =red) is assigned in the queue number δ(x, i) = f(x) = 3. (a) before, (b)
after
Customer
Between time t and t + 1, all pairs belonging to Ct have to be removed from the set of queues. The
numerial ost of this strategy is signiant. Another solution is to do nothing until a pair (x, i) is
extrated from a queue j at time t. Then, if x still belongs to the zone of inuene i, the pair (x, i)
is seleted, otherwise this pair is deleted
28
(see gure 3.10). Using this desription, the implementation
1 2 3 4
Yes
No
5
Time t
This pair is selected
Extraction of a pair, here x=2
1
1
4
Choose a queue, here queue 3
2
2) Test if (x = 2) ∈ Ztred
Figure 3.10: How to at? 1)Choose a queue 2)Extrat a pair (x, i) 3)Test if x ∈ Zt′i 4) Yes, ation, 5)
No, ome bak to the rst step
of the methods of the lass SQ an be done. At this level, all the generi lasses are dened allowing
their implementation. Sine I have done this implementation, the next subsetion will ompare the
eient of the watershed transformation between the implementation in the library Aphelion and my
own implementation.
28
(when a pair (x, i) enters in the SQ at time t′, x belongs to Zt
′
i , but at time t > t
′
, it annot be the ase any more.
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3.3.4 Comparison
In this subsetion, we will ompare with the lassial ommerial library of Mathematial Morphology,
named Aphelion. The omparison of CPU time and RAM alloation will be done using the watershed
transformation with the minima as seeds (see subsetion 3.4.2). The gure 3.11 shows that the library
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Figure 3.11: A voxel is oded in one byte.
aphelion
1. is three times speeder in term of CPU time
2. onsumes twie less RAM alloation
than the library Population. The Aphelion Library works more eiently and use fewer resoures than
the Population Library. Optimization an our mainly at two levels:
• Design Level: At the highest level, an algorithm an be implemented in many ways. The hoie
aets the utilisation of the resoures of CPU time and RAM alloation. In the library Aphelion,
the watershed algorithm is based on immersion simulations proposed by L. Vinent [173℄ and F.
Meyer [24℄ in the early 90's. In this thesis, the watershed algorithm is based on the oneptualisation
of SRGPAD.
• Soure ode level: In the implementation, various sopes an aet the exeutable omputer
program. The optimisation of these sopes give a real gain of eient. Sine this Computational
task has not been performed in my implementation, the library Aphelion is more eient. The
optimization of the Population library at the Soure ode level ould be resolved by the utilization
of the template meta-programming approah in C++ [47℄. It is a work in progress
In the next setion, we will use the generi lasses for the implementation of a wide range of algorithms.
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3.4 Some SRGPAD algorithms
In the previous setion, we have desribed some generi lasses, alled the library Population, dediated
to the implementation of SRGPAD algorithms.We will implement many optimised algorithms for the
purpose of this thesis easily: Voronoï tessellation, extration of the onneted omponents, regional
minima, distane funtion, watershed transformation and geodesi reonstrution. All these algorithms
have been applied on 3D image with a size of 700*700*700=3.43· 108 pixels and the omputational time
was less than 3 hours using a onventional omputer (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 3.00GH). We will present
the algorithms using only one queue in the System of Queue (SQ), then the algorithms using several
queues.
3.4.1 One queue
In this setion, we will present some algorithms using a single queue during the growing proess.
Simulated Voronoï tessellation
Consider Φ a Poisson point proess in a metri spae M . The ells
C(x) = {y ∈M : d(y, x) ≤ d(y, x′), x′ ∈ Φ}, x ∈ Φ,
onstitute the so-alled Poisson-Voronoï tessellation of M where d is a distane of M . Presented by
Gilbert in 1962 [57℄, this statistial model is appropriate for random rystal growth. In the disrete spae
E, the implementation for a distane29 assoiated to norm 1 or∞30 is done using the library Population.
Starting form the aetation of eah region with a point of the Poisson point proess, an isotopi growing
proess at onstant veloity is simulated. The ordering attribute funtion is δ(x, i) = 0 for all x and i.
The growing proess is (see algorithm 2 and gure 3.12):
• initialisation of the regions/ZI by the seeds
• while the seleted queue label 0 is not empty
 extrat the pair (x, i) from the queue label 0
 aggregation of x on the region i
• return regions
To prove that this growing proess gives a orret Poisson-Voronoï tessellation of E, this following prop-
erty is used:
∀x, y ∈ E : d(x, y) = min
z∈V (x)
((d(z, y) + 1)
The generation of a Poisson point proess is done using the Boost software. This implementation is not
restrited to the Poisson-Voronoï tessellation sine:
• eah seed an be a domain of E (seond row in the gure 3.12),
29
The norm 1 of a point x = (x0, . . . , xn), ‖x‖1, is:
‖x‖1 =
nX
i=0
|xi|
The norm ∞ of a point x = (x0, . . . , xn), ‖x‖∞, is:
‖x‖∞ = max(|x0|, . . . , |xn|)
The distane assoiated with the norm n is:
d(x, y) = ‖x− y‖n
30
For the Eulidian distane, see [171℄.
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• the growing proess an be restrited to a domain Ω = {∀x ∈ E : I(x) 6= 0} if the ordering attribute
funtion is: δ(x, i) = 0 if I(x) 6= 0, OUT otherwise (third row in the gure 3.12).
Algorithm 2 Geodesi dilation
Require: S , V // the seeds, the neighbourhood
//initialisation
Region r;
Restrited N = N;
ZI zi;
Metri m (0); //δ(x, i) = 0,
SQ sq( FIFO, 1);//1 FIFO queue suh as all pixels with the orresponding labels of the ZI are stored
in the same queue
Population pop (r,zi,m,sq);
for all for j = 0 to n do
int region_label = r.add_region();
zi.add_ZI(region_label,V ,N) ;// Zti = (X
t
i ⊕ V ) \ (
⋃
j∈N
Xtj)
r.initial_seed(region_label, si);
end for
//Growth proess:
while sq.empty(0)==false do
(x,i)=sq.pop_pair(0);
r.growth( x, i );
end while
return r;
Conneted omponents extration
Let Cx,y be the set of ontinuous appliation from [0, 1] to E suh that the two extremities are equal to
x and y (∀γ ∈ Cx,y : γ(0) = x and γ(1) = y).
(ci)0≤i≤n is the onneted omponents of Ω if: ⊎
0≤i≤n
ci = Ω
∀i ∈ (0, . . . , n)∀x, y ∈ ci ∃γ ∈ Cx,y (∀t ∈ [0, 1] : γ(t) ∈ Ω)
∀i 6= j∀(x, y) ∈ (ci, cj) ∀γ ∈ Cx,y (∃t ∈ [0, 1] : γ(t) /∈ Ω)
The seond line means that all the points belonging to the same onneted omponent are linked by a
ontinuous path that is inluded in the domain. The third line means that any two points belonging to
dierent onneted omponents are not linked by a ontinuous path that is inluded in the domain (see
gure 3.13). The onneted omponents give information about the ritial perolation onentration,
perolation probabilities, and luster size distributions [72℄. Using the library Population, an algorithm
an be implemented to extrat the set of onneted omponents. The priniple is: to san the image
and eah time, a onneted omponent is touhed, this onneted omponent is removed from Ω using a
growing proess (see algorithm 3 and gure 3.14). Let I be the harateristi funtion of Ω = {∀x ∈ E :
I(x) 6= 0}. The ordering attribute funtion is: δ(x, i) = 0 if I(x) 6= 0, OUT otherwise .
• san the image (∀x ∈ E)
 if I(x) 6= 0
∗ reate a region/ZI initialised by the seed {x}
∗ while the queue label 0 is not empty
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Figure 3.12: Illustration of the Voronoi-growing proess. For the rst row, the
seeds are generated following a Poisson point proess, A video is available at
http://pm.polytehnique.fr/∼vta/geodesi_invariant_ube.mpeg. For the seond row, eah seed is
a set of voxel (in the subsetion 4.4.1, we will see how to extrat individually eah grain of a grains
phase. In order to haraterise the onnetivity of the grains phase, we apply a Voronoi-growing
proess with the regions initialised by a grain of the grains phase. At the end of the growing proess, a
network an be dened by the neighbourhood of the regions and it gives the onnetivity of the grains
phase.), A video is available at http://pm.polytehnique.fr/∼vta/geodesi_invariant_ube_grain.mpeg.
For the last row, the growing proess is restrited by the rst gure, A video is available at
http://pm.polytehnique.fr/∼vta/geodesi.mpeg.
I(x)=0
I(x)=1x z
γ1
γ2
y
Figure 3.13: Illustration of the onneted omponents extration. Whatever the ontinuous path between
the point x and z, the path goes through the red region. There exists a path between the point x and y
suh the path belongs only to the blue region.
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· extrat (y, i) from the queue label 0
· aggregation of y on the region i
· I(y) = 0
• return regions
This algorithm allows (see gure 3.15):
• to remove all the onneted omponents touhing the boundary,
• to ll the hole31,
• to keep only the luster whih area is maximum.
(a) (b) ()
Figure 3.14: Illustration of the extration of the onneted omponents (a) : san the image until I(x) 6= 0,
(b): growing proess starting form x (I(x) 6= 0) suh that at eah growth the harateristi funtion of
Ω is modied I(x) 6= 0 → I(x) = 0, (): at the end of the growth, the onneted omponent has been
extrated and removed from Ω and the sanning ontinues until I(x) 6= 0.
Regional minima
Let Cx,y be the set of ontinuous appliation from [0, 1] to E suh that the two extremities are equal to
x and y (∀γ ∈ Cx,y : γ(0) = x and γ(1) = y).
Let f be a grey-level image (a topographi surfae).
S = (si)0≤i≤n is the deomposition of (E, f) in level onneted omponents if:⊎
0≤i≤n
si = E,
∀i ∈ (0, . . . , n) ∀x, y ∈ si ∃γ ∈ Cx,y (∀t ∈ [0, 1] : f(γ(t)) = f(x));
∀i 6= j ∀x, y ∈ si ∀γ ∈ Cx,y (∃t ∈ [0, 1] : f(γ(t)) 6= f(x)).
The seond line means that all the points belonging to the same level onneted omponent are linked by
a ontinuous path whih level is onstant. The third line means that any two points belonging to dierent
onneted omponents are not linked by a ontinuous path whih level is onstant (see gure 3.16).
31
To ll the hole, the proedure is the following hain of algorithms:
1. inversion,
2. extration of the onneted omponents,
3. deleting the onneted omponents no touhing the image boundary,
4. binarization and inversion.
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Algorithm 3 Extration of the onneted omponents
Require: I, V //The binary image, the neighbourhood
// initialisation
Region r;
Restrited N = N;
ZI zi;
Metri m (0,I); //δ(x, i) = 0 if I(x) 6= 0, OUT otherwise
SQ sq( FIFO, 1);//1 FIFO queue suh as all pixels with the orresponding labels of the ZI are stored
in the same queue
Population pop (r,zi,m,sq);
//San the image
for all ∀x ∈ E do
if I(x) 6= 0//Test if a onneted omponent is touhed then
int region_label = r.add_region();
zi.add_ZI(region_label,V ,N) ;// Zti = (X
t
i ⊕ V ) \ (
⋃
j∈N
Xtj)
r.initial_seed(region_label, {x});
//Growth proess:
while sq.empty(0)==false do
(y, i)=sq.pop_pair(0);
r.growth( y, i);
I(y) = 0;
end while
20: end if
end for
return r;
In this deomposition, an element s of S is a regional minimum if the levels of points belonging to the
outer boundary of s are greater than the level of points belonging to s (see gure 3.16):
∀(x, y) ∈ (s, (s⊕ V ) \ s) f(x) < f(y).
Using the library Population, a growing proess is dened to extrat the regional minima. This growing
proess is: to san the image (∀x ∈ E) until there is not a region on x yet(r[x] == NO_REGION) ,
then to start the growing proess initialised by the seed equal to {x}. Let level = f(x) be the level of
the growing region. The ordering attribute funtion is dened as:
δ(y, i) = 0 if f(y) ≤ level, OUT otherwise
For this algorithm, the ZI is dened as: Zti = (X
t
i ⊕ V ) \Xti . The ZI is loalised on the outer boundary
region even if there are still some region to hek the ondition: ∀(x, y) ∈ (s, (s ⊕ V ) \ s) : f(x) < f(y).
The growing proess is (see algorithm 4 and gure 3.16):
• san the image (∀x ∈ E)
 if r[x] == NO_REGION
∗ reate a region/ZI initialised by the seed {x}
∗ level = f(x)
∗ while the queue label 0 is not empty
· extrat (y, i) from the queue label 0
· if f(y) == level
· then aggregation of y on the region i
· otherwise
· this region/ZI is not a regional minimum
• return regions that are regional minima
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Algorithm 4 Regional minima
Require: f , V //The grey-level image, the neighbourhood
// initialisation
int level;
Region r;
Restrited N = {i};
ZI zi;
Metri m (0,f ,level); //δ(y, i) = 0 if f(y) ≤ level, OUT otherwise
SQ sq( FIFO, 1);//1 FIFO queue suh as all pixels with the orresponding labels of the ZI are stored
in the same queue
Population pop (r,zi,m,sq);
Set set; //Container: self-balaning binary searh tree.
//San the image
for all ∀x ∈ E do
if r[x] == NO_REGION//Test if there is no a region on x then
level = f(x);
int region_label = r.add_region();
zi.add_ZI(region_label,V ,N) ;// Zti = (X
t
i ⊕ V ) \ (Xti )
r.initial_seed(region_label, {x});
bool regional_minima=true;
//Growth proess:
while sq.empty(0)==false do
(y, i)=sq.pop_pair(0);
if f(y) < level then
regional_minima=false;
else
r.growth(y, i );
end if
end while
if regional_minima==true then
set.insert(ref_tr);
end if
end if
end for
return (r,set);
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(a) (b) () (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3.15: (a): the initial binary image; (b): extration of the onneted omponents; (): the onneted
omponents touhing the boundary of the image are removed; (d): the max luster of the previous image;
(e): the initial image; (f): maximum luster of perolation after the seletion of the omponent whose
the area is maximum in the onneted omponents.
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x
I(x)
Regional minima
Decomposition into level connected components
(a)
(b) ()
Figure 3.16: (a): priniple of minima; (b): a grey-level image; (): the regional minima of this image
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3.4.2 n queues
In this setion, we present algorithms whih SQ ontains several queues.
Distane funtion: ip-op queue
Let Ω be a domain of E and x and y two points of Ω. We all geodesi distane dΩ(x, y) in Ω the lower
bound of the paths length in Ω linking x and y:
dΩ(x, y) = min
∀γ∈CΩx,y
Length(γ).
where CΩx,y be the set of ontinuous appliation from [0, 1] to Ω suh that the two extremities are equal
to x and y.
Let S be a set. We all the geodesi distane dΩ(S, y), the lower bound of all geodesi distane dΩ(x, y)
suh that x belongs to S.
dΩ(S, y) = min
∀x∈S
dΩ(x, y).
We have:
dΩ(x, y) = min
∀z∈({x}⊕Br=1)∩Ω
(dΩ(x, z) + dΩ(z, y)).
In disrete spae, as dΩ(x, z) is equal to 1, we get:
dΩ(x, y) = min
∀z∈({x}⊕Br=1)∩Ω
(dΩ(z, y)) + 1. (3.1)
In order to alulate the distane funtion, we use the property of the equation 3.1: all pixels at distane
d+1 are neighbourhood of at least one pixel at distane d. Using the library Population, a SRGPAD algo-
rithm is implemented to alulate the distane funtion dΩ(A, y) for all y in Ω. Let I be the harateristi
funtion of Ω.
n queue implementation
First, we initialise the single region by the seed equal to A, the growing proess takes plae on pixels
in the neighbourhood of A. Sine the pixels belonging to the set A are at distane 0 (dΩ(A, x ∈ A) = 0),
the pixels belonging to this growing proess, D1, are at distane 1. Then, the growing proess takes plae
on pixels in the neighbourhood of D1. The pixels belonging to this growing proess, D2, are at distane
2 and so on. To operate this growing proess, the ordering attribute funtion is: δ(x, i) = d+1 if I(x) 6=
0, OUT otherwise. We initialise the variable distane, d at 0 and the single region with the seed A. Sine
the the ordering attribute funtion is: δ(x, i) = d + 1 if I(x) 6= 0, OUT otherwise, at the initialisation,
the pairs are stored in the queue label 1. When the initialisation is nished, we inrement the variable
d (d = 1). We extrat the pair (x, i) from the queue label d = 1 until this queue is empty. At eah
extration, we aggregate the pixel x on the single region and the distane funtion is assigned at distane
d = 1 on x. When the queue label d = 1 is empty, we inrement the variable d, and so on. This reursion
is done while the system of queues is not empty.
The growing proess is:
• int d=0
• initialise of the single region/ZI by the seed s = A
• while the system of queues is not empty
 d = d + 1
 while the queue label d is not empty
∗ extrat (y, i) from the queue label d
∗ aggregation of x on the region i
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∗ dist[x℄=d
• return dist
The number of queues is equal to the maximum of the distane funtion. The problem of this implemen-
tation is that this number is unknown before the growing proess. To overome this problem, a solution
is to use a ip-op queue.
Flip-op queue implementation
In the last implementation, during the growing proess, there are only two queues in the SQ not empty
at the step d: the queue label d where the pairs are extrated and the queue label d+ 1 where the pairs
are stored. Using this property, the pairs are now extrated from the queue label flip and stored in the
queue label flop. The ordering attribute funtion, δ(x, i), is equal to flop if I(x) 6= 0, OUT otherwise.
The growing proess beomes (see gure 3.17 and 3.18 and algorithm 5):
• int d=0
• initialise of the single region/ZI by the s = A
• while the system of queues is not empty
 d = d + 1
 swith(ip,op)
 while the queue label op is not empty
∗ extrat (y, i) from the queue label op
∗ aggregation of x on the region i
∗ dist[x℄=d
• return dist
The watershed transformation
The watershed transformation was introdued in the subsubsetion 3.2.4. The appliation of the water-
shed transformation will be presented in the hapter 4.
Let f be the topographi surfae. The ordering attribute funtion is: δ(x, i) = max(level, f(x)) (see
algorithm 6). This growing proess is not limited to the watershed transformation on E. The growing
proess an be restrited to a domain Ω = {∀x ∈ E : I(x) 6= 0} if the ordering attribute funtion is:
δ(x, i) = max(level, f(x)) if I(x) 6= 0, OUT otherwise (see gure 3.19).
Geodesi reonstrution
The geodesi reonstrution is an eient tool in Mathematial Morphology [158, 20℄. Given a funtion
f and a funtion g with f ≥ g, the geodesi erosion is dened as:
R∗g(f) = E
∞
g (f)
where E∞g (f) is the innitely iterated geodesi erosion suh as E
t+1
g (f) = sup(E
t
g(f)⊖V, g) with E0g(f) =
f .
Introdued by Grimaud [59℄, the geodesi reonstrution is alled a dynami lter when the funtion f
is equal to the funtion g plus a onstant h: f(∗) = g(∗) + h. The dynami lter belongs to the ategory
of vertial lters that lls the valleys with depth lower than h (see gure 3.20).
Introdued by Beuher [20℄, the geodesi reonstrution is alled a homotopi transformation when the
funtion f is equal to g on the seeds, (s0, . . . , sn), and '∞' on the omplement of the seeds [21℄ (see
gure 3.21). The homotopi transformation is used in the watershed transformation implemented by
Vinent [173℄ in order to keep only the most signiant ontours in the areas of interest between the
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Algorithm 5 Distane funtion
Require: I, s = A , V //the harateristi funtion, the seed equal to A, the neighbourhood
// initialisation
Image Img_dist;
int ip=0, op =1;
Region r;
Restrited N = N;
ZI zi;
Metri m (0,flip); //δ(x, i) = flip if I(x) 6= 0, OUT otherwise
SQ sq( FIFO, 1);//1 FIFO queue suh as all pixels with the orresponding labels of the ZI are stored
in the same queue
Population pop (r,zi,m,sq);
int region_label = r.add_region();
zi.add_ZI(region_label,V ,N) ;// Zti = (X
t
i ⊕ V ) \ (
⋃
j∈N
Xj)
r.initial_seed(region_label, s); ;// Xt=0i = s
int dist=0;
//Growth proess
while sq.all_empty()==false do
swith(ip,op);
dist++;
while sq.empty(op)==false do
(x, i)=sq.pop(op);
r.growth(x, i );
Img_dist(x)= dist;
end while
end while
return Img_dist;
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Figure 3.17: Illustration for the distane funtion algorithm. (a): the seed is the white pixels; (b): after
the initialisation of the region/ZI by the seed. The pixels belonging to the ZI are stored in the ip queue;
(): after the growing proess at the distane 1, the queue number 0 is empty and the queue number 1
stored the pixels at the distane 2. As the queue number 0 is empty, ip and op will be swithed and
the growing proess will take plae now in the pixels at distane 2; (d): the same as the previous gure
with the distane 2.
markers. In our implementation of the watershed transformation, the homotopi transformation is done
during the growing proess.
The lassial implementation of the geodesi reonstrution is to use diretly the formula Et+1g (f) =
sup(Etg(f) ⊖ V, g) with E0g(f) = f . Numerially, the reursion is stopped when there is onvergene,
Et+1g (f) = E
t
g(f). The implementation is simple but the omplexity is O(n · k), where n is the number
of pixels of the image and k is the index of the onvergene ondition.
An alternative to the previous algorithm is a SRGPAD algorithm by a merging proedure. First, the
regional minima (Si)0≤i<q of g are extrated. For the onveniene, eah Si is redued to a single pixel
xi thrown randomly in Si orresponding to a seed. Then, a watershed proedure is applied on the
topographi surfae g with the dierene that the reation of region/ZI is done during the merging
proedure. At the immersion level equal to level, a number of regions/ZI is reated for all xi suh that
f(xi) is equal to level and if there is not yet a region on the pixel xi. At every growth x of a region,
the immersion level is attributed to the dynami funtion on x, E∞g (f)(x) = level (see gure 3.22 and
algorithm 7). The omplexity of this algorithm is O(n) where it is the number of pixels of the image.
The appliation is shown on the gure 3.23.
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Figure 3.18: Illustration for the distane funtion. First row: the left image is a realisation of a random
points proess, (x0, . . . , xn) with λ = 0.005 (for the visualisation onveniene, the realisation has been
dilated). Let Ω be the omplement of the union of these points. the right image is the distane funtion
dΩ(Ωc, y) for all y belonging to Ω . Seond row: Same as rst row exept that the set Ω is the set of
white pixels. Third row: Left gure Ω, middle gure, the seed, s, right gure, dΩ(s, y) for all y belonging
to Ω. This distane funtion is used to alulate the geometrial tortuosity.
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Algorithm 6 The watershed transformation
Require: f , (si)0≤i≤n, V //The topographi surfae, the seeds, the neighbourhood
//initialisation
int immersion_level =0;
Region r;
ZI zi;
Restrited N = N;
Metri m (I,immersion_level); //δ(x, i) = max(f(x),immersion_level)
SQ sq( FIFO, max level of the topography);//n FIFO queue suh as the pixels with the orresponding
label of the ZI are stored depending on the elevation on the topographi surfae
Population pop (r,zi,m,sq);
for all for j = 0 to n do
int region_label = r.add_region();
zi.add_ZI(region_label,V ,N) ;// Zti = (X
t
i ⊕ V ) \ (
⋃
j∈N
Xj)
r.initial_seed(region_label, si);
end for
//Growth proess :
for all immersion_level = 0 to the max level of the topography do
while sq.empty(immersion_level)==false do
(x,i)=sq.pop_pair(immersion_level);
r.growth( x, i );
end while
20: end for
return r;
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Figure 3.19: The rst row: the rst image is the initial image, the seond image is the appliation of a
Derihe's gradient[41℄ on the rst image, the third image is the visualisation of two seeds: one loalised
on the grains, the other on the omplement of grains. The seond row: the rst image is the basins due
to the watershed transformation on the topographi surfae equal to the previous gradient image using
the two seeds, the seond image is the foreground of the boundary region on the initial image. There is a
good math with the visual segmentation. The third row: the rst image is the initial image, the seond
image is a 2D slie of the opposite distane funtion of the initial image, the third image is the basins
due to the watershed transformation restrited by the initial image on the topographi surfae equal to
the opposite distane funtion of the initial image with appropriate seeds.
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Minima
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g
f
Geodesic dilatation of f on g
Figure 3.20: The dynami lter. Before the appliation of the dynami lter, there are many minima
(green bullets). After the appliation of the dynami lter, there are only two minima.
g
fGrey−level
Grey−level
Geodesic dilatation of g on f
the seeds
Figure 3.21: Homotopi transformation. The initial image g with seeds. For all x, the funtion f(x) is
equal to g(x) if x belongs to the seeds and ∞ otherwise.
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Figure 3.22: Dynami lter. The proess is: (a) extration of the regional minima of f , ontration
of these regional minima to single pixels xi, assoiation of these pixels, xi, with himneys with height
f(xi)−g(xi); (b) immersion proess: the water enters in the topographi surfae by the himneys if there
is not a region yet; () the basin takes the olour of the himney and at every growth x of a region, the
dynami image takes the immersion level in x; (d) the red himney does not reate region/ZI beause
the green region is already here. Note that there are 3 minima in the initial image and only two after the
dynami lter.
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Figure 3.23: For the rst three rows, the rst image is the initial image, the seond image is the inverse of
the distane funtion of the initial image after the appliation of a dynami lter, (h=0 for the rst row,
h=3 for the seond row, h=10 for the third row), the third image is the regional minima of the seond
image, the fourth image is the watershed transformation restrited by the rst image on the topographi
surfae equal to the seond image using the seeds equals to the third image. The fourth row is the same
proess but in 3D. The rst image is the initial image. h=0 for the seond image, h=3 for the third,
h=10 for the fourth.
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Algorithm 7 Geodesi reonstrution
Require: f , g V , h //the two images (for the dynami lter f = g + h, the neighbourhood
//initialisation
Image GR(f );
int immersion_level =0;
Region r;
ZI zi;
Restrited N = N;
Metri m (I,immersion_level); //δ(x, i) = max(g(x),immersion_level)
SQ sq( FIFO, max level of the topography);//n FIFO queue suh as the pixels with the orresponding
label of the ZI are stored depending on the elevation on the topographi surfae
Population pop (r,zi,m,sq);
(Si)0≤i≤q= regional_minima(f);
(xi)0≤i≤q= rand_pixel((Si)0≤i<q);
//Growth proess:
for immersion_level = 0 to the max level of the topography do
for i=0 to q do
// Creation of region/ZI if two onditions
if (immersion_level == f(xi)) and r[xi℄==NO_REGION then
int region_label = r.add_region();
zi.add_ZI(region_label, V ,N) ;
r.initial_seed(region_label, {x});
20: GR(xi)=immersion_level;
end if
end for
while sq.empty(immersion_level)==false do
(x,i)=sq.pop_pair(immersion_level);
r.growth( x, i );
GR(x)=level;
end while
end for
return GR;
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Figure 3.24: (a): A dam (boundary region) is used to separate the basins, (b) nothing is used to separate
the basins.
3.5 How to manage the region ollisions
In the two previous setions, we have oneptualised the SRGPAD and implemented many algorithms.
Eah implementation using this library is quik and provides eient algorithms. At the end of the
growing proess, the regions are a partition of the spae or a domain. In a lassial growing proess, two
onventions for the partition are: with or without a boundary region for the separation of the regions (see
gure 3.24). The SRGPAD oneptualisation allows the implemention of these both onventions. But
with these onvention, the partition depends on the seeded region initialisation order (SRIO) [22, 114, 175℄
suh that, if the order of initialisation is hanged, the loalisation of the inner border of eah region will
also hange. To overome this problem, we will loalise the boundary region on a set of pixels, alled
ambiguous points. This set is alled ambiguous points sine the determination, at whih regions they
belong, is impossible. We dene a growing proess assigning:
• unambiguous points to the appropriate regions,
• ambiguous points to the boundary region.
Using this growing proess, the loalisation of nal partition is independent of the SRIO. This setion is
deomposed in two subsetions: the lassial growing proesses and growing proess independent of the
SRIO.
3.5.1 Classial growing proesses
This setion presents two lassial growing proesses. For the rst, there is no boundary region to separate
growing regions. For the seond, there is a boundary region to separate growing regions. The geodesi
dilation [149℄ is used like an example but this approah an be used for the most of SRGPAD algorithms
if the algorithm an be redued to a suession of geodesi dilation [121℄. This setion is deomposed in
two parts: denition of two distint partitions and denition of two growing proesses.
Two distint partitions
A segmentation of a set Ω is simple partition of Ω into subsets Xi , i = 1, . . . ,m, for some m if :
1. Ω = ∪mi=1Xi
2. ∀i 6= j : Xi ∩Xj = ∅.
A segmentation of a set Ω is V -boundary partition32 of Ω into subsets Xi i = 1, . . . ,m, for some m, and
Xb if:
32V -boundary-partition is also a simple-partition.
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Figure 3.25: Illustration of simple partition. For both rows, the rst image is the initial image representing
the set Ω , the seond image is the seeds and the last image is the simple-partition after the geodesi
dilation with a ordering attribute funtion equal to: δ(x, i) = 0 if I(x) 6= 0, OUT otherwise . The rst
row is in 2D and the seond in 3D. For both ases, the regions are simple-partitions of Ω
1. Ω = (∪mi=1Xi) ∪Xb
2. ∀i 6= j : (Xi ⊕ V ) ∩Xj = ∅
3. Xb ⊖ V = ∅.
The seond ondition states that the boundary region separates the other regions and the third ondition
states that the thikness boundary region is equal to 1.
Simple partition
To get a simple-partition using the SRGPAD, the zone of inuene (ZI) at eah region is loalised on the
outer boundary region exluding all other regions: Zti = (X
t
i ⊕V )\ (
⋃
j∈N
Xj). During the growing proess,
when a pair (x, i) is extrated from the SQ, there is a simple growth: r.growth(x, i)). At the end of the
growing proess, the regions Xt=∞i i = 1, . . . ,m are a simple-partition of Ω (see gure 3.25).
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V -boundary partition
To get a V -boundary using the SRGPAD, a boundary region, Xb, is added in suh a way that its ZI
is always empty. For all the regions exept the boundary region, their ZI are loalised on the outer
boundary region exluding all the regions: Zti = (X
t
i ⊕ V ) \ (
⋃
j∈N
Xj). In the implementation, the all of
the method, r.growth( x, i ), is substituted by
• if there is more than two ZI on x, then growth on x of the boundary region,
• otherwise growth on x of the region i
At the end of the growing proess, the regions Xt=∞i i = 1, . . . ,m, and Xb are a V -boundary-partition
of Ω. The algorithm 8 is an example (see gure 3.26).
Algorithm 8 Geodesi dilation with a boundary
Require: S , V // the seeds, the neighbourhood
//initialisation
Region r;
Restrited N = N;
ZI zi;
Metri m (0); //δ(x, i) = 0,
SQ sq( FIFO, 1);//1 FIFO queue suh as all pixels with the orresponding labels of the ZI are plaed
in the same queue
Population pop (r,zi,m,sq);
//reate a passive region
Neighbourhood V_void = ∅
int region_boundary = r.add_region();
zi.add_ZI(region_boundary,V_void ,N) ;// Zti = ∅
for all for j = 0 to n do
int region_label = r.add_region();
zi.add_ZI(region_label,V ,N) ;// Zti = (X
t
i ⊕ V ) \ (
⋃
j∈N
Xtj)
r.init_seed(region_label, si);
end for
//Growth proess:
while sq.empty(0)==false do
(x,i)=sq.pop_pair(0);
20: if sq[x℄.size()>=2 then
r.growth( x, region_boundary );
else
r.growth( x, i );
end if
end while
return r;
The partition depends on SRIO
Whatever the growing proess, the nal partition depend on the SRIO (see gure 3.27 and gure 3.28).
If the order of initialisation is hanged, the loalisation of the inner border of eah region will also hange.
The next subsetion will present a growing proess independant of the SRIO.
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Figure 3.26: Illustration of V -boundary partition. For both rows, the rst image is V -boundary-partition
obtained by the geodesi dilation with a boundary, the seond gure and third gure are the visualisation
of the boundary region depending on the hosen neighbourhood. For the seond gure, it is the 8-
neighbourhood in 2D and 26-neighbourhood in 3D and for the third gure; it is 4-neighbourhood in 2D
and 6-neighbourhood in 3D.
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Figure 3.27: The geodesi dilation without a boundary region separating the growing regions. The point
1 is an ambiguous point for this growing proess beause it belongs to the region that was initialised rst
(here the red region).
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Figure 3.28: The geodesi dilation without a boundary region separating the growing regions The point
1 and 2 are ambiguous pixels in this growing proess beause they belong to dierent regions depending
on SRIO. In this presented ase, the point 1 belongs to the red region and the point 2 belongs to the
boundary region but if the blue region was initialised rst, the point 1 would belong to the boundary
region and the point 2 would belong to the blue region.
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3.5.2 Partition independent of the seeded region initialisation order
Why the dependene?
Let S = (si)1≤i≤n be a set of subset of Ω. In a metri spae M , the ells are
C(si) = {y ∈M : dΩ(y, si) < dΩ(y, sj), sj ∈ S}, si ∈ S,
The C(si)1≤i≤n is not a partition of Ω beause ∪ni=1C(si)) 6= Ω. In fat, it is possible to demonstrate
that (∪ni=1zΩ(si)) ⊎A = Ω 33. The set A, alled ambiguous points, is
A = {∀x ∈ Ω : ∃i 6= j, (dΩ(x, si) = dΩ(x, sj) and (∀k ∈ (1, . . . , n) : dΩ(x, si) ≤ dΩ(x, sk))}
The set A, alled the ambiguous points, ontains all the points of Ω for whih the geodesi distane
of dΩ(x, si) and d
Ω(x, sj) are equal and d
Ω(x, si) and d
Ω(x, sj) are the lower bound of all the geodesi
distane with other elements of S. In the previous implementations of the geodesi dilation, the ambiguous
points are distributed depending on the SRIO (see gure 3.27 and 3.28). The next paragraph presents
an implementation for whih the boundary region is the set of ambiguous points.
Boundary as ambiguous points
We suppose in this paragraph that the seeded initialisation follows this order 0, 1, . . . , n. In order to get
a boundary loalised on the ambiguous points, a boundary region is added suh that its ZI is always
empty. For all the regions exept the boundary region, their ZI are loalised on the outer boundary
region exluding all the regions: Zti = (X
t
i ⊕ V ) \ (
⋃
j∈N
Xj). When a pair (x, i) is extrated from the SQ,
one runs (see gure 3.29,3.30):
1. r.growth(x, boundary region)) if there is more than two ZI in x and if i = min_elements( zi[x℄),
2. r.growth(x, i)) otherwise
This partition is independent of the SRIO but is not a V -boundary-partition (see gure 3.29). Sine
the spae is a disrete spae, the boundary region is not a losed surfae in 3D or a losed line in 2D
(some holes on the boundary region). Hene, the partition obtained by this growing proess is a simple
partition.
How to hoose the onvention?
Depending on the appliation, a onvention is hoose. For instane,
1. for the splitting of grains (see subsetion 4.4.1), we use a V-boundary partition in order to separate
the grains by a tinny gap,
2. for the study of the evolution of the ement paste mirostruture, we hoose a partition without a
border to avoid the aetion of the boundary reagion, but, the SRIO follows at eah segmentation
the same order.
3.6 Conlusion
In the oneptualisation part, we dened four lasses and one proedure to reate a library, alled Popula-
tion, dediated to the implementation of the SRGPAD algorithms. The zone of inuene, assoiated with
eah region, loalises a zone on the outer boundary region. The system of queues organises the pixel by
pixel aggregation/dissolution around a onept of store. A proedure was dened to atualise at onstant
time the zones of inuene after a aggregation/dissolution of a pixel of a region. This proedure and
these objets permitted to the library Population to be numerially eient and to implement algorithms
33
The symbol ⊎ means the disjoint union:B ⊎ C = {B ∪C : B ∩ C = ∅}
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Figure 3.29: Illustration of the independene of the SRIO if the boundary is the ambiguous points. The
rst row is the ase of one ambiguous point. A lassial growing proess goes on until there appear two ZI
in the same point, x. The min_elements( zi[x℄) returns 0 beause there are two ZI with label 0 and 1. The
boundary region grows beause the pair extrated from the queue has a label 0 equal to min_elements(
pop.Z()[x℄). The seond row is the ase without ambiguous point. A lassial growth goes on until there
appear two ZI in the same point, x. The min_elements( pop.Z()[x℄) returns 0 beause there are two ZI
of label 0 and 1. As the pair extrated from the queue has a label 1 not equal to min_elements( zi[x℄),
there is the region growth of label 1
Figure 3.30: Illustration of the independene of SRIO in the ase where the boundary is the ambiguous
points. The two rst images are the geodesi dilation with a boundary region loalised on the ambiguous
points suh as the SRIO is dierent. The third image represents the XOR the boundary regions dierene
between the two previous images. It is empty image sine the regions loalisation is independent of the
SRIO.
rapidly.
In the algorithmi setion, we implemented various SRGPAD algorithms. Eah implementation is sim-
ple and eient using the library Population. When the growing proess is done at onstant veloity
without memory (simulated Voronoï tessellation, domain to lusters, regional minima), a single queue is
suient to implement these algorithms. When the growing proess depends on the topographi surfae
(watershed transformation and dynami lter) or when information has to be kept during the growing
proess (distane funtion), one needs several queues to implement these algorithms.
In disrete spae, the boundary is not learly dened. Using the SRGPAD, we have proposed two growing
proesses to obtain a simple or V-boundary partition. These growing proesses have an unertainly on
the boundary region loalisation. To overome this problem, we have dened a set of ambiguous points
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for whih it is impossible to know to whih regions they belong. Knowing that, we have dened a growing
proess with a boundary region loalised on these ambiguous points. The partition assoiated to this
growth proess is independent of the SRIO but it is only a simple partition sine there are some holes on
the boundary region.
In the three next hapters, we will apply these algorithms for segmentation, deomposition in elementary
pores and 3D reonstrution.
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Introdution
A grey-level image is a grid of a sample where the value of eah ell (pixel/voxel) is the average of a
physial interation (e.g. attenuation of X-rays for tomography or emission of bak sattered eletrons
for SEM) between dierent solid and uid phases ontained in the ell and the exitation soure, at the
moment of aquisition. A labeled image is a grid of the sample where the label of eah ell orresponds to
a phase of the material. Segmentation is the transformation of the grey-level image to the labeled image.
The best segmentation tool is the human eye (see gure 4.1) and, whatever the algorithm, the omputer-
assisted segmentation will almost always be less eient
34
. The aim of this hapter is to propose a
simple, generi and robust method to segment experimental two- or three-dimensional images of samples
34
During my PhD, I met many olleagues unfamiliar with Image Proessing who asked me to segment the images obtained
by various tehnique like atomi fore mirosopy. They do not often understand that this task is diult sine their eyes
segmented the images easily.
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Figure 4.1: Our eyes an draw easily a line between the two phases, but numerially, it is not so easy
[165℄. reprodued with permission from Alain Fanget (DGA).
obtained by SEM and X-ray tomography. Simple means that this method an be used by anyone whether
or not they are a speialist in image proessing. Generi means that this method remains valid for a wide
range of materials. Robust means that the extration is less sensitive to a perturbation of the segmented
parameters.
The methodology is:
• If there is a suient ontrast-to-noise ratio between the dierent phases, a lassial threshold
proedure followed by a suession of morphologial lters is applied,
• If not, and if the boundary needs to be loated preisely, a watershed transformation ontrolled
by seeds is applied. The seed loalization is the basis for number of algorithms involving the tint
propagation [2℄, the ative ontour methods [160℄, the watershed transformation [20℄, et. For our
purpose, eah seed loalization has to respet two onstraints: inlusion (the seed is inluded in the
phase) and hitting (the seed intersets all the onneted omponents of the phase). Using this seed
loalisation, two dierent hain-linking methods are proposed:
 If a seed an be loalised for eah phase, a one-step method is applied to extrat all phases
within the same transformation.
 If a seed annot be loalised for one phase, a step-by-step method is applied to extrat a phase
at eah step (the last step is skipped sine the last phase is the omplementary of the sum of
the other phases).
This segmentation has been tested for various omplex porous media and granular materials, and allowed
the predition of various properties (diusion, eletrial ondutivity, deformation eld). These numerial
results have been validated by a good agreement with experimental data.
Whatever the algorithm, some artefats are inherent to segmentation:
1. in tomography, some solids are ompletely surrounded by the liquid phase (levitation),
2. in SEM, some holes in the grain phase have been indued by the polishing proess.
A hole-lling algorithm is applied to orret these artefats.
For many appliations, the extration of eah grain of the grain phase, alled grain partition, has to be
performed. The basi algorithm is the extration of onneted omponents in the grain phase. However,
this algorithmwill not yield a onsistent grain partition sine many grains lose to eah other are onneted
on the segmented grain phase. The method, introdued by L. Vinent in 1993 [172℄, results will lead to
an eient grain partition.
In this hapter, we desribe in detail the above mentioned algorithms, with a fous on the segmentation
of three-dimensional images of materials obtained by X-ray tomography.
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4.1 Materials and methods
4.1.1 Image harateristis
Noise
Eah voxel of a mirotomography image is assoiated with a ube inluded in the sample under investiga-
tion. To a rst order, its grey-value (its tint) is the spae average of the linear X-ray absorption oeient
of the dierent solid and uid phases ontained in the ube. But, sine tomographi reonstrution often
amplies the noise of the projetions and generates artefats, there are extra-terms whih give impreise
images that are generally weak quality for threshold segmentation. Due to the large variety of materials
35
and the impreise images, a generi, simple and robust segmentation proedure has been developed.
Partial-volume eet
Beause eah pixel/voxel in a mirosopy image represents the attenuation properties of a spei material
volume, if this volume ontains dierent phases then the resulting value represents an average' of their
properties [85℄. This is alled the partial-volume eet. During segmentation, eah pixel/voxel is aeted
to a phase. Therefore, if a pixel/voxel ontains more than one phase,-the partial-volume eet-, its
aetation will be ambiguous, whatever the algorithm. Next, we will quantify this eet for a boolean
model related to the harateristi size of the boolean model and the image resolution.
Boolean model We onsider, as germs φ, the stationary Poisson point proess in R2 with an intensity
measure λµ(.)(λ > 0) with µ the Lebesgue measure:
φ = {Xi, i ∈ I}
and as grains K0, the losed ball of radius r using the norm-∞.
Then, we onsider Boolean Model suh as the random set in R
2
is
M = ∪i∈I(Xi ⊕K0)
and the Boolean random eld, I, is:
I(x) = 1∪i∈I(Xi⊕K0)
where 1 is the indiator funtion.
Disretisation using a tessellation To represent the resolution limitation, we transfer the ontinuous
model into disrete ounterpart. A tessellation or tiling of the plane is a olletion of plane gures that
lls the plane with no overlaps and no gaps. Here, we onsider a squares regular tessellation (square grid)
dened as follows:
{xri,j ; i, j ∈ N}
with xri,j = [ir, jr[[(i+ 1)r, (j + 1)r[ and r the resolution.
The intensity of eah pixel of the regular tessellation is dened by the intersetion surfae between the
random set of the boolean model and the pixel normalised by the surfae of the pixel:
I : N2 −→ [0, 1]
(i, j)
µ(xri,j ∩M)
µ(xri,j)
.
A quantiation of the resolution error of the disrete model an be the probability, P (0 < I(i, j) < 1).
This is the probability that a random pixel ontains two phases sine its value is dierent to 0 and 1.
Therefore, this probability quanties the ourrene of the partial-volume eet. When r tends to 0, this
probability tends to 0 and the disrete model tends to the ontinuous model. When r tends to ∞, this
probability tends to 1 and the value of eah pixel tends to λµ(K0) given the oarse graining desription.
35
Materials are dierent in their hemial omposition and in their geometrial organisation.
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Appliation In this example, the intensity of the boolean model is 0.01 and the grain radius is 4
(λµ(K0) = 0.64). The harateristi size of the boolean model is in order of 4. The gure 4.2 shows the
disretization of boolean model for dierent resolutions. As illustrated in table 4.1, the partial volume
eet an only be negleted (error<2%) if the ratio between the harateristi size and resolution is
superior to 32. For a ratio equal to 4, the error is superior to 7.5%. The extrapolation of this model on
real images leads to the following onlusion: if the resolution of the imaging tehnique is in the same
order of the harateristi size of phase under investigation, segmentation will not yield an aurate phase
mirostruture whatever the method. This is the ase of the apillary porosity of mature paste.
Resolution Charateristi size/Resolution P (I(i, j) = 0) P (0 < I(i, j) < 1) P (I(i, j) = 1
0.125 32 0.513593 0.0200 0.466231
0.25 16 0.486389 0.0407038 0.47290
0.5 8 0.451744 0.0775146 0.470741
1 4 0.361465 0.150116 0.488419
2 2 0.251465 0.237793 0.510742
4 1 0.0939941 0.271729 0.634277
8 0.5 0.00878906 0.55957 0.431641
16 0.25 0 0.839844 0.160156
32 0.125 0 1 0
Table 4.1: The grain radius is equal to 4.
(a) r = 0.25 (b) r = 0.5 () r = 1 (d) r = 2
(e) r = 4 (f) r = 8 (g) r = 16 (h) r = 32
Figure 4.2: The image size is equal to 256r × 256r with r the pixel size.
4.1.2 Materials
For the material A, the data ome from a mehanial triaxial test on a sand speimen realised under a
synhrotron mirotomography (ESRF, ID15A) to follow the strutural evolution of the granular media.
Digital Image Correlation is used to observe and detet the strain loalisation mehanisms at the grain
sale [62, 101℄. This work is funded by the Frenh projet ANR-05-BLANC-0192 (see gure 4.3.a).
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For the material B, the data ome from pyrotehnial speimen realised under a laboratory mirotomog-
raphy designed by Skysan
r
. Finite elements are used to ompute the stresses and strains as well as
other elds like the thermal ux and the temperature distribution in the material at a miro sale [80℄.
This work is funded by les Mines de Paris and le Centre d'Etudes de Gramat, DGA (see gure 4.3.b).
The material C is a ement paste presented in the hapter 2 (see gure 4.3.).
For the material D, the data ome from geologial rok, limestone, realised under a laboratory miroto-
mography designed by Phoenix X-ray to understand the eets of the porous struture on the resistivity
index urves [63℄ (see gure 4.3.d).
4.1.3 Computational requirements
The segmentation proedure has to be eient in terms of omputational time beause the size of the
images obtained by X-ray tomography is very large. In the previous hapter, it was shown possible to
improve the eieny of the algorithms used for this purpose. Typially, for the largest image of this
artile, the material D with a size 700 ∗ 700 ∗ 700 = 0.348 · 108 voxel, the segmentation requires less
than 6 hours of exeuting time with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 3.00GH and the alloation of RAM is 16
Gb. This short exeuting time allows the segmentation to be performed on onventional omputers. The
algorithms are developed and implemented on the open soure software, alled Population, soon available
on the web. For every image, the grey-level is oded on one byte (0-255). A median lter is applied
to minimise the ring artefat [16℄ and to smooth the noise while still in keeping the sharpness of the
boundary. For the visualisation onveniene, the results are sometimes presented in 2D but the method
has been applied in 3D images for all materials.
4.2 Threshold segmentation using tint information
To the best of our knowledge, threshold segmentation using tint information is the only method applied
to extrat the dierent phases for ementitious materials [120, 123, 137, 182, 181℄. These artiles fous
on how to nd the right grey-level range for thresholding.
4.2.1 Threshold
Threshold operator
Given that eah phase has a spei tint, the threshold operation uses this information to extrat the
phases. The threshold operation requires the seletion of a range of grey-levels. The label '1' is assigned
to eah voxel of the image when the grey-level belongs to this range, and the label '0' otherwise. The
grey-level range seletion is usually based on the information ontained in the grey level histogram of the
image (see gure 4.4). The automati or manual grey-level range is seleted in order to best separate the
mode in the histogram [36, 132, 143, 176℄. One requirement is that the mode is populated almost always
by the given phase.
n times
For a n-phases material, n modes have to be present in the histogram in order to operate the thresh-
old segmentation. Under this assumption, n modes give n − 1 valleys, with value v1, . . . , nn and
vi < vi+1. Manually, the threshold operator is applied n times with these grey-level range seletions:
[0, v1], [v1, v2], . . . , [vn, 255].
Results
For the two phases of the materials A and B, the gure 4.4-a-b shows two modes in the histogram,-a
spei mode for eah phase-. For both, the value of the valley is 125. Therefore, to extrat the white
grains in the material A, the grey-level range is [125, 255] and to extrat the blak grains in the material
B, the grey-level range is [0, 125]. Despite some holes in the numerial grains and some isolated islands
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5 mm
(a)
1.5 mm
(b)
Anhydrous grains
Capillary pores
Hydrate phase
Portlantide
0.5mm
()
2.1 mm
(d)
Figure 4.3: A wide range of materials. (a) material A, size=450x450x200, resolution=14 mirons; (b)
material B, size=500*500*100, resolution=3 mirons; () material C, size=700x700x700, resolution=0.675
mirons, there are four phases: the anhydrous grains in light, the portlandite (some isolate lusters) in
light grey, the hydrate in grey and the apillary porosity in blak; (d) material D, size=700x700x700
resolution=3 mirons, there are three phases: the void in dark and two grain lasses (one lighter and the
other with a medium average grey level).
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outside the grains, the numerial segmentation mathes the visual segmentation. The aim of the next
subsetion is to remove these both eets by Morphologial ltering.
4.2.2 Morphologial ltering
Presentation
The four basi operators of the mathematial morphology [158℄ are:
1. erosion of the set A by the set B, alled strutural element, is dened by36:
A⊖B = {∀z ∈ E : Bz ⊂ A}
where Bz is the translation of B by the vetor z (see gure 4.5),
2. dilation of objet A by the strutural element B, also alled the Minkowski addition, is dened by:
A⊕B = {∀z ∈ E : (Bs)z ∩A 6= ∅}
where Bs denotes the symmetri of B, that is, Bs = {x : −x ∈ B} (see gure 4.6),
3. opening of A by B is obtained by the erosion of A by B, followed by dilation of the resulting
struture by B:
A ◦B = (A⊖B)⊕B,
4. losing of A by B is obtained by the dilation of A by B, followed by erosion of the resulting struture
by B:
A •B = (A⊕B)⊖B,
Appliation
After the appliation of the threshold operator, two lassial artefats are to be proessed in the binary
image (see gure 4.4-b):
• some holes,
• some isolated islands.
To remove isolated islands without hanging the size of the lusters, the opening lter is applied
37
. To
ll the holes without hanging the size of the lusters, the losing lter is applied. Let A be the binary
image after the threshold appliation. The ltering is only: (A ◦ B) • B (see gure 4.7). The gure 4.8
shows a agreement between the visual segmentation and the numerial segmentation but the numerial
boundary is not losely loated on the visual boundary and some grains lose to eah others beome
onneted.
36
For visualisation, the inner boundary is dened as: ∂A = A \ (A⊖ B)
37
As all the materials are isotropi, the strutural element is hosen isometri. The strutural element is assoiated to
the 26-onnetivity in the ubi grid
B = {(−1,−1,−1), (0,−1,−1), (1,−1,−1), (−1, 0,−1), (0, 0,−1), (1, 0,−1), (−1, 1,−1), (0, 1,−1), (1, 1,−1),
(−1,−1, 0), (0,−1, 0), (1,−1, 0), (−1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (−1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0),
(−1,−1, 1), (0,−1, 1), (1,−1, 1), (−1, 0, 1), (0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1), (−1, 1, 1), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1)}
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Figure 4.4: Eah row is assoiated with a material, the rst image is the histogram, the seond gure is
the binary image after thresholding, and the third gure is the visualisation of the numerial boundary
on the initial image.
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Erosion
A
B
A⊖B
Figure 4.5: Erosion. The set A is the set of white pixels and the strutural element B is:
{(0, 0), (−1, 0), (1, 0), (0,−1), (0, 1)} representing by the red ross. The set, A ⊖ B, is eah pixel, z,
of the images suh that all the pixels are whites at on-up-down-left-right of z: Bz ⊂ A.
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Dilation
B
A A⊕ B
Figure 4.6: Dilation. The set A is the set of white pixels and the strutural element, B, is:
{(0, 0), (−1, 0), (1, 0), (0,−1), (0, 1)} representing by the red ross. The set, A ⊕ B, is eah pixel, z,
of the images suh that at least one pixel is white at on-up-down-left-right of z, Bz ∩A 6= ∅.
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Erosion with
B
Opening Closing
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Dilation withDilation with
Figure 4.7: Opening then losing. At the beginning, the set A has one hole and one isolated island. After
the appliation of the opening, the isolated island has been removed. After the appliation of the losing,
the hole has been removed.
Figure 4.8: For both rows, the binary image is the result of a threshold, the seond image is obtained
by the appliation of opening on the rst image in order to remove the isolated islands, the third image
is obtained by the appliation of losing on the seond image to ll the holes and the last image is the
numerial boundary visualisation on the initial image.
4.2.3 Limitation of the threshold segmentation
For the material C, the histogram presents only two modes in the histogram (see gure 4.4.). The right
mode is almost only populated by the anhydrous grain phase, but the left mode is populated by three
phases: apillary porosity, hydrates and portlandite sine the ontrast-to-noise ratio is weak. With the
manual grey-level range [140, 170] (see gure 4.4-), the weak ontrast to noise ratio leads to many holes
on the portlandite lusters (missed pixels) and many isolated islands outside the lusters (added pixels).
Moreover, the boundary of the anhydrous is extrated due to a halo artefat. Due to both these artefats,
an aurate segmentation is impossible even with a post-ltration. This is the same for the material D
(see the histogram in the gure 4.4.d)).
Wong et al have introdued an automati method for the seletion of the grey-level range when a mode is
populated by two phases and, as noted by the authors, this method is very sensitive to the grey-level range
[181℄. But, moreover, whatever the grey-level range, the segmented mirostrutures obtained with the
threshold operation, even after a post-ltration, will not math the real mirostruture sine the ontrast-
to-noise ratio is weak (see gure 4.9). Therefore, the simulation of physial phenomenon like vapour
diusivity, air permeability or eletrial ondutivity in this segmented mirostruture will not yield
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P
Grey−level
P
Grey−level
Good contrast to noise ratio weak contrast to noise ratio
σ1
µ1 µ2
σ2
σ1
σ2
µ1 µ2
1 < |µ1−µ2|σ1+σ2 1 >
|µ1−µ2|
σ1+σ2
Figure 4.9: As a model, we assume that the grey-level distribution of eah phase follows a Gaussian
distribution dened by a mean, µ, and a variane, σ2 (σ is the standard deviation). In the ase of two
phases, when the ontrast-to-noise ratio is weak, the surfae intersetion between the two distributions is
superior to 4% perent of the sum of the surfae of the both distribution (1− erf(2/√2) ≃ 0, 0455 where
erf is the error funtion). Therefore, if the threshold value is hosen on the valley, the segmentation error
is superior to 4% suh that the segmented error is the ratio between the wrong aeted pixels/voxels
and all aeted pixels/voxels. This error has to be added to the partial-volume eet error. Threshold
segmentation generates two kinds of wrong aeted pixels/voxels:
1)those missed of the segmented phase given the holes on the segmented image,
2)those added by the other phase given the small islands on the segmented image,
For the materials C and D, whatever the threshold range, the segmented error will be high sine there is
no even some spei peaks assoiated with the dierent phases.
diret measurements. When the ontrast-to-noise ratio is weak, threshold segmentation gives
a false mirostruture that does not allow the orret predition of the physial behaviour
and properties of the material. The subsetion 4.3 desribes a method to handle this task.
4.3 Watershed transformation using boundary information
The threshold segmentation is suitable only if there is a suient ontrast-to-noise ratio. Otherwise, one
solution is to improve the ontrast-to-noise ratio by ltering the grey-level in order to redue the noise.
In this artile [53℄, the authors introdued a novel tehnique for noise redution based on non-linear
anisotropi diusion. This method leads to a signiant gain in the signal-to-noise ratio. This allows the
visualization and the analysis of Eletron tomography images initially hampered by an extremely low
signal-to-noise ratio. However, the alibration of input parameters is quite tedious and depends on the
material and the devie. Generally, it seems diult to nd a generi lter that redues the noise for
dierent mirosopies sine the nature of noise depends on the mirosopy. To overome this, we will
introdue a simple, generi and robust method based on a growing proess algorithm with seeds as prior.
4.3.1 Seeds-ontrolled watershed
An eient segmentation proedure developed in mathematial morphology is the watershed segmenta-
tion [23℄, usually implemented as a ooding proess from seeds.
Watershed transformation : Any grey-level image an be onsidered as a topographi surfae and all
boundaries as sharp variations of the grey level. When a gradient is applied to an image, boundaries
are enhaned. When the topographi surfae obtained from the gradient is ooded from its seeds, the
waterfronts meet on watershed lines in 2D, and on watershed surfaes in 3D. The investigated volume is
partitioned by the watershed basins (see gure 4.10).
Seeds : the result depends strongly on the seeds loalisation. For example, if a seed is assoiated with
eah minimum of the gradient image, the watershed transformation with these seeds will produe the
well-known over-segmentation [165℄. There are over minima due to noise and loal irregularities in the
gradient image (see gure 4.11). To avoid this problem, the image is usually ltered by a ombination of
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Figure 4.10: Watershed transformation requires two images: the topographi surfae (a grey-level image)
and the seeds image. The proess is: (a) assoiation of eah seed to a hole (b) immersion () the water
enters in the topographi surfae by the holes and the basins take the olour of the hole, (d) a part of the
topographi surfae is not merged although its level is under the level of the immersion, (e) fusion of two
basins of same olour, (f) reation of a dam when two basins have dierent olours: A video is available
at http://pm.polytehnique.fr/∼vta/water.mpeg.
a vertial lter (like the dynami lter [59℄) and a horizontal lter (like an alternate sequential lter or a
Gaussian lter) in order to individualise eah onneted omponent of eah phase with a single seed (see
gure 4.12) . This individualisation step is omplex even with the introdution of the pyramid segmen-
tation [165℄. A simple method will be introdued using two approahes: one-step method or step-by-step
method. Both these approahes depends on the appropriate seed loalization [20, 160℄.
4.3.2 Seed inside a phase
A seed is a set of pixels/voxels, not neessarily 1-onneted. Any loalisation of a seed si for a phase pi
has to respet these two onstraints:
1. the seed is only inluded in its assoiated phase,
si ⊂ pi
2. the seed intersets
38
eah onneted omponent of the phase. Let (c0,i, . . . cn,i) be the set of on-
neted omponents of the phase pi, then
∀j ∈ (0, . . . n) : si ∩ cj,i 6= ∅
Using the tint information, a 'soft' threshold on the initial image followed by an opening with the stru-
tural element Bk
39
is suient for this purpose. As shown in the gure 4.13, this ltering removes the
38
In Mathematial Morphology, the appropriate word is: hit
39
The opening lter of size k is
A •Bk = (A⊕Bk) ⊖Bk
with Bk =
times kz }| {
(B ⊕B) . . .⊕ B .
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Deriche’s gradient
Watershed transformation
Topographic surface Seeds
Minima
Figure 4.11: Illustration of the over-segmentation. Many basins in the segmented images.
isolated pixels outside the phase and the halo artifat. This ltering an be performed sine the onstraints
of the seed loalisation are weak in omparison with the phase-mathing for threshold segmentation. The
next two subsetions explore the possibility to loalise a seed inside a phase.
4.3.3 One-step method
The one-step method onsists of (see gure 4.14):
• the loalisation of a seed inside eah phase (n phases = n seeds),
• the appliation of the watershed transformation40 to the gradient image with these seeds as prior.
Eah basin assoiated with a seed orresponds to a phase. If eah seed loalisation respets the on-
straints, the watershed transformation results in a eient segmentation of eah phase (see gure 4.15
40
In setion 3.5, we have dened dierent onventions to manage the separation between the growing regions. For this
purpose, we use the watershed transformation without a border region in order to avoid the problem of the aetation of
the voxels belonging to the dams.
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h
Horizontal filter Vertical filter Regional minima
Topogaphic surface Seeds
Gradient
Topogaphic surface
Seeds
Watershed
Watershed with dams
Figure 4.12: Illustration of the swamping segmentation. On the segmented image (the last image), some
numerial grains split the real grains and some real grains are missed. To overome both these artefats,
Tariel and Jeulin [165℄ have introdued the pyramid segmentation.
Threslold
125−145 3
Visual verification
Opening
Figure 4.13: Threshold followed by an opening to loalise a seed inside a phase.
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Binary to seeds
Topographic surface
Watershed
0−30
70−90
140−255
Threshold
100−130
Opening
Deriche’s gradient
Seeds
Figure 4.14: The one-step method supposes the loalisation of a seed inside eah phase. The numerial
segmentation mathes the visual segmentation.
and table 4.2) with a suitable topography surfae (see subsetion 4.3.6 for the gradient hoie). The
major advantage of this approah is that it is not neessary for a seed loalisation to math the
phase unlike for threshold segmentation.
4.3.4 Step-by-step method
For the material D, the onstraints of the seed loalisation annot be respeted for the light phase. To
make its segmentation possible, a step-by-step method is applied. At eah step, two seeds have to be
loalised: one in the phase, another in the phase's omplementary. Starting from the simplest phase
to extrat, we proeed by extrating the next simplest phase step by step. Sine the last phase is the
omplementary of the addition of the extrated phase, its extration is trivial. We do not have to loalise
a seed in this phase. This is the main advantage of this method whih allows the segmentation of the
material D (see gure 4.16).
4.3.5 Appliation
For the alibration, we begin the segmentation with a slie of the 3D image to nd a suitable set of pa-
rameters rapidly. Then, we apply the segmentation to the whole 3D image with this set of parameters. In
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phase threshold range opening size
Material A
white phase (grains) 150-255 1
blak phase (matrix) 0-100 0
Material B
blak phase (grains) 0-80 1
white phase (matrix) 160-255 1
Material C
whitest phase (anhydrous grains) 140-255 0
light-grey phase (portlandite) 100-130 1
grey phase (hydrate) 70-90 0
blak phase (apillary porosity) 0-30 0
Table 4.2: The parameters for the one-step method
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
A
B
Figure 4.15: Visualisation of eah step for the materials A and B: (1) the initial image, (2-3) the seed
loalisation inside both phases, (4) the seeds image, (5) the gradient image, (6) the athment basins
after the appliation of the watershed transformation to the gradient image with the previous seeds, (7)
visualisation of the boundary of the athment basin on the initial images. There is a good math with
the visual segmentation.
all the studied materials, 3D segmentation seems to work better than 2D segmentation
41
(see gure 4.17).
In appendix A.4, we present the appliation for SEM images. For all material, the gradient operator is
Derihe operator[41℄. In the next subsetion, we will ompare dierent gradient operators.
41
The watershed transformation is a growing proess (see hapter 3). In 3D, more paths of propagation are available
than in 2D.
Propagation in 3−dimensional space
Propagation in 2−dimensional space
Seed2D slice
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Threshold
125−145 0−120 160−255
Deriche’s gradient 
MedianMedian
Micro−porosity Background (2 phases)
Topography
Watershed transformation
SeedsSeeds
Watershed transformation
visualization
boundary
visualization
boundary
Addition
3 1
ThresholdMacro−porosity Background
0−120 160−255
Binary images to seeds imageBinary images to seeds image Union
Opening Opening
Complement
Figure 4.16: Extration of three phases for the material D using a step-by-step method.
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(a) (b)
() (d)
Figure 4.17: (a) the white grains for the material A, (b) the blak grains (drawn in white in the gure)
for the material B, () in blue the anhydrous grains, in pink the portlandite phase, in green the hydrate
phase and in green/blue the apillary porosity for the material C. (d) in blue the porosity (the blak
phase) and in yellow the blak grains for the material D.
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4.3.6 Choie of the gradient operator
The watershed transformation belongs of the ategory of algorithms that detets the edges. The edges in
the gradient image are the phase boundaries of the material in the original sine a phase boundary is a
sharp hanges of grey-level. The eient of the watershed transformation depends on the edges enhane-
ment by the gradient operator. In the ideal ase, the result of applying a gradient operator to an image
lead to a set of onneted urves in 2D and onneted map in 3D that indiate the phases boundaries.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to obtain suh ideal edges from tomography/SEM images. A variety
of omputations are available whih determine the magnitude of ontrast hanges and their orientation.
Extensive literature exists doumenting the available operators. Fast and simple edge detetion an be
performed by lters suh as the popular Sobel gradient [102℄ whih needs the onvolution of a small kernel
(3 × 3 pixels) over the image or the Beuher gradient whih is the subtration of the dilated image by the
eroded image. Alternatively, more omputationally intensive ontour detetion tehniques are available
suh as the Derihe gradient [41℄. In this subsetion, we will test the segmentation quality of these three
lassial gradient operators using the watershed transformation as edges detetor.
Sobel operator
The Sobel operator is based on the onvolution the image with two 3×3 kernels42 to alulate the
derivation for horizontal hanges and for vertial hange. If we dene I as the soure image, Gx and Gy,
the horizontal and vertial derivation, are omputed as follows:
Gy[I] =

+1 +2 +10 0 0
−1 −2 −1

 ∗ I and Gx[I] =

+1 0 −1+2 0 −2
+1 0 −1

 ∗ I
where ∗ denotes the 2-dimensional onvolution operator.
At eah point in the image, the resulting gradient magnitude image is, using the Eulidean norm:
G[I] =
√
Gx[I]
2
+Gy[I]
2
The 3 × 3 Sobel operator ats loally on the image and only detets edges at small sales. As the
onvolution with a small bounded kernel has small omputational ost, this algorithm is very eient
and the implementation is simple. It an be extended to the n-dimensional spae
43
.
Beuher operator
The Beuher operator belongs to the eld of Mathematial Morphology. The erosion and dilation for
grey-level image is [158℄:
• Dilation of the image I by the set B, alled strutural element, is dened by:
[I ⊕B](x) = max
∀z∈B
I(x− z).
42
small, separable, and integer kernels in horizontal and vertial diretion
43
In n-dimensional spae, the i-derived approximation is:
Gi[I] =
i−1 timesz }| {
g ⊗ . . .⊗ g⊗d⊗
n−(i+1) timesz }| {
g ⊗ . . .⊗ g ∗I
with ⊗ the tensor produt, g = 1
4
2
412
1
3
5
the Gaussian vetor and d =
2
4−10
1
3
5
the derivation vetor.
At eah point in the image, the resulting gradient magnitude image is:
G[I] =
sX
i
Gi[I]
2
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• Erosion of the image I by the set B is dened by:
[I ⊖B](x) = min
∀z∈B
I(x− z).
Morphologial gradient of the image I by the set B is dened by:
G[I](x) =
1
2
([I ⊕B](x) − [I ⊖B](x)).
The sale parameter, the radius r of the strutural element B, allows the ltering of the high frequeny
noise. As the algorithm omplexity is O(Nrn) with N the number of pixels/voxels of the image and n
the dimension of the spae, the omputational ost is not independent of the sale parameter. However,
this algorithm is quite eient for pratial utilisation sine the sale parameter is most often inferior to
three. Finally, as the dilation and the erosion are dened in the n-dimensional spae, the morphologial
gradient is also dened in the n-dimensional spae .
Derihe operator
The Derihe operator is the extension of the optimal edge detetor proposed by J. Canny [31℄ to a
reursive lter. In the theory of edge detetion algorithm, Canny denes three riteria for an "optimal"
edge detetor:
• good detetion - the algorithm should mark as many phase boundaries in the image as possible even
if the grey level variation on the phase boundaries is weak.
• good loalisation - the lines of ridge44 should be as lose as possible to the phase boundaries in the
real image.
• minimal response - a given phase boundary in the image should only be marked one, and where
possible, image noise should not reate false boundaries.
On an image model, using the alulus of variations, Canny proved that the optimal funtion is desribed
by the sum of four exponential terms, but an be approximated by the rst derivative of a Gaussian, the
Canny lter. For a redution of the omputational time, Derihe proposed an another good approxima-
tion, ψ:
ψ(x) = cx exp(−α|x|)
with
c = − [1− exp(−α)]
2
exp(−α)
The sale parameter α represents the inverse of the standard deviation of the Canny lter (α = πσ ). In
one dimension, the resulting gradient magnitude image is:
G[I] = ψ ∗ I
where ∗ denotes the onvolution operator.
In disrete spae, this gradient operator an be eiently implemented by two reursive lters moving in
opposite diretions:
g+(m) = aI(m− 1) + b1g+(m− 1) + b2g+(m− 2) for m = 2, ..., N − 1
g−(m) = −aI(m+ 1) + b1g−(m+ 1) + b2g−(m+ 2) for m = N − 3, ..., 0
G[I](m) = g−(m) + g+(m) for m = 0, ..., N − 1
44
The gradient image an be seen as a topographi surfae
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with a = ce−α, b1 = 2e
−α
, b2 = −e−2α c = (1−e
−α)2
e−α . The boundary values are:
g+(0) =
a
1− b1 − b2 I(0)
g+(1) = aI(0) + (b1 + b2)g+(0)
g−(N − 1) = a
1− b1 − b2 I(N − 1)
g+(N − 2) = aI(N − 1) + (b1 + b2)g+(N − 1)
The Derihe output an be adjusted with the α sale parameter to lter out high frequeny noise and to
avoid the pixel eet
45
by giving an intense, smooth and ontinuous line of ridges. Due to its reursive
nature, the omputational time is independent of the sale parameter. Therefore, this algorithm is very
eient. It an be extended to the n-dimensional spae
46
.
Gradient as topography in the watershed transformation
A gradient operator an generate two artefats :
• false edges if there are some inhomogeneity in the phase,
• some holes on the edges if there are some weak sharp hanges on the phase boundary.
45
Angularity is inherent of the disrete spae
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This gradient operator is the rst derivative of a smoothing lter,Ψ(x). Thus, we have:
dΨ(x)
dx
= ψ(x)
Ψ(x) = k(α|x|+ 1) exp(−α|x|)
with
k =
(1− e−α)2
1 + 2αe−α − e−2α
In n-dimensional spae, the i-derivative is the onvolution produt of one derivation in the i-diretion with the n − 1
smoothing on the other diretions:
Gi[I](x0, . . . , xn−1) = (Φ(x0) ∗ . . . ∗ Φ(xi−1) ∗ φ(xi) ∗ Φ(xi+1) ∗ Φ(xn−1)) ∗ I
with (x0, . . . , xn−1) are the oordinates of the point x.
At eah point in the image, the resulting gradient image magnitude is:
G[I] =
sX
i
Gi[I]
2
In disrete spae, this smoothing lter an be eiently implemented by two reursive lters moving in opposite diretions:
s+(m) = a0I(m) + a1I(m− 1) + b1s
+(m− 1) + b2s
+(m − 2) for m = 0, ..., N − 1
s−(m) = a2I(m+ 1) + a3I(m+ 2) + b1s
−(m + 1) + b2s
−(m+ 2) for m = N − 1, ...,0
S[I](m) = s−(m) + s+(m) for m = 0, ...,N − 1
with a0 = k, a1 = k(α − 1)e−α, a2 = k(α + 1)e−α, a3 = −ke−2α, b1 = 2e−α, b2 = −e−2α, k =
(1−e−α)2
1+2αe−α−e−2α
. The
boundary values are:
g+(0) =
a0 + a1
1− b1 − b2
I(0)
g+(1) = a0I(1) + a1I(0) + (b1 + b2)g
+(0)
g−(N − 1) =
a0 + a1
1− b1 − b2
I(N − 1)
g+(N − 2) = (a0 + a1)I(N − 1) + (b1 + b2)g
+(N − 1)
The i-derivative an be implemented by n times two reursive lters using this iterative proess:
• Initialisation: R0 = I,
• Until j < n, Rj+1 = B[Rj ] with Bj+1 = G for j = i and Bj+1 = S otherwise.
For n = 2, Gx is alulated by the derivation in the x-diretion following by the smoothing in the y-diretion.
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As shown in gure 4.18, the image gradient depends strongly on the operator. With a sale parameter
α = 5 and r = 1, the resulting images of Derihe operator and Beuher operator seem like the resulting
image of Sobel operator. With a sale parameter α = 0.5 and r = 3, Derihe operator blurs the line of
ridges orresponding to the spatial inhomogeneity in the phases and reveals the line of ridges of the phase
boundary unlike for Beuher operator or Sobel operator. Sine the watershed transformation aets
(a) Original image (b) Sobel gradient
() Derihe gradient: α = 5 (d) Derihe gradient: α = 1 (e) Derihe gradient: α = 0.5
(f) Beuher gradient: r = 1 (g) Beuher gradient: r = 2 (h) Beuher gradient: r = 3
Figure 4.18: Illustration of the dierent gradient operators.
points on the athment basins with a loal law during the growing proess
47
, both these artefats an
produe a bad loalisation of the numerial boundary even with appropriate seeds. The gradient hoie
47
it is not global minimisation of a given funtional
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is ruial in the watershed transformation as illustrated in gure 4.19. We observe that Derihe operator
leads to the best loalisation of the numerial phases boundary. The next subsetion evaluates why the
(a) Seeds (b) Cathment basins with Sobel gradient
() Cathment basins with Beuher gradient
(d) Cathment basins with Derihe gradient
Figure 4.19: Appliation of the watershed transformation with the seeds of the image (a) on the dierent
gradient images.
one step watershed transformation is more robust than threshold segmentation.
4.3.7 Robustness
Generally, the eient of the segmentation is only evaluated by the auray. But, for pratial utilisation,
an important parameter is the faility of the alibration of the segmentation proedure. This subsetion
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will prove that the alibration of the one-step is easy.
The denition of the segmentation robustness an be the stability of the segmentation against perturba-
tion of segmentation parameters. A segmented image loalises the phases of the material. The geometrial
organisation of eah phase is haraterised using metri/topologial desriptors (see hapter 5). The sta-
bility means that the metri/topologial desriptors of the segmented image are not aeted (or shows
very little utuation) by the perturbation of the segmentation parameters. In this subsetion, the har-
aterization is restrited to two funtional: hord length distribution and 2-point probability funtion.
This subsubsetion has two paragraphs: morphologial analysis and robustness evaluation.
Metri analysis
The hord length distribution funtion and the two-point orrelation funtion give a statistial analysis
of the geometrial organisation of a phase [33, 106, 134℄. Their determination gives information about
volume fration, average granular size, surfae roughness and strutural orrelation (for a more extended
explanation see setion 5.2)
1) A hord is a segment belonging to the phase and having its two extremities at the phase interfae. As
shown in Fig. 4.20, hords are obtained by traing random and homogeneously distributed straight lines
through the mirostruture. The hord length distribution funtion is the probability of getting a hord
length between h et h+ dh, belonging to the phase, fp(h).
2) Let us draw an interval of length h randomly in the material : the two-point probability funtions is the
l1
l2
l3
Figure 4.20: A hord trough a material omposed by two phases
probability of having both extremities of this interval belonging to the phase S2,p(h)
48
(see gure 4.21).
Figure 4.21: A yardstik drawn randomly in a material omposed by two phases
Robustness evaluation
Let SΛ(I) be the resulting binary image after the appliation of the threshold segmentation or the one-
step method for a two phase material on the initial image I with the parameter set Λ.
To hek the stability, the method is:
48
also noted C(h) for ovariane, or orrelation funtion or ovariane
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1. to selet a parameter, λ, in the parameter set, Λ,
2. to inrease step by step the hosen parameter, λi = λi−1 + ǫ, starting from a low value until a high
value,
3. for eah step,
• to apply the segmentation proedure to get the binary image SΛi(I) assoiated with the pa-
rameter λi,
• to alulate the distane between SΛi(I) and SΛi−1(I). The distane is dened as the area
between the two plots of 2-point probability funtion or hord length distribution for SΛi(I)
and SΛi−1(I). A small distane means that the segmentation is stable and vie-versa.
Figure 4.22 shows that:
• the one-step method is more stable than threshold segmentation,
• the global minima for the threshold graph is 125. This value is equal to the value of the valley
on the histogram. Therefore, this graph ould allow the automati determination of the threshold
parameter,
• the global minima (see gure 4.23).) for the one-step graph is 85. This value is losed to the manual
determination of the treshold value for the seed loalisation. Therefore, this graph ould allow the
automati determination of the threshold parameter,
• as the global minima is a hole for the threshold graph, if the parameter is not exatly 90, the
segmentation will be dierent. For the one-step graph, as the global minima is surrounded by
a table, a wide range of values lead to the same segmentation. This has been onrmed by the
experiments: the searh of the input parameters is easy. Thus, the main advantage of the one-step
method is that the alibration is easy sine the appropriate input parameters belongs to a range
(not a single value as is use with threshold segmentation).
In onlusion, the one-step method is more stable than threshold segmentation. However, this result
is not signiant sine the threshold operator without an advaned ltering is the simplest segmentation
method. The relevant results are that the alibration of the one-step method is easy and that an automati
alibration is possible. The next subsetion will prove the auray of the one-step method.
4.3.8 Noise stability
This methodology tests the noise stability of the one-step method:
• Objetive image: it is a boolean random eld (see subsetion 4.1.1) whih is often used for the
desription heterogeneous material [5, 78℄.
I(x) =
{
a for x ∈M
b else
with M = ∪i∈I(Xi⊕K0), {Xi} a Poisson point proess and K0 a onstant ball.
• Addition of a noise: it is a Gaussian white noise49, N , with a standard deviation σ to the original
image:
Y = I +N.
The ontrast-to-noise ratio is dened by the dimensionless quantity: |a− b|/σ.
49
A proess Nx is denoted by Gaussian white noise if:
 Nx is an independent white noise,
 Nx follows a normal law N (0, σ2)
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Figure 4.22: Stability of the segmentation methods for the material B. For both distanes, the one-step
method is more stable by one deade than threshold segmentation.
• Segmentation: it is the appliation of the one-step method using the same input parameters what-
ever the ontrast-to-noise ratio. The resulting segmented set is denoted by SY .
• Distane: it is an error funtion dened by Tariel et al [165℄:
error(A,B) =
µ((A ∪B) \ (A ∩B))
µ(A) + µ(B)
.
In our purpose, A represents the initial boolean random set, M , and B represents the resulting
segmented set, SY .
The results are presented in gure 4.24. Qualitatively, we observe a good math between the boolean
random set and the segmented image even when the ontrast-to-noise ratio is low. Quantitatively, the
error values onrm it (see table 4.3). In onlusion, for the one-step method,
1. the alibration of the segmentation parameters is independent of the ontrast-to-noise ratio,
2. the segmented mirostruture mathes the model even with a low ontrast-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 4.23: After a dilatation with a strutural element of size 5 on the graph, the minimum on both
urves is 87. This automati value is losed to the manual value 90.
|a−b|
σ µ(SY ) µ((SY ∪M) \ (SY ∩M)) error(SY ,M)
2.5 0.4915 0.0160 0.162
1.25 0.4901 0.0242 0.0245
0.83 0.488 0.0342 0.0348
0.55 0.472 0.0600 0.0620
Table 4.3: The Lebesgue measure of the boolean random set is equal to 0.4951.
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Boolean random eld
|a−b|
σ noise image median lter segmented image
2.5
1.5
0.83
0.55
Figure 4.24: For the boolean model, the image size is 1024*1024 with a density of 0.000625 and a ball
radius of 16. The pixel value is equal to 150 inside the random set and 100 outside. Therefore, the ontrast
is equal to 50. The standard deviation, σ is respetively 20, 40, 60 and 80. The segmentation parameters
are hosen onstant. For the median lter, the strutural element is assoiated to the 8-neighbourhood.
For the seeds seletion, we operate a threshold (0-100) and (150-255) following by an opening using the
8-neighbourhood. The Derihe parameter is equal to 0.5.
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Figure 4.25: First gure: segmented image; seond gure: extration of the onneted omponents. Eah
olour represents a onneted omponent. There is a large luster, in blue, ontaining many grains.
4.4 Artefats orretion
Segmentation generates some artefats:
1. some grains lose to eah others beome onneted,
2. some artiial holes appear.
This setion desribes two proedures to orret their.
4.4.1 Grain splitting
Whatever the method, segmentation exhibits one diulty: some grains lose to eah other beome
onneted. For many appliations, the extration of eah grain of the grain phase, named grain partition,
has to be performed. If a lassial luster proedure [72℄ is applied on the segmented binary image, these
onneted grains are numerially onsidered as a single grain (see gure 4.25). To overome this, we
apply a proedure introdued by L. Vinent in 1993 [172℄. Let Ω be the domain of the grain phase on the
segmented image. The algorithm priniple is the appliation of the watershed transformation ontrolled
by seeds restrited by the binary image, I, to the topographi surfae. The topographi surfae is the
opposite of the distane funtion of I (see gure 4.26).
Opposite of the distane funtion: The distane funtion DistΩ gives the smallest distane between a
voxel x belonging to Ω and any voxel y belonging to the omplementary of Ω.
DistΩ(x) =
{
min∀y∈Ωc d(x, y) for x ∈ Ω
0 otherwise
The opposite of a image J is: K(∗) = −J(∗).
A property of the opposite distane funtion is that the lines of ridge are loated on the narrow lines/surfaes
between the grains. The watershed transformation, dediated to the extration of line of ridges, is also
used for this purpose. However, in this appliation,
1. the watershed transformation is restrited on the domain I (see subsubsetion 3.4.2),
2. eah grain has to be marked by a single seed,
3. the topographi is the opposite distane funtion
Appropriate seeds: First, the seeds an be the regional minima (see subsubsetion 3.4.1 for the regional
minima denition) of the opposite distane funtion of the binary image. However, this merging produes
an important over-extration of grains due to loal irregularities of the binary image shape, generating
a set of unontrolled and unwanted seeds. To avoid this problem, the opposite distane funtion of the
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Distunce function
Dynamic filter
regional minima
regional minima
opposite
I
I_2 = Opp(I_1)
I_1 = Dist(I)
I_3 = Dyn_filter(I_2)
I_4 = Reg_min(I_3)I_4 = Reg_min(I_2)
Watershed controled by seeds: topographic surface = I_2, seeds = I_4, restrcited = I  
Figure 4.26: Grains extration: the watershed lines/surfaes are loated on the narrow lines/surfaes
beause the narrow lines/surfaes are loated on the lines of ridge of the opposite distane funtion of I.
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Figure 4.27: Eah olour represents a grain. For eah row, the rst image is the visualisation of the
lusters on the segmented binary image and the seond image is the athment basins after the splitting
proedure. For both granular materials, the dynami parameter is equal to 1.
binary image is ltered. A vertial lter is used in order to individualise eah grain with a single seed.
The vertial lter uses the notion of dynami (see subsubsetion 3.4.2 for the dynami lter denition)
with a parameter h [59℄. For the granular materials A and B, this splitting proedure yields a onsistent
grain partition as illustrated in gure 4.27.
4.4.2 Hole lling
During the preparation of samples for SEM, the surfae is polished. This proess generates some raks
inside the grains. After segmentation, these raks are not aeted to the grain phase sine the tint of the
rak is very dierent to the tint of the anhydrous grains. In tomography images, onneted omponents
of the solid phase are numerially surrounded by porosity (levitation). We observe around 5 of suh
holes. In order to orret these artefats, a hole lling proedure is applied (see gure 4.28). This
artifat orretion is important:
• for the haraterization based on the hord length distribution funtion sine this funtional is very
sensitive to the presene of holes in the phase
50
,
• for the ontration at onstant topology (see subsetion 5.3.3) sine this method an only be applied
without internal surfaes.
Conlusion
X-ray tomography/SEM images involve spei problems of image segmentation, due to the weak ontrast-
to-noise ratio and the limitation of the spatial resolution. If the resolution of the imaging tehnique is
in the same order of the harateristi size of phase under investigation, segmentation will not yield an
50
It is not the ase of the 2-point probability funtion.
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2)1) 3) 4)
1)inverse 2)connected components 3) keep the clusters hitting surface 4) inverse 
1) Segmentation
1) 2) 3) 4)
4) Remove pixels just added3) Hole filling2) Anhydrous phase
Figure 4.28: The rst row is the deomposition of hole lling by elementary operators in suh a way:
-inverse-extration of the onneted omponents-keep the onneted omponents touhing the image
boundaries-inverse. The seond raw is the appliation to anhydrous grains in a SEM image: rst gure:
initial image -(1)-segmented image -(2)- seletion of the anhydrous phase -(3)- hole lling proedure on
the anhydrous phase -(4)- removed the pixels/voxels belonging to holes of anhydrous grains initially
belonging to other phases.
aurate mirostruture whatever the method. We have seen that many problems an appear during
the segmentation. In the rst setion, we presented the lassial threshold segmentation given a good
result only if the ontrast-to-noise ratio is high. When this is not the ase, the one-step method or the
step-by-step method, was applied. These methods are, simple beause the input parameters belongs to
a wide range of possible values and does not depend on the ontrast-to-noise ratio; generi beause they
an be applied for dierent materials obtained with dierent mirosopies and robust beause, even with
a weak ontrast-to-noise ratio, segmentation yields an aurate mirostruture.
In the last setion, we introdued two proedures to orret two ommon artefats:
• a split proedure to separate the onneted grains51,
• a hole lling proedure.
51
this approah will be also used to deompose the pore network into elementary pores.
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After segmentation, the dierent phases are loated in spae though a spae partition. One halleng-
ing problem deals with the ability to desribe the geometrial organisation of these phases. Quantitative
knowledge of Porous Medium of Cement Paste (PMCP) is important in order to understand the role of
geometri onnement in adsorption, ondensation, transport, reation proesses and nally, the onne-
tion with the mirostruture and durability of the material. In this hapter, we fous on the extration
of the geometrial features of PMCP in order to observe their evolution with the hydration time. The
hapter is segmented in four setions:
• introdution,
• metri analysis,
• topologial analysis,
• deomposition in elementary pores.
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Figure 5.1: Left gure: New York ity had been organised to optimise the tra; right gure: Angouleme
ity had never been organised aording to a global plan.
5.1 Introdution
5.1.1 The geometrial organisation is omplex at one sale
To understand the omplexity of the PMCP geometrial organisation, an example related to the ar
tra is given. Let us onsider the ar tra in two towns: New York and Angouleme, a medieval town
in South West of Frane (see gure 5.1). Obviously, the ar tra ow in New-York an be higher than in
Angouleme although the fration of surfae area of road is quite similar for the both ities. Qualitatively,
in Angouleme, the ar tra is less eient sine its road network has:
1. some topologial harateristis as
• many dead-end roads,
• no diret road between one point and another point,
• some rossroads where many important roads merge.
2. some metri harateristi as
• some narrow roads.
This example shows that the properties of ar tra is related to its geometrial organisation. Obviously,
the geometrial organisation of road network of Angouleme is disorder. The geometrial organisation
of PMCP is also disorder. In order to espeially understand how the diusion ours in this porous
media, the requirement is the statistial haraterisation of the geometry of the porous mirostruture.
Therefore, this hapter will dediated to the quantitative analysis of the pore network at one sale. The
next subsetion will introdue the onept of multi-saling.
5.1.2 The geometrial organisation is spei at eah sale
Now, let us onsider the ar tra in the road network in Frane. The road network is segmented
depending on the road size: highways, low apaity road,. . . (see gure 5.2). Eah road size is assoiated
to a sale. In order to understand the ar tra, a geometrial analysis has to be done:
• at eah sale. For example, in Frane, at the upper sale (highway), it is a spider network entred
at Paris,
• between the sales sine there a oupling between them. Go to mappy and hoose two villages far
enough. Generally, the itinerary respets the priniple of up-saling-downsaling, starting from low
sale road (lane) to join a high sale road (highway) and nishing with a low sale road.
The geometrial organisation of PMCP is also:
1. organised through a wide range of length sales from the nanometre to the millimetre,
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Figure 5.2: Multi saling road network
2. spei at eah length sale without statistial length sale invariane,
3. omplex at eah length sale.
Moreover, the geometrial organisation is hierarhial sine there is no sale separation. At eah inreasing
of the magniation, new features of the PMCP are revealed
52
. In this thesis, we fous on the upper length
sale of the PMCP, alled the apillary porosity. In order to investigate the whole range of length-sale
heterogeneity of a ement paste, this thesis is oupled with two other theses:
• S. Brisard supervised by P. Levitz (understanding the nanostruture of C-S-H: marosopi impli-
ations),
• H. Chemni supervised by D. Petit (multi-sale diusion and moisture sorption in ement paste
materials).
5.1.3 Basi onepts of image analysis
Two length sales
The observation of the the geometrial organisation of PMCP has be done using two imaging tehniques.
Eah experiment imposes two length sales, the resolution, noted l, and the eld of view53, noted L. The
resolution, l, sets the lower sale of the investigation and the eld of view the upper sale (see gure 5.3).
An important property is the spatial homogeneity [95℄ (translational invariane) allowing that the esti-
mation of a property does not depend where the image is taken. In order to have this property, the eld
of view has to be larger than the harateristi size of the Representative Elementary Volume (REV).
In the literature of ement paste, this volume is estimated around 100 µm3 [137℄. The both imaging
tehniques, SEM and X-ray tomography, have a eld of view muh larger than this size.
Another two important properties is the spatial stability. The estimation of a property stays onstant
when the resolution dereases. This involves that:
52
For the road network, it is multi-sale sine there is a sale separation due to the quantiation of the road size
53
For tomography at SLS, the resolution size is: l = 0.7µm and as the size of the image is 7003 voxels, the eld of view
is: L = 0.5mm
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: A 2D slie of the tomography image of alite at time of hydration, 31h, and W/C=0.4. First
image: the aquisition, seond image: after the segmentation. There are large lusters of portlandite
(blue phase) whih size is equal to half of the length of the eld of view. Therefore, the volume of eld
is surely under the representative elementary volume. We observe few porosity (blak phase). There is
still porosity not revealed at this resolution in the hydrate phase (pink and blue phases).
• a geometrial organisation is observed. For a mature paste, we do not observe the geometrial
organisation any more sine the upper length sale of PMCP is lower than the tomography resolution
(see gure 5.3).
• the observed geometrial organisation drives the physial phenomenon. For instane, a pore network
with maro-pores and miro-pores suh as the maro-pores are highly onneted, the estimation of
the transport property at the maro length sale will yield onsistent results in agreement with diret
experiments sine the transport in the miro-pores an be negleted. When a physial phenomenon
depends on both sales, miro- and maro-pores, an eetive mirosopi property an be aeted
at eah pixel/voxel ontaining the miro-pores in order to take into aount the oupling between
both sales.
At the beginning of the hydration time, we will see in the setion 5.3 that the apillary porosity is highly
onneted. Therefore, at this stage, the estimation of the diusion properties is relevant. However, rapidly,
at the resolution of the tomography, we do not observe the pore network. At this stage, tomography
gives no information about the pore network of ement paste. Therefore, another imaging tehnique has
to be used to observe the smaller apillary pores that ontrol transport for mature pastes.
Dimension
For a 3D disorder system, like ement paste, a setion, of a three-dimensional mirostruture, allows only a
limited geometrial analysis sine topology is intrinsially a 3d information. Obviously, diusive transport
depends on the onnetivity of the pore network. Therefore, tomography, providing 3D images, allows a
full metri and topologial analysis whereas SEM, providing 2D images, is limited for the understanding
of how the diusion ours in porous media.
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5.1.4 Whih lass of geometrial feature?
In this thesis, an extended analysis is done at one sale: the apillary porosity at the resolution of 0.7µm
with a eld of view of 0.5 mm. The geometrial organisation is desribed using two desriptor lasses:
metri and topologial. By analogy of the road network, the metri desriptors give information about
the throats, the distribution of road size, the distribution of mean urvature whereas the topologial
desriptors give information about the onnetivity of the network suh as the existene of path between
two towns. For both lasses, the analysis is segmented in two levels:
1. salar analysis providing average numbers suh as the porosity,
2. statistial analysis involving some statistial distribution suh as the hord length distribution
funtion.
These desriptors do not allow to link between the geometrial features and diusion transport properties
beause their do not take into aount the metri and the topology analysis simultaneously. A possible
way is to deompose the mirostruture in terms of elementary pores. This deomposition permits a
metri desription of the elementary pores and a topologial desription of the network of the elementary
pores. Our aim is then to understand the loal transport in elementary pores by using their metri
features and to up-sale our analysis of the transport from the elementary pores to the mirostruture,
using the onnetivity properties of the network of the elementary pores.
5.1.5 Whih ement paste?
In order to ompare the geometrial analysis done with SEM and X-ray tomography, we have aquired
at the same resolution 0.675µm, at the same eld of view 0.5 mm, two ement pastes: Ordinary Portland
Conrete (OPC) and alite (see hapter 2).
5.1.6 Notation
After segmentation, we get a partition of the spae dened by the domains (Ω0, . . . ,Ωn) of the dierent
phases. Let I be the harateristi funtion dened by:
I(x) = i if x ∈ Ωi
For eah phase i, a harateristis funtion is dened as:
Ii(x) =
{
1 if x ∈ Ωi
0 otherwise
A harateristi funtion is denoted, I, when the phase is not speied. The spae and the image are
denoted with the same notation, E.
For a set A, we dene the Lebesgue measure,54 µ(A) as
1. the surfae of A, S(A), in 2-dimensional spae,
2. the volume of A, V (A), in 3-dimensional spae.
54
A funtion from the power set of E, P(E), the set of all subsets of E to R+
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5.2 Metri analysis
The aim of the metri haraterization is to give information about forms, shapes and patterns like the
average pore size, the mean urvature, the pore shape, the surfae roughness, the strutural orrelation
between pixels belonging either to the solid, to the interfae or to the pore network. All the measure
presented in this setion are aessible either in 2D and in 3D for an isotropi material. This setion is
segmented in two subsetions:
1. Minkowski funtionals,
2. statistial analysis.
5.2.1 Minkowski funtionals
To quantify the evolution of the pore network, we use three fundamental numbers: the volume fration
φ, the spei surfae area, S, and the Euler number, N3. In the more general ontext of integral
geometry, these three numbers are dened for an d-dimensional Eulidean spae through d+1Minkowski
funtionals (see Table 5.1). The Minkowski funtionals, Wi, satisfy a number of riteria, the so-alled
notation geometri quantity Minkowski funtionals Wi(A)
of number i
V, φ = VV volume, volume fration 0 V (A) = φ(A)µ(E)
S, SV surfae, spei surfae area 1 S(A) = SV (A)µ(E)
H integral surfae mean urvature 2 13
(
1
2
∫
∂A
( 1R1 +
1
R2
)ds
)
K integral surfae Gaussian urvature 3 13
(∫
∂A(
1
R1
1
R2
)ds
)
Table 5.1: Minkowski funtional in 3-dimensional Eulidean spae for a set A inluded in E. 1/R1 and
1/R2 are the prinipal urvatures.
Hadwiger onditions:
1. Motion (translation and rotation) invariane, Wi(A) =Wi(gA) with g = rotation or translation ,
2. Homogeneity ondition, ∀λ ∈ R :Wi(λA) = λd−iWi(A),
3. Additive, Wi(A ∪B) =Wi(A) +Wi(B)−Wi(A ∩B),
4. Convex ontinuity, the appliation Wi is ontinuous for the set of onvex bodies.
Integral geometry shows how the setions of the 3D sample allow us to reover its Minkowski funtionals.
This very attrative property, due to Crofton, open up the a fruitful path for the study of stereology
55
[158, 112, 79, 113℄ (see table 5.2). The rst two Minkowski funtionals will be used in the two next
subsubsetions. Sine the last Minkowski funtional is a topologial number without stereologial relation,
it will be presented in the subsetion 5.3.1.
5.2.2 Volume fration
Methods
The volume fration of the dierent phases, φi also alled the 1-point probability funtion, is one of the
most important geometrial property sine it inuenes physial properties.
The evaluatation of the volume fration of the void phase an be done in using the following tehniques:
55
The stereology was developed by the Frenh geologist A.E. Delesse in 1845 who has proposed a quantitative analysis of
a polished plane setion of a rok. Assuming that rok under image analysis investigation is homogeneous, he has proved
that [40℄:
φ3d = φ2d
where φ3d is the volume fration of a given phase estimated in a 3d sample and φ2d is the surfae fration of the same phase
estimated on a 2D ut of the sample.
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Spae of Stereologial relations
dim. n
n = 3 Volume fration φ = VV Spei surfae area SV Mean urvature
1
3 Gauss urvature‖ ‖ ‖
n = 2 Surfae fration AA
4
π Perimeter per surfae UA 2πNc per surfae‖ ‖
n = 1 Length fration LL Nc per length
Table 5.2: Stereologial relations. Nc is the number of onneted omponents.
1. the merury intrusion porosimetry [84, 1℄,
2. the water vapour adsorption, and nitrogen adsorption using Gurvith's law in the saturation regime
[35, 64℄.
The drawbaks are that these methods are intrusives (during drying, the geometrial organisation is
aeted) and that these methods over the whole range of pore sizes inluding the small pores, apillary
pores and large air voids. In order to fous the analysis of one pore size, major assumptions on the pores
geometry have to be done like ylindrial and ink-bottle pores [48℄.
In the ase of ement paste, the volume fration of the anhydrous grains is typially evaluated using:
1. the loss-on-ignition
56
[9, 61℄,
2. the analysis of X-Ray-Powder Diration Patterns by the Rietveld method [177, 38℄.
By image analysis, it is simple to evaluate the volume fration of the dierent phases in 2D and in 3D
aording to:
φi = < Ii(~r) > (5.1)
=
∫
E
Ii(~r)d~r∫
E d~r
(5.2)
=
sum pixels/voxels belonging to the phase
sum pixels/voxels of the image
(5.3)
Obviously, the sum of the various volume frations is one. For a homogeneous sample, as explained in the
previous paragraph, the volume fration alulated in a volume is equal to the surfae fration alulated
on a slie of this previous volume.
An important feature in ement paste, the degree of hydration, an be estimated using the volume fration
of the anhydrous phase. After mixing ement with water, the dissolution of the anhydrous grains and
the preipitation of the hydrate phase begin. The degree of hemial reation of the anhydrous grains at
time t, alled degree of hydration, αc(t), is dened as:
αc(t) =
φc(t = 0)− φc(t)
φc(t = 0)
(5.4)
where φc(t) is the volume fration of the anhydrous grains at time t in ement paste. The reation of
dissolution/preipitation depends on many parameters suh as, the time of hydration, the ratio the water
to ement ratio, the temperature, the hemial omposition of the ement. Therefore, for a omparative
analysis, the degree of hydration makes more sense than the time of hydration.
The volume fration of anhydrous grains at time t, φc(t), is alulated on the SEM/tomography images
whereas the volume fration of the anhydrous phase at time t=0 is alulated from the original mix design
(water to ement ratio and density of the ement):
57
φc(t = 0) =
1
1 + ρcρw r(w/c)
(5.6)
56
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loss_on_ignition
57
Let us onsider the mixture of anhydrous ement and water at time t=0. We have:
φw(t = 0) + φc(t = 0) = 1 (5.5)
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where ρc and ρw are the densities of ement and water and r(w/c) is the water to ement mass ratio.
Experimental results
The gure 5.4 represents the degree of hydration as a funtion of the time of hydration. This gure shows
that, at the same time of hydration, the degree of hydration obtained by tomography is signiantly
higher than the degree of hydration obtained by SEM for both ements (the dierene is higher for alite
than OPC). The reason is that the reation of hydration/preipitation depends on the temperature [58℄.
The samples, observed by SEM, have been stored in a room at onstant temperature of 16
o
C whereas
the samples, observed by tomography, have been prepared and immediately arried to the SLS during a
warm day 30
o
C.
To make possible the omparison, we always express the geometrial feature as a funtion of the degree
of hydration and not the time of hydration. For OPC ement, there is a ommon range of the degree of
hydration between tomography and SEM that allows a omparative analysis between both tehniques.
For alite ement, there is no a ommon range of the degree of hydration. Therefore, a omparative
analysis annot be done.
The gure 5.5 represents the volume fration as a funtion of the degree of hydration. The inrease of
porosity for the last point obtained by SEM for OPC is in opposition with the derease of porosity due
to the preipitation. Qualitatively (see gure 5.6), we an make the same omment. Sine ement paste
is not a homogeneous medium, the slie ut at 7 days is an heterogeneity. Therefore, we will not take
into aount the last point obtained by SEM. For the remaining points, the volume fration obtained by
SEM and X-ray tomography for OPC are oherent. As the ratio W/C of OPC for X-ray tomography is
smaller the ratio W/C of OPC for SEM, the fration of porosity is smaller.
5.2.3 Spei surfae area
Methods
The spei surfae area, the ratio of the surfae to the volume, has a partiular importane in the ase
of adsorption, heterogeneous atalysis, and reations on surfaes.
To evaluate the spei surfae area, it is urrent to use the following tehniques:
1. the adsorption using Brunauer, Emett and Teller (BET) method [27, 127℄,
2. the small-angle neutron sattering in the Porod regime [39, 179, 167℄
For a volume V of ement paste (anhydrous ement+water), we have:
V φw(t = 0)ρw = mw
V φc(t = 0)ρc = mc
Taking the ratio of these two equalities, we get:
φw(t = 0)ρw
φc(t = 0)ρc
=
mw
mc
As
mw
mc
= r(w/c), noted W/C in the literature of ement paste, we obtain:
φw(t = 0) = φc(t = 0)
ρc
ρw
r(w/c)
Replaing φw(0) in the equation 5.5, we obtain:
φc(t = 0) =
1
1 + ρc
ρw
r(w/c)
A simple experiment to evaluate the density of ement is to mix water with a mass mw and ement with a mass mc in a
volume V and to use this relation:
ρc =
mc
1− mw
V ρw
Knowing that ρw = 1kg.m−3 and ρc ≃ 3.15kg.m−3 for the all the ements, we an evaluate the volume fration of anhydrous
ement at the initial state.
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Figure 5.4: Degree of hydration for alite/OPC obtained by SEM/X-ray
By image analysis, the value obtained for spei surfae area depends on the method of evaluation (see
gure 5.7). Numerially, the spei surfae area is estimated with: :
Si(Ωi) = < |∂Ωi| > (5.7)
=
1
2
∑
x∈E
∑
∀y∈B1,N1(x)\{x}
I(x)I(y)
µ(E)
(5.8)
where B1,N1(x) \ {x},is the 4-neighbourhood in 2D and the 6-neighbourhood in 3D (see the algorithm in
the appendix A.5).
In eulidean spae, the spei surfae area Sd=3i (Ωi) is equal to the perimeter per surfae, Sd=2i time 4π :
Sd=3i (Ωi) =
4
π
Sd=2i (Ωi ∩ C) (5.9)
where C is a plan of E (Ωi∩C represents a 2D ut of the sample.). As the spei surfae area is evaluated
in disrete spae, the stereologial relation is:
Sd=3i (Ωi)
3
=
Sd=2i (Ωi ∩ C)
2
(5.10)
In order to ompare the measures done with SEM and with tomography, we use the relation of stereologial
spei surfae dened in disrete spae,
Sd=3i (Ωi)
d .
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(a) Alite, W/C=0.4, SEM
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(b) OPC, W/C=0.5, SEM
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) Alite, W/C=0.4, X-ray tomography
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(d) OPC, W/C=0.4, X-ray tomography
Figure 5.5: Volume fration as funtion of the degree of hydration
Figure 5.6: on the left: OPC after a setting of 3 days, on the right: same OPC after a setting of 7 days.
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(a) Numerial boundary in red (b) Numerial and real
boundaries
Figure 5.7: Figure (a): The perimeter in 2-dimensional disrete spae is equal to 12 l where l is the image
resolution. Figure (b): the organisation of the surfae is blurred by the pixel-eet. The boundary on
the segmented image is represented in red. The real surfae an be a smooth surfae in blak or a rough
surfae in blue.
Experimental results
For the portlandite phase and the anhydrous grains, we observe an agreement between the results obtained
by SEM and by tomography for OPC (see gure 5.8). For the other phases, hydrate and porosity, this
is not the ase. Porosity and spei surfae area are merely two numbers haraterising the geometri
properties of a material. Obviously, these two numbers are not suient to haraterise the morphology
of a omplex medium like Porous Medium of Cement Paste (PMCP). To do an extended analysis, a
stereologial statistial analysis will be done using two orrelation funtions: 2-point probability funtion
and hord length distribution funtion in the next two subsetions.
5.2.4 2-point probability funtion/Covariane
Let draw an interval of length r randomly in the material. The two-point probability funtions/ovariane
gives the probability of having both extremities of this interval belonging to the phase i, S2,i(~r) (see g-
ure 5.9):
S2,i(~r) = P (~r ∈ Ωi, ~r′ + ~r ∈ Ωi) (5.11)
= < Ii(~r′)Ii(~r′ + ~r) >~r′∈E (5.12)
This strutural orrelation quanties how the memory of an initial state is progressively lost when a
point is moved away [103, 79℄. This quantity has been extensively studied theoretially [33, 169℄. Small-
angle X-ray or neutron sattering is used for the experimental evaluation [39℄. The evaluation of the
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(a) Alite, W/C=0.4, SEM
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(b) OPC, W/C=0.5, SEM
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) Alite, W/C=0.4, X-ray tomography
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(d) OPC, W/C=0.4, X-ray tomography
Figure 5.8: Spei surfae area as funtion of degree of hydration.
Figure 5.9: 2-point probability funtion. An interval of length r drawn randomly in a bi-phase material
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2-point probability funtion by Fourier transform is performed using Matlab
© 58
(see appendix A.5.2).
2-point probability funtion allows the evaluation of the material isotropy. The material is isotropi if
the 2-point probability funtion is invariant by rotation:
S2(~r) = S2(R~r) with R a rotation
Pratially, the isotropy is haraterised by a series of rings in the gure of 2-point probability funtion
(see gure 5.10). Due to isotropy of ement paste, 2-point probability funtion an be plotted as a
funtion of the norm l = ‖~r‖2 :
S2(l) = < S2(~r) >‖~r‖2=l (5.23)
2-point probability funtion allows the evaluation of the harateristi length, lc, of the representative
elementary volume. The memory of an initial state is progressively lost when a point is moved away.
When ‖~r′‖ tends to ∞, we have, as long as there is no long-range order,59:
lim
‖~r′‖→∞
P (~r ∈ Ωi, ~r + ~r′ ∈ Ωi) = lim
‖~r′‖→∞
P (~r ∈ Ωi)P (~r + ~r′ ∈ Ωi) as independant events (5.24)
= φ2i as 1-point probability funtion equals to φ (5.25)
Let l be the distane when the graph tends to φ2i . By onvention, the length of REV is
60
dened as 3
times this length, l (see gure 5.11). The length of REV is 200 µm for OPC and 600 µm for alite sine
there are very large lusters of portlandite (see gure 5.3). As the length of the eld of view in X-ray
tomography/SEM is 500 µm, the observation is done in a representative elementary volume for OPC,
but not for alite.
The 2-point probability funtion graph allows the estimation of the spei surfae area, Sd=21 :
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Let F [I] be the Fourier transform of I:
F [I](~q) =
Z
E
e−i~r~qI(~r)d~r (5.13)
Let I be the signal intensity:
I(~q) = |F [I](~q)|2 (5.14)
= F [I](~q)(F [I](~q))∗ (5.15)
=
Z
E
e−i~r~qI(~r)d~r
Z
E
ei
~r′~qI(~r′)d~r′ (5.16)
=
Z
E
Z
E
e−i(~r−
~r′)~qI(~r)I(~r′)d~r′d~r. (5.17)
Let (~r′, ~r) = (~r′, ~u+ ~r′) be the hange of variable whih Jaobian is equal to 1. We get:
I(~q) =
Z
E
Z
E
e−i~u~qI(~u+ ~r′)I(~r′)d~r′d~u (5.18)
=
Z
E
e−i~u~q
Z
E
I(~u+ ~r′)I(~r′)d~r′d~u (5.19)
=
Z
E
e−i~u~qs2(~u)d~u (5.20)
where s2(~r) = S2(~r)V (E). So I(~q) is the Fourier transform of the orrelation funtion.
I(~q) = F [s2](~q) (5.21)
s2(~r) = F
−1[I](~r) (5.22)
In other words, we use this property F [f ⋆ g](~q) = F [f ](~q)F [g](~q) to substitute g by f and in using s2 = f ⋆ f .
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for an non periodi medium
60
In order to estimate a given physial/geometrial property of porous medium, we investigate the sample in a given
volume for a set of positions. If the volume is too small, we will observe a utuation between eah measure. If we inrease
the volume, the measures will remain stable progressively. When the stability is reahed, then the investigation volume is the
Representative Elementary Volume (REV). The REV depends on the material and also the physial/geometrial property
under investigation. Numerially, the determination of length of REV is similar. We estimate a given physial/geometrial
property on a set of sub volumes randomly loated in the initial volume. If the measures remain stable, then the investigation
volume is a representative elementary volume [98℄. Last point, the length of representative elementary surfae is dierent
than the length of representative elementary volume.
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(a) Zebra texture (b) 2-point probability funtion of the zebra
texture
() OPC, W/C=0.5, SEM, 1 day (d) 2-point probability funtion of OPC
Figure 5.10: Test of the isotropy of a material in using the 2-point probability funtion. To observe
the dierene, we use an image of zebra texture. First row: there are some orrelation peaks following
two diretions in the 2-point probability funtion. Therefore, the zebra texture is anisotropi. This
anisotropy information is used by Redon et al [141℄ to get the orientation of bres inside a reinfore of
onrete matrix. Seond row: for the OPC image, the orrelation funtion shows invariane by rotation,
so OPC is isotropi like alite.
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Figure 5.11: Charateristi length of the REV. For OPC, the eld of view is above the length of the REV.
For alite, the eld of view is not above the length of the REV due to the existene of large portlandite
lusters.
dS2(l)
dl
∣∣∣∣
l=0
= −S
d=2
1
4
. (5.26)
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l1
l2
l3
Figure 5.12: A random line through a granular material omposed by two phases allows to extrat hords
belonging either to the solid phase or to the pore network.
We nd a good agreement between the diret alulus of the spei surfae area and the alulation
using the derivative of 2-point probability funtion at the origin. For vyor glass [105℄ (7930, lot 742098,
Corning) of size 500*500*500, the diret alulation gives: 0.108 and the slope at the origin of 2-point
probability funtion gives 0.106.
5.2.5 Chord length distribution funtion
Methods
µ-hord A hord is a segment belonging to a phase and having its two extremities on the phase interfae.
As shown in Fig. 5.12, µ-hord are obtained by traing random and homogeneous distributed straight
lines through the mirostruture. The hord-length distribution funtion gives the probability fi,µ(r) of
getting a hord length between r et r + dr, belonging either to the phase.
The hord-length distribution funtion is a ngerprint of the loal morphology of the onsidered phase.
This quantity has been extensively studied theoretially [115, 106, 168, 111℄. Small-angle X-ray sattering
an be used to evaluate it experimentally [115, 106℄. Numerially, the denition of the distribution of
straight lines is not evident. Miles and Davy [117℄ give a preise denition of the random sampling of
straight lines, alled Isotrope Uniform Randomness (see gure 5.13).
Sharp edges As demonstrated by Mering and Thoubar [115℄, the hord-length distribution funtion
is a measure of the existene of sharp edges of the onsidered phase sine fi,µ(0) 6= 0 means that the
phase has sharp edges. As a voxel is a ube with sharp edges (see gure 5.14), the value at the origin of
the hord-length distribution funtion will detet this numerial artefat (see gure 5.13-).
Nd-hord This drawbak leads us to onsider Nd-hord whih straight lines are sampled following a
random diretion in the orthogonal base of the spae and going through a random point of the mirostru-
ture (sees gure 5.15).
Catalogue the phase depending on the shape of the distribution As explained by Levitz et
al [106℄, a phase an be atalogued in three kinds of disorder depending on the distribution of hord
length:
1. LONG-RANGE DEBYE RANDOMNESS. Rapidly, the distribution follows negative exponential
(see gure 5.16-a).
2. CORRELATED DISORDER. Just after the peak distribution, the distribution follows negative
exponential (see gure 5.15). The small-angle sattering of some porous solids shows a peak orre-
sponding to the existene of a relatively well dened orrelation length.
3. COMPLEX STRUCTURES WITH LENGTH SCALE INVARIANCE. At large distane, the phase
hord distribution exhibits a 1/rn form. In log-log sale, a tail is observed in large distane.
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    going through to the origin 
    with a normal direction equal to the vector defined by the origin and the previous point
2) Select randomly a point
    on the circle (or the sphere in 3d)
1) generate a disk (or a ball in 3d) embedding the image 
3) generate the line (or the disk in 3d)
    included in the disk (or in the ball 3d)
4) Select randomly a point on this line (or this disk in 3d) 
5) Generate the chord going through  this point and with a normal direction to the green line (the green disk in 3d)
(a) Random sampling of straight lines
l2,b
l1,b
l1,w
(b) Chord lengths for a straight line
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Figure 5.13: Random sampling using the µ-hord distribution. Appliation for the void phase of vyor
glass.
Mean hord length: a way to apture pore size The mean hord length, li, is:
li =
∫ ∞
0
lfi(l)dl (5.27)
The mean hord length is a harateristi length sale of the given phase
61
. Sine the hord length
distribution funtion is stereologial [170℄, this length sale is aessible either in 2D and in 3D. Let fµp
be the hord-length distribution funtion of the phase and fµpc be the hord-length distribution funtion
of the omplement of the phase.
The volume fration of the phase, φp, the surfae spei area, Sp and the star volume, V ∗p are formulated
by:
φp =
lp
lpc + lp
(5.28)
Sp = 4
lpc + lp
(5.29)
V ∗p =
π
4lp
∫ ∞
0
l4fp(l)dl (5.30)
61
For mono-disperse sphere paking of radius, r, we have li =
4
3
r
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Sharp
Edge
Figure 5.14: A voxel has sharp edge.
e1
e2
Generate chord 
and going trough a random point
with a direction equal to vector e1 or e2
(a) Random sampling of straight line
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Figure 5.15: (a): random sample of a straight line; gure 2: Nd-hord distribution of void phase of the
vyor glass. We have fi,µ(0) = 0
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For vyor glass [105℄ (7930, lot 742098, Corning)) of size 500*500*500, the diret alulation of volume
fration of the pore phase gives: 0.300 and the alulation using the mean hord length gives 0.310. The
the diret alulation of surfae spei area gives of the pore phase gives 0.108 and the alulation using
the mean hord length gives 0, 0775.
Lineal path funtion In mathematial morphology, another statistial funtion is used, lineal path
funtion. The hord length distribution is related to lineal path funtion [111℄, P (l ⊂ Ωi), given the
probability that a yardstik, l, drawn randomly in the material belongs to the phase i, by this formula
[60, 168℄:
fi(l) =
li
φi
d2P (l)
dl2
(5.31)
Experimental results
In the ase of ement paste, the evolution of the hord length distribution of portlandite, porosity and
hydrate phases is a negative exponential without a peak of orrelation. It is the signature of a long-range
Debye randomness (gure 5.16-a). The gure 5.16-a gure 5.16-b exhibit the same distribution alulated
on SEM image and tomography image. This measure is stereologial and it an be done diretly in a 2D
slie. The gure 5.16- shows that the hord length distribution is independent of the resolution. The
disorder of the pore network is similar in this range length sale (from 0.1µm to 0.5 mm) and it is not
a length sale invariane. The gure 5.16-d shows that the hord length distribution of the anhydrous
phase follows a power law. It is the signature of length sale invariane. An explanation will be that the
poly-dispersion of grains follows a power law (see annexe A.6).
The gure 5.17 shows the evolution of mean hord length as a funtion of the degree of hydration.
The evolution of mean hord length of anhydrous phases (green graphs) seems to follow two regimes. At
the beginning of hydration, the mean hord length of anhydrous phase dereases and, then, the value
stays onstant although the degree of hydration inreases. An explanation is that, at the beginning, the
dissolution of the anhydrous grains is the same whatever the size of the grains, then this kineti beomes
faster for small grains than for big grains.
5.2.6 Volume distribution of onneted omponents: non-stereologial
This measures is only aessible in using a 3d imaging tehnique. In a reent work, Landis et al [97℄
observe the evolution of the distribution of volume and surfae area of onneted omponents of raks
porosity in order to give some relationships between raking and the stress states. To onrm the
power law observed by using hord length distribution of the anhydrous grains, we alulate the volume
distribution of onneted omponents of anhydrous grains (see gure 5.18). We nd a power law often
observed during the rush of a material [140℄. In order to understand the dissolution of anhydrous grains,
we plot the volume distribution of onneted omponents as a funtion of the degree of hydration (see
gure 5.18). We observe distribution invariane about the degree of hydration in the range between
[0.42,0.58℄. This observation should be onrmed for a larger range of degree of hydration.
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Figure 5.16: Chord length distribution.
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(a) Alite, W/C=0.4, SEM
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(d) OPC, W/C=0.4, X-ray tomography
Figure 5.17: Mean hord length as funtion of degree of hydration.
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Figure 5.18: left gure: the distribution of volume of grains of anhydrous phase follows a power law with
a ut o at 105 voxels. This length sale ut an be due to the sieve during the rush of linker. Right
gure: the distribution of volume of grains of anhydrous phase at degree of hydration=0.42 and at degree
of hydration=0.58. The distribution is independent of the degree of hydration in this range of degree of
hydration.
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5.3 Topologial haraterisation
The branh of mathematis, alled topology, began with the investigation of ertain questions in geometry.
At the beginning, Euler introdued the basi notions of topology in solving an enigma alled seven Bridges
of Konigsberg. To give some intuition about the topology, let us onsider one again the analogy of ar
tra. Starting from Poitiers, a ar driver wants to go to Bordeaux. He has the hoie between two
mains roads (see gure 5.19): the rst one is a highway going through Niort/Saintes and the seond one is
a road going through Angoulême. In a normal day, the fast path is the high way. However, during a day
of intense ar tra, to avoid the tra jam on the highway, a solution is to take the path of the road.
This last path is always taken by the truk driver beause this path is shorter in length. The topology is
related to the onnetivity of the network and it plays a ruial role to understand the transport.
X-ray tomography allows the observation of the larger apillary pores of ement paste. At the beginning
Figure 5.19: Road map of the beautiful region of Charente
of the hydration time, these pores are highly onneted. Therefore, the global transport is driven by
the transport at this sale. However, when the hydration progresses, the larger apillary pores beome
weakly onneted. Thus, there is a oupling between the transport at this sale and the transport at
smaller sales leading to an intermittent transport. One aim of this setion is to dene the transition
between the transport at one sale and the intermittent transport.
In this setion, the analysis will be done with some salars and with some statistial funtion. The system
in evolution will be the apillary pores of OPC with W/C=0.5 observed by X-ray tomography at dierent
hydration times.
• at time t=35h, the porosity is equals to 0.205 with a degree of hydration equals to 0.48.
• at time t=83h, the porosity is equals to 0.176 with a degree of hydration equals to 0.62.
• at time t=150h, the porosity is equal to 0.079 with a degree of hydration equals to 0.71.
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5.3.1 Minkowski funtional: Euler-Poinaré/Gaussian urvature
Methods
The 3-Minkowski funtional, W3(A), where A is the objet, is dened by:
3W3(A) = 4πN3(A) (5.32)
=
∫
∂Ω
K(s)ds (5.33)
whereN3 is the Euler-Poinaré invariant (see gure 5.20) andK is the Gaussian urvature (see gure 5.21).
The Gaussian urvature has important role physially. For instane, in the ase of foam, the gauss
g =  1
s =  1s =  1
g =  0g =  0
s =  2
Figure 5.20: We have N3(S) = N(S) −
∑
s∈S g(s) where N(S) is the number of the isolated surfae
and g(s) is the genus of the surfae s (the number of tore in a onneted sum deomposition of the
surfae; intuitively, the number of "handles"). The rst set is a hollow sphere with two isolated surfaes,
N(S) = 2, with a genus equal to 0 for both surfaes; the seond set is a sphere with one isolated surfae;
the last set is a tore with one isolated surfae. This surfae an be ut one time with a losed line
without separation of the surfae so the genus is equal to 1. A good property of Euler-Poinaré invariant
(homotopy invariant) is the additive whih genus does not have.
urvature is related to the bending energy of the interfae of surfatant lm [68, 76℄.
The estimation of the Euler-Poinaré/Gaussian urvature an be done in using its additive property [158,
135℄:
N3(A ∪B) = N3(A) +N3(B)−N3(A ∩B)
Another solution is the utilisation of the relation with the Gaussian urvature (see equation 5.33) presented
in the next subsubsetion.
Gaussian urvature in a ubi spae If the disrete spae is ubi, a method to evaluate the Gaussian
urvature [76, 7℄ is to list all patterns of a unit ell (see gure 5.22). For eah pattern, we alulate the
loal integral urvature using the equivalene between the integral urvature and the Gaussian map of
the surfae, a theorem of dierential geometry (see gure 5.23). At this stage, any onguration of a unit
ell an be assoiated to one pattern with the same loal integral urvature. This allows the reation of a
look-up table (see gure 5.22). Sine the global integral urvature is the sum of loal integral urvatures,
the sum of all unit ell urvatures gives the global urvature of the mirostruture.
Experimental results
In the gure 5.24, the graph shows the evolution of the Euler-Poinaré harateristi for the apillary
pore network of OPC. A topologial onjeture is if N3 <0, then the pore network is onneted and the
opposite. This onjeture seems to be true for OPC (see subsetion 5.3.2)
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Figure 5.21: Curvature. We have K(s) = 1k1k2 . k1 and k2 are the prinipal urvatures suh as in all the
possible tangent vetors, k1 and k2 are the maximum and minimum values of the normal urvature at
point s. In this image k1 is the urvature of the green irle and k2 of the red irle. In this ase, k1 and
k2 have opposite signs. Therefore, the Gaussian urvature is negative at this point.
Limitation
As N3 is an extensive parameter, the inrease of the eld of view by a fator λ yields the multipliation
of N3 by a fator λ
3
. In order to get a measure independent of the eld of view, it is usual to normalise
N3 by the eld of view, V . However, this measure annot allow the omparison between dierent
material beause it is not stable by a homotheti transformation (see gure 5.25). In the subsetion 5.3.3,
we will introdue a new parameter satisfying both properties: intensive and stable by a homotheti
transformation.
5.3.2 Perolation
Methods
Coee A oee perolator has the property that the hot water an go through
62
the oee grains
extrating the oee grounds sine the void spae perolates. There is a path between two opposite fae
of the oee perolator, a long-range onnetivity. In the siene of mathematis/physis, an interesting
question is the emergene of a long-range onnetivity, the perolation threshold.
Perolation theory A long range onnetivity is the existene of a onneted omponent with an
innite size. For random lattie models, suh as 3d-simple-ubi lattie model with the oupation
probability, p, the ritial value, pc for emergene of innite onnetivity is losed to 0.195, for the site
perolation [148, 11℄. This model makes the assumption that there is no orrelation between two sites to
be oupied
63
. In the ase of real pore network, this assumption is not yet valid. Therefore, the porous
mirostruture annot be understood with this model.
62
The water goes through the oee perolator beause of:
• a dierene of pressure between a hamber at pressure inferior than the atmospheri pressure (the water boils) and
another hamber at atmospheri pressure;
• the gravity.
63
For this model, the 2-point probability funtion, S2, is equal to p if r = 0 and p2 if r 6= 0
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Figure 5.22: 22 patterns. Property : any onguration in a unit ell of size 2*2*2 is isotropi with one
and only one of these patterns and has the same Gaussian urvature of the assoiated pattern.
Domain of the spae In order to dene the innite onneted omponent, the spae has not to be
bounded. As the image is a bounded domain, the notion of innite onneted omponent is replaed by
the notion of onneted omponent hitting eah fae of the 3d image. The equivalene between the innite
onnetivity and the hitting of the 6-faes is valid when the eld of view is larger than REV. For OPC,
this property has been veried in the subsubsetion 5.2.4. Numerially, rst, the onneted omponents
are extrated using the proedure introdued in the subsubsetion 3.4.1. Then, the onneted omponent
with the maximum volume, alled max luster, is kept. If the max luster hits eah fae, then the pore
network perolates, otherwise not.
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C N Number K
0 1 0 0
1 8 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128
π
2
2 12 3, 5, 10, 12, 17, 34, 48, 68, 80, 136, 160,
192
0
3 12 6, 9, 18, 20, 33, 40, 65, 72, 96, 130, 132,
144
-π
4 4 24, 36, 66, 129 -3π
5 24 7, 11, 13, 14, 19, 21, 35, 42, 49, 50, 69,
76, 81, 84, 112, 138, 140, 162, 168, 176,
196, 200, 208, 224
−π2
6 24 25, 26, 28, 37, 38, 44, 52, 56, 67, 70, 74,
82, 88, 98, 100, 131, 133, 137, 145, 152,
161, 164, 193, 194
− 3π2
7 8 22, 41, 73, 97, 104, 134, 146, 148 −π2
8 6 15, 51, 85, 170, 204, 240 0
9 8 23, 43, 77, 113, 142, 178, 212, 232 −π
10 24 27, 29, 39, 46, 53, 58, 71, 78, 92, 114,
116, 139, 141, 163, 172, 177, 184, 197,
202, 209, 216, 226, 228
−π
11 24 30, 45, 54, 57, 75, 86, 89, 99, 101, 106,
108, 120, 135, 147, 149, 154, 156, 166,
169, 180, 198, 201, 210, 225
0
12 6 60, 90, 102, 153, 165, 195 0
13 2 105, 150 2π
14 8 107, 109, 121, 151, 158, 182, 214, 233
3π
2
15 24 61, 62, 91, 94, 103, 110, 118, 122, 124,
155, 157, 167, 173, 181, 185, 188, 199,
203, 211, 217, 218, 227, 229, 230
π
2
16 24 31, 47, 55, 59, 79, 87, 93, 115, 117, 143,
171, 174, 179, 186, 205, 206, 213, 220,
234, 236, 241, 242, 244, 248
−π2
17 4 126, 189, 219, 231 π
18 12 111, 123, 125, 159, 183, 190, 215, 222,
235, 237, 246, 249
π
19 12 63, 95, 119, 175, 187, 207, 221, 238, 243,
245, 250, 252
0
20 8 127, 191, 223, 239, 247, 251, 253, 254
π
2
21 1 255 0
1
23
5
67
4
0
Figure 5.23: Look up table given the Gaussian urvature. The rst olumn (C) ontains the label of eah
pattern of the gure 5.22 (in the same order). Eah number in the seond olumn (N) is the number
of ongurations whih are isotopi with the assoiated pattern. The third olumn is the onguration
label of units ell suh that the label is dened by: n =
∑7
i=0 2
i.phasei, phase i ∈ {0, 1} (see the upper
gure). The fourth olumn is the gauss urvature of this pattern.
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Figure 5.24: Result for OPC at W/C=0.5
L L/2
Figure 5.25: The same material exept that the harateristi size has been divided by 2. We expet that
the topologial measure will remain onstant for both mirostrutures. But, with N3 normalised by the
eld of view, there will be a dierene of fator 8.
Probability to belong to the max luster of perolation In order to predit the disonnetedness,
a seond interesting indiator is the probability to belong to the max luster of perolation, p∞:
p∞ ∼ 1, p >> pc
p∞ ∼ (φ − φc)β , p > pc
p∞ ∼ 0, p < pc
where φ is the volume fration of the given phase, φc is the volume fration of the given phase at the
perolation threshold, pc.
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Experimental results
In the gure 5.26, we observe the disonnetedness of apillary pores at time=150h. With X-ray to-
mography, we observe only the larger apillary pores. This disonnetedness involves that the apillary
pore is weakly onneted. At this stage, there is an intermittent transport between the pore network at
the miro-sale and at a sub-miro-sale. The pores, developed in hydrate omponent at the sub-miro
sale, start to be the main path of diusion. We also observe that the pore network is still onneted
at time=83h with a porosity equals to 0.176. Therefore, the ritial threshold perolation is above 0.176
and dierent to the threshold perolation of the random lattie model.
In the gure 5.27, a manual interpolation gives a threshold perolation equal to 0.14. Sine there is
Figure 5.26: Left image: max luster at time=83h. Right image: max luster at time=150h. At left, the
max luster hits eah fae of the ube whereas at right not.
only three points for the interpolation, this value is just an indiation and should be validate with more
points.
5.3.3 Topologial graph
For the statistial analysis of the topology, we will use an old proedure introdued by Euler in 1736
to solve the mathematial enigma of Seven Bridges of Konigsberg (see gure 5.28). This proedure is
segmented in three parts [135, 14, 161, 158℄:
1. from the mirostruture to the thinning skeleton,
2. from the thinning skeleton to the topologial graph,
3. analysis of the topologial graph.
This approah involves the absene of internal surfaes. In the ase of the pore network of OPC, the
internal surfaes, the "luster" solids surrounded by void, have been removed (see subsubsetion 4.4.2).
From the mirostruture to the thinning skeleton
The thinning skeleton is obtained by progressively narrowing the mirostruture starting from the surfae
at onstant topology. This shrinking must satisfy both topologial invariane of the three rst Betti
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Figure 5.27: Probability to belong to the max luster of perolation. The blak plot is a manual t.
Figure 5.28: The problem was to nd a walk through the ity that would ross eah bridge one and only
one. Sine only the onnetion information is relevant, the shape of a pitorial representation of a graph
may be distorted in any way without hanging the graph itself. Only the existene (or lak) of an edge
between eah pair of nodes is signiant. For example, it does not matter whether the edges drawn are
straight or urved, or whether one node is to the left or right of another.
numbers and geometrial onstraints in order to be loated in the entre of the mirostruture. This
proess involves:
• a boolean funtion to answer this question, "Let X a disrete mirostruture and Xx = X − {x}
the mirostruture X without the voxel x. Do Xx and X have the same topology?"
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• a proedure to ontrat isometrially the original mirostruture to the "thinning" skeleton.
boolean funtion Let X a mirostruture and x a voxel belonging to X . Let Xx, the set X without
the voxel x, Xx = X \ {x}. To answer the question: "Do Xx and X have the same topology?", Barret &
Yust [14℄ use the loal onservation of the Betti numbers.
The Betti numbers haraterize the void/solid mirostruture topologially:
1. β0, the number of onneted omponents of the mirostruture,
2. β1, the number of irreduible yles,
3. β2, the number of internal surfaes or the number of onneted omponents of the omplementary
of the mirostruture.
The loal onservation onverts the global onservation of the Betti numbers for the whole mirostru-
ture to the loal onservation of the Betti numbers for a subset of X of size 3*3*3 loated in the 26-
neighbourhood of x, N26(x)):
∀i = 0, 1, 2 : βi(X ∩N26(x)) = βi(Xx ∩N26(x))
Beause of the Jordan's theorem, the evaluation of the number of onneted omponents, n, is done with
26-neighbourhood for the mirostruture, β0(A) = n26(A) and with the 6-neighbourhood for omplemen-
tary of the mirostruture, β0(A) = n6(A). A refers to X ∩ N26(x) or Xx ∩ N26(x). The algorithm of
Hoshen & Kopelman [72℄ or the algorithm developed in the subsubsetion 3.4.1 allows the evaluation of
the number of onneted omponents.
The evaluation of β1 is done using the relation between the Euler-Poinaré harateristi, N3, and the
Betti numbers (see subsetion 5.3.1 for the evaluation of Euler-Poinaré harateristi):
N3 = β0 − β1 + β2
To speed up the omputational time, we use a look-up table given 1 if ∀i = 0, 1, 2 : βi(X ∩ N26(x)) =
βi(Xx ∩N26(x)) and 0 otherwise. We have evaluated for all the onguration of a ube of size 3*3*3 if
the onguration with and without the enter voxel have the same Betti number.
Proedure of ontration The narrowing proess must satisfy some geometrial onstraints in order
to t as exatly as possible the "thinning" skeleton. The natural algorithm is a step by step diretion
proess [135℄ (gure 5.29).
This "thinning" skeleton depends on the order of diretion steps (see gure 5.30) A solution to overome
this problem is to use the onneted ordered topologial spae approah introdued by E. Khalimsky
[86, 19℄.
From the thinning skeleton to the topologial graph
The ontration at onstant topology gives a "thinning" skeleton. The next stage is the transformation
of the "thinning" skeleton (a set of voxels) to a graph skeleton (a set of vertexes onneted by edges) at
onstant topology. This transformation is segmented in three steps (see gure 5.31):
1. aetation of an edge/vertex label at eah voxel belonging to the "thinning" skeleton,
2. extration of the onneted omponents for the edge labelled image and the vertex labelled image,
3. linking the edge and vertex onneted omponents.
From "thinning" skeleton to vertex/edge images A voxel gets the road label if there is only two
voxels belonging to the thining skeleton in its neighbourhood. A voxel gets the rossroad label if there
is more than two voxels belonging to the thining skeleton in its neighbourhood. We denoted by V , the
vertex labelled image and by E the edge labelled image (see gure 5.32).
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Figure 5.29: Eah iteration of the thinning algorithm is deomposed in six steps. Eah step orresponds to
one of the six main diretions (d): up, down, north, south, east, and west. A voxel x of the omponent X
is alled a d-border voxel if its six-onneted neighbours in the d-diretion belongs to the omplementary
omponent, Xc. At eah iteration, only d-border voxels are possibly removed. A video is available at
http://pm.polytehnique.fr/∼vta/squelette.mpeg. Two last images are before and after the retration.
From the vertex/edge labelled images to the vertexes/edges onneted omponents For
both labelled images, V and E , we extrat the onneted omponents to get two sets, V = (v0, . . . , vn)
and E = (e0, . . . , ep) (see gure 5.33).
From the edge/vertex onneted omponents to the graph Let Γ = (E,A, γ) be the topologial
non-oriented graph of the initial mirostruture, where E is a set of vertexes, and A is a set of edges and
γ is mapping from A into (E,E) (for example, γ(a) = {x1, x2} is the link between the vertexes x1 and
x2 done by the edge a). The aim of this part is to onstrut this graph suh that the topology between
the graph Γ and the mirostruture is the same. To ahieve this goal, we will link the vertex onneted
omponents and the edge onneted omponents in two steps:
1. the tore graph,
2. the onneted graph.
1) The tore graph Γt
An edge onneted omponent, e, is dened as tore if there is no vertex voxels on its 26-neighbourhood:
(e⊕N26) ∩ (∪0<i≤nvi) = ∅
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From north to south
From south to north
Figure 5.30: Two dierent "thinning" skeleton depending on the diretion step.
In gure 5.31, there is only one edge tore loalised at the left. The tore graph has 2 ∗ k vertexes and 2 ∗ k
edges where k is the number of edge tore. The γ funtion is dened by:
γ(ei) = {2 ∗ (i%2), 2 ∗ (i%2) + 1}
The vertexes with the label 1 and 2 are linked by the edges with the label 1 and 2 and so on.
2) The onneted graph Γc
After removing the tores, eah vertex/edge onneted omponent is assoiated a vertex/edge on the graph
Γc with the same orresponding label:
E = {vg0 , . . . , vgk}
A = {eg0, . . . , egm}
For eah edge onneted omponent, ei, we alulate its neighbourhood vertexes:
N(ei) = {∀j ∈ (0, . . . , k) : (ei ⊕B1,N∞) ∩ vj 6= ∅}
N(ei) gives one or two integers. If two integers, j, k, the edge, ei, links the vertexes, vj , vj . If one integer,
j, the edge, ei, does a loop at the vertex, vj . Therefore, the gamma funtion is dened by:
∀i ∈ (0, . . . ,m) : γ(egi ) =
{
N(ei) if card(N(ei)) = 2
(N(ei), N(ei)) otherwise
The nal graph is the union of the previous graphs (see gure 5.34).
3) loal analysis
This nal graph is not the topologial graph sine eah onneted omponent vertex an have a omplex
topology. For eah vertex onneted omponent, we alulate the Euler-Poinaré invariant, N c3 . The delta
Euler-Poinaré invariant, ∆N3 is the subtration of N
c
3 by 1 (1 is the value of Euler-Poinaré invariant
for a single voxel).
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Figure 5.31: From the thinning skeleton to the skeleton graph. First step: labelling eah voxel of the
thinning graph; seond step: extration of the vertexes and edges onneted omponents; third step:
reation of the three graphs; last step: union of these previous graphs.
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Figure 5.32: From the thinning skeleton to the edge/vertex label image. The blue voxels are the roads
and the yellow voxels are the rossroads.
Figure 5.33: From the vertex/edge images to the vertexes/edges onneted omponents. The rst image
is the onneted omponents for the vertex labelled image and the seond for the edge labelled image.
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Figure 5.34: Top gure: graph of the initial mirostruture. Bottom gure: same proess with a material
with a representative size.
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5.3.4 Analysis of the topologial graph
As seen in the previous subsetion, the extration of the topologial graph is diult. But, this graph
allows a statistial analysis of the topology. In this subsetion, we will present the probability funtion of
oordination number. Then, we will introdue a new topologial number having some good properties.
Probability funtion of oordination number
Methods Let us onsider a ar driver starting from a town and wanting to go to another town at a
given diretion,
~d. Starting from this town, there are a number of possible roads. The ar driver will
take the road suh that the road diretion,
~dm, is the losest of the objetive diretion ~d. If the number
of road is high, the probability that the angle between both diretions is low is high. In other ase, it
is the opposite and the ar driver will have to ome by a roundabout way. Therefore, depending on
the onnetivity of road network, the existene of a diret path is more or less probable. Thus, the
onnetivity plays an important role for the understanding of the transport properties.
In graph theory, a town is a vertex and the number of possible roads starting from this town is the
oordination number of the vertex. The statistial analysis of the graph allows the determination of the
the probability funtion of oordination number, P (Nc(V ) = n) given the probability for a random vertex,
V , with a oordination number equal to n. In the ase of internet network and in more general ase of
small words, the probability funtion of oordination number has a power law form (see gure 5.35). The
impliation of the power law form is that the internet network is breakable easyly. If the link between two
internet bakbones highly onneted is put down, the internet network an be segmented in two distint
parts. You an imagine the deep onsequene
Experimental results The gure 5.36 shows the distribution of the oordination number of the topo-
logial graph for OPC. Whatever the hydration time, the shape of the distribution is a negative expo-
nential with the same slope and with a shift between the distribution as the probability of the number
of oordination equal to 0 inreases with the time of hydration. Therefore, the disonnetedness of the
pore network will be the onsequene of the proliferation of small isolated omponents with a N3 = 1
isolating the big lusters. Moreover, the onnetivity in the big lusters remains onstant sine the slope is
onstant. In the next future, with a model material, a spinodal deomposition generating by a orrelated
Gaussian random eld tehnique, we will investigate this phenomenon in a wide range of porosity.
Connetivity number
Methods To get a relevant number from this probability funtion, we alulate the mean of the previous
probability funtion, < Nc >. This number is related to the onnetivity of the pore network: < Nc > is
large, the network is highly onneted and the opposite. However, the Euler-Poinaré has an important
property that this number does not have. For a statistial network oming from real material, the hange
of sign, positive to negative, of the the Euler-Poinaré is related to the perolation of the network. To
get a onnetivity number having this property, Levitz has dened this number:
C = −< Nc > −2
2
This number is equal to the Euler-Poinare divided by the number of vertex:
−< Nc > −2
2
=
N3
α0
Proof The topologial numbers of the graph and the topologial numbers of the voluminous mirostru-
ture are related by these relations:
N3 = β0 − β1
N3 = α0 − α1
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Figure 5.35: Eah line is drawn between two nodes, representing two IP addresses. This is a small look
at the bakbone of the Internet. From wikipedia.
where α0 is the number of vertexes and α1 is the number of edges.
The relation between the sum of the oordination numbers and α1 is:
α0 =
∑
v∈V
1 (5.34)
α1 =
1
2
∑
v∈V
Nc(v) (5.35)
where V is the set of vertexes of the topologial graph. Sine eah edge is shared by two vertexes, we
have a pre-fator of 1/2.
The mean of the distribution of the oordination number, < Nc >, is:
< Nc >=
∑
i∈N
iP (Nc(v) = i)
The probability, P (Nc(v) = i), is the ratio of the number of vertexes with a oordination number equal
to i over the total number of vertexes:
P (Nc(v) = i) =
∑
v∈V 1Nc(v)=i∑
v∈V 1
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Figure 5.36: The graph shows a linear deay starting from the value equal to 3. Its form is an negative
exponential beause of the log-sale in oordinate.
Combining the two previous relations, we get:
< Nc > =
∑
i∈(0,...,n) i
∑
v∈V 1Nc(v)=i∑
v∈V 1
< Nc > =
∑
v∈V
∑
i∈(0,...,n) i1Nc(v)=i∑
v∈V 1
As
∑
i∈(0,...,n) i1Nc(v)=i = Nc(v), we obtain
< Nc > =
∑
v∈V Nc(v)∑
v∈V 1
Using the relation 5.34, we obtain:
< Nc > =
2α1
α0
< Nc > −2 = 2α1 − α0
α0
< Nc > −2
2
= −N3
α0
Numerially, to obtain the orrespondene, the formula is:
< Nc > −2
2
= − N3 +∆N
α0,link + α0,isolate + 2α0,tore
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Properties of this topologial number This number C has four important properties:
1. the hange of sign is related to the perolation,
2. intensive, its measure does not depends of the eld of view
64
,
3. invariane by homotheti transformation, its measure does not depend of the harateristi sale of
the material,
4. small range, its measure is limited between ]−∞, 1]. In pratial utilisation, the minimal value is
not inferior to -2.
Due to these properties, this number allows a topologial omparison between dierent materials, solid
network of bone, pore network of vyor, et. Moreover, for diusion transport, when this number is low,
C ≤ 1, the transport seems to drive by the morphologial feature, and when the this number is losed to
0, C ≤ 0 − ǫ, some ritial exponents between this number and the oeient of diusion appear. This
is a work in progress.
Experimental results The results are presented in the table 5.3. In omparison of Euler-Poinaré
number, the values of the onnetivity number are limited between [−1, 1].
time N3 < Nc > C perolation
34h -115643 2.95 0.475 yes
83h -59851 2.59 0.295 yes
150h 44388 1.78 -0.11 no
Table 5.3: Topologial numbers for OPC with W/C=0.5
64
when the eld of view is larger than the REV
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5.4 Deomposition in elementary pores
In order to understand various physial phenomenon as merury intrusion, diusion, permeability, a pos-
sible way is to deompose the mirostruture in term of elementary pores. At the sale of the elementary
pores, the physial phenomenon an be linked with morphologial features. This rst level allows to dress
the network of the elementary pores with some loal properties of the physial phenomenon. At the sale
of the mirostruture, a oarse graining desription an be reahed using the onnetivity properties of
the dressed network of the elementary pores. The deomposition in term of elementary pores depends on
the physial phenomenon under investigation. For instane, permeability or merury intrusion are driven
by the presene of throats. Therefore, we will propose a a morphologial deomposition suh that the
mirostruture is ut on the throats. On the other hand, diusion strongly depends on the onnetivity of
the pore network. Thus, we will propose a topologial deomposition suh that the network of elementary
pores is the same as the topologial network previously desribed. For the morphologial deomposition,
we will apply the proedure introdued by L. Vinent in 1993 [172℄. For the topologial deomposition,
we apply the proedure introdued by L. Pothuaud et al in 2000 [135℄. Both approahes have two stages:
1. loalisation of a seed inside eah elementary pore,
2. seeded region growing to assoiate a region at eah elementary pore.
The outline of this setion is as follows: rst, the materials are presented, then the morphologial/topologial
deomposition are explained, and two kinds of pore network are dened. At the end, the omparison
between the two deompositions is done aording to some geometrial features.
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5.4.1 Materials
In order to understand the dierene between the two deompositions, we have seleted three disorder
pore network of these materials (see gure 5.37):
• a vyor pore glass,
• a limestone,
• a sand speimen.
Figure 5.37: Top left: the material A is the vyor pore glass [105℄; top gure: the material A is the
porosity of a limestone, size=500*500*500, resolution=3 mirons; bottom: the material C is the porosity
of a sand speimen, size:450x450x150, resolution=3 mirons.
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5.4.2 Two onventions for the deomposition
The denition of the elementary pores is not obvious. For instane, some people says: the mirostruture
is the elementary pore. In our approah, the deomposition of elementary pores is a tool to understand
the link between the geometrial features of the disorder pore network and the properties of a physial
phenomenon. To be an eient tool, the deomposition has to respet some onstraints. The utilisation
of this tool is segmented in two levels. In the rst level, a statistial relation has to be found between
the geometrial features of the elementary pore and the properties of the physial phenomenon in the
elementary pores. Therefore, the mirostruture, as a single elementary pore, is not suitable sine, in
the general ase of disorder pore network, only some bounds of the physial properties an be found
using the geometrial features. In the seond level, an up-sale from the physial phenomenon in the
elementary pore to the physial phenomenon in the pore network (mirostruture), has to found using the
onnetivity properties of the graph of the elementary pores. Thus, the relevant geometrial properties
must be aptured on the graph
65
.
Morphologial deomposition
As already known, throats slow down the onvetive transport. In the subsetion 4.4.1, we have given
a proedure to split the onneted grains on the narrow surfaes. We use this method for the purpose
of the deomposition of elementary pores (see gure 5.38). The advantage of this deomposition is that
eah surfae between two adjaent pores is a throat.
Topologial deomposition
The paper of Pothuaud et al [135℄ presents a method to deompose a bone miro arhiteture in term
of tuberular. We use this proedure to deompose the porous media in term of elementary pores. The
advantage of this deomposition is that the topologial features are kept during the deomposition.
Seeds like vertex/edge onneted omponents of the thinning skeleton of the mirostruture
In the subsubsetion 5.3.3, we gave a proedure to extrat the vertex/edge onneted omponents. For
the topologial deomposition, we have the hoie between two onventions:
1. eah vertex onneted omponent is a seed (rossroad pores),
2. eah edge onneted omponent is a seed (road pores).
Geodesi inuene zone The topologial pores are the geodesi inuene zones (see subsubse-
tion 3.4.1 for the algorithm) of the previous seeds . The topology is preserved by this deomposition
but the surfae between two adjaent pores is not loated on the throats
66
(see gure 5.39).
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Eah voxel belonging to the mirostruture is an elementary pore. With this deomposition, the relevant properties, as
the onnetivity or the existene of narrow surfaes, are lost.
66
To loate the surfae between two pores on the throats, the idea is to use the watershed on the topographi surfae equal
to the opposite distane funtion of the mirostruture. However, as the seeds, assoiated to the vertexes of the topologial
graph of the mirostruture, are not loated on the minima of topographi surfae, the watershed transformation with these
seeds leads to some bbasinswhih volume is equal to 1 voxel. The reason is that some seeds are loated on the line of ridges
of the topographi surfae. The geodesi inuene zone is used rather than the watershed transformation to avoid this
problem.
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Figure 5.38: Appliation of the morphologial extration. Eah olour represents an elementary pore.
The dynami parameter is always 1.
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Figure 5.39: Appliation of the topologial deomposition using the rossroad pores. Eah olour repre-
sents an elementary pore.
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Pores
In black, the Dirichlet boundary
Surface of the pores Pore graph Surface graph
(a) (b) (c) (d)
In color, the Neumann boundaries
Figure 5.40: (a): the pores; (b): the boundaries of the pores; (): the pore graph; (d): the surfae graph.
Graph assoiated to the deomposition
The elementary pores, (Pi)i∈(0,...,n), are a partition of the mirostruture Ω. In this subsubsetion, we
present two approahes to dress this partition with a graph:
1. by the volume of the pores,
2. by the adjaent surfaes of the pores.
Volume graph 1)A pore is assoiated to a vertex.
2)The neighbourhood of the pore, i is dened by the Γp funtion:
Γp(i) = {∀j ∈ (0, . . . , n) \ i : ∂Pi ∩ ∂Pj 6= ∅}
3)Let j in Γp(i). The adjaent surfae or Dirihlet surfae is the surfae between the pores, i and j, S
D
i,j ,
by:
SDi,j = ∂Pi ∩ ∂Pj
where ∂Pi is the boundary of the pore, Pi.
4) The Neumann surfae of the pore i is dened as the whole surfae minus all the Dirihlet surfaes:
SNi = ∂Pi \ (∪j∈Γp(i)SDi,j)
The gure 5.40 - shows a pore graph.
Surfae graph 1)A surfae between two adjaent pores is assoiated to a vertex. A vertex is dened
by a ouple of integer, i, j suh as the intersetion between the surfaes of pores i and j is not empty.
2) The neighbourhood of the vertex i, j is dened by the Γs funtion::
Γs(i, j) = (Γp(j)× Γp(i)) \ (i, j)
The gure 5.40-d shows a surfae graph.
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5.4.3 Charaterisation
The aim of this subsetion is the omparison between the topologial and morphologial deompositions
using some geometrial features of the pores.
Volume histogram The rst important harateristi of the pore is its volume. The gure 5.41 shows
the volume distribution. Whatever the material, we observe a large dispersion of volume distribution
for the morphologial deomposition. Therefore, the two deomposition leads to a dierent partition. In
order to use this deomposition as a tool to understand a physial phenomenon, the hoie of the deom-
position is ruial sine the partition of pore spae strongly depends on the onvention: morphologial or
topologial.
Volume depending on the Feret's diameter Let P be a pore in the orthonormal vetor spae E,
(e1, . . . , en). The Feret's vetor of P is the size of the minimal box embedding the pore (see gure 5.42):
F (P ) =

max∀x∈P (< x|e1 >)−min∀x∈P (< x|e1 >)..
.
max∀x∈P (< x|en >)−min∀x∈P (< x|en >)


There are two possible denitions of the Feret's diameter:
D1(F (P )) = (
∏
i
< F (P )|ei >)1/n
D2(F (P )) =
∑
i < F (P )|ei >
n
The results are presented in the gure 5.43. Before plotting, we expeted to obtain a proportional relation
between the length assoiated to volume of the pore, V 1/3, and the Feret's diameter. However, the linear
regression in log-log sale does not give a slope equal to 1 but a smaller value. The reason is that larger
is the pore, larger is the spae of the box not belonging to the pore. This slope depends on the material
and the type of deomposition.
Proportion of Dirihlet surfae Throats slow down the transport. The key idea behind the morpho-
logial deomposition is to ut preisely the mirostruture on the throats. To validate this deomposition,
we plot the distribution of the ratio between Dirihlet surfae area (the surfae area shared with other
pores) and to the total surfae area of the pore. The results are presented in the gure 5.44. Whatever
the material, we observe that the mean of the distribution for morphologial deomposition is lower than
for topologial deomposition. Therefore, the topologial deomposition has a major drawbak that one
key feature is lost during the deomposition.
Coordination number The key idea behind the topologial deomposition is to keep the topologial
properties. The gure 5.45 presents the results. Whatever the material, the graph for the morphologial
deomposition is similar to the graph for the topologial deomposition. The morphologial deomposition
seems to ath the topologial onnetivity of the mirostruture.
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Figure 5.41: Comparison of volume histogram between the morphologial and topologial deomposition.
Raw 1: vyor, raw 2: limestone, raw 3: sand.
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l0
l1
Figure 5.42: The Feret's vetor is the vetor of the minimal box embedding the pore.
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Figure 5.43: Volume versus Feret's diameter in log-log sale. (a): vyor, (b): limestone, (): sand.
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Figure 5.44: Proportion of Dirihlet surfae. (a): vyor, (b): limestone, (): sand.
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Figure 5.45: Distribution of oordination number. (a): vyor, (b): limestone, (): sand.
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Conlusion
In this hapter, we have segmented the geometrial analysis in two lasses and for eah lass, the analysis
has be done using some salars and some statistial funtionals:
1. Stereologial metri (aessible in 2D and 3D)
(a) Salar analysis
i. The graph of degree of hydration versus time of hydration has onrmed that the rea-
tion of dissolution/preipitation depends on the temperature. For alite, the inuene of
temperature is stronger.
ii. For OPC, there is a good agreement between the volume fration of phases depending of
the degree of hydration observed by tomography and by SEM. This oherene emphasises
the quality of segmentation.
iii. For OPC, there is also a good agreement between the spei surfae area of the anhy-
drous grain phase and portlandite phase depending of the degree of hydration observed
by tomography and by SEM.
(b) Statistial funtional analysis
i. The 2-point probability funtion is independent of the angle that onrms the isotropy of
the material,
ii. The length, assoiated to the onvergene of the 2-point probability funtion, is assoiated
to the length of the representative elementary volume. This length is equal to 200 µm
for OPC and 600 µm for alite. This dierene is due to the presene of large lusters of
portlandite in alite.
iii. the phase an be lassied in three kinds of disorder depending on the distribution of
hord length:
• For the portlandite/pore/hydrate phases, it is Debye randomness. It is important
information sine this kind of disorder an be reonstruted easily.
• To validate this lass of disorder for the pore network, the distribution of hord length
has been plotted at dierent resolution, 0.675µm, 0.25µm and 0.1µm. We nd that
the loal disorder of the apillary pore seems independent to the hosen resolution.
• For the anhydrous phase, the distribution follows a power law. It is the signature
of power law poly-dispersion of the granular phase. To validate this observation, we
measure the volume distribution of the onneted omponents of the anhydrous grains
on the tomography images (this measure is not stereologial). Also, we nd a power
law distribution with a ross over. The power law distribution an be due to the rush
of a material and the kink is probably due to the sieve size introdued during the
rush of linker. In the same gure, we plot the volume distribution of the onneted
omponents of the anhydrous grains at two dierent degrees of hydration 0.55 and
0.65. The distributions are the same. Therefore, the volume distribution does not
depend on the degree of hydration. The rst onsequene is that the harateristi
length sale of this phase is onstant in range of degree of hydration.
2. Topology (aessible only in 3D),
(a) Salar analysis
As notied by Gallui et al [55℄, the main drawbak of the Synhrotron X-ray Tomographi
Mirosopy is its spatial resolution whih is at present quite low relative to the sizes of apillary
pores ontrolling transport properties in mature pastes. This assertion is onrmed by the
observation of the disonnetion of the pore network at time=150h (degree of hydration equals
0.713045). This disonnetion means that the apillary porosity is weakly onneted implying
a oupling between the pore network at a sub-sale. The porosity, developed in hydrate phase
at the sub-miro sale, starts to be the main path for diusion. In the next future, the nano-
tomography with a resolution of 0.1µm, will be suitable to observe the evolution of apillary
porosity ontrolling transport properties in mature pastes.
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(b) statistial funtional analysis.
In order to haraterise the onnetivity of the network, we operate the transformation of the
mirostruture to the topologial graph. The mean oordination number, < Nc(v) > is related
to the Euler-Poinaré invariant and the number of vertexes:
−< Nc > −2
2
=
N3
α0
This number −N3α0 has two important properties: intensive and invariant by a homotopi
transformation. Therefore, it allows the omparative analysis of the topology of dierent
materials, bone, ement, wood, et.
To have a tool to understand the link between the geometrial properties and a physial phenomenon,
we deompose the mirostruture in term of elementary pores following two onventions: morphologial
and topologial. Both deompositions are based on the seed loalisation:
• seeds as minima of the opposite distane funtion of the mirostruture after a dynami ltering
for the morphologial deomposition,
• seeds as vertexes or edges of the thinning skeleton of the mirostruture for the topologial deom-
position,
and a growing proess:
• watershed transformation on the topographi surfae equal to the opposite distane funtion of the
mirostruture for the morphologial deomposition,
• geodesi inuene for the topologial deomposition,
The advantages of the morphologial deomposition are:
• the surfaes between adjaent pores are loated on the throat as onrmed by the plot of the
distribution of the ratio of the Dirihlet surfae area to the total surfae area,
• the onnetivity of the elementary pore network is similar to that the topologial pore network.
The major drawbak of the morphologial deomposition is that the volume distribution presents a large
dispersion. The advantages of the topologial deomposition is the topology is preserved.
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The purpose of this hapter is to reonstrut a representative model of the real mirostruture using
the segmented image of ement paste obtained by SEM. As this thesis is naned by a CIFRE grant
(industrial researh training grant), the industrial partner (ATILH) has xed one onstraint: the method
must be simple.
6.1 Introdution
The imaging tehnique in ement industry is SEM allowing the observation of a 2D serial setion. Exper-
imentally, a 3D image may be built up from a set of 2D serial setion. However, this task is tedious and
time onsuming. Therefore, this method annot be used in an industrial proess. A phenomenologial
approah an be used in order to build a omportment law between some geometrial properties and
a physial/mehanial property for instane ompressive strength [129℄, diusion [180℄. The alibration
is done by the measure of the geometrial properties in the 2D setion and by the diret measure of
physial/mehanial property experimentally. But, when a new material is designed, a great disrepany
of the geometrial organisation between the new mirostruture and the mirostrutures used to build
the omportment law, an be found. Therefore, the new material will not follow the ompartmental laws.
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Thus, the ement industry has to to spend time to make the laboratory tests. This hapter will desribe
a method for generating a 3D-image from a 2D-image allowing the predition of physial properties nu-
merially. This proess aims to onvert a number of real physial tests by numerial predition in order
to save time and money for the ement industry.
There is two ways for the generation of 3D-images. Briey,
1. the rst one, alled morphogenesis, is based on the simulation of the physial and hemial proess.
In ement, the hybrid VCCTL (Virtual Cement and Conrete Testing Laboratory) provided at NIST
allows the simulation of hydration of ement-based. At eah step of the simulation, a hydration
yle is segmented in three steps: dissolution, random-walk of the mobile agents, preipitation.
The simulation of dissolution and preipitation is based on Cellular Automata, a deterministi
approah with xed rule [42℄. Therefore, the hemial kinetis are not taken into aount. For
ement, ontaining more than 15 dierent phases, this simpliation has to be done in order to
make the simulation in a reasonable time. Nowadays, phase-eld modeling method has beome
an important and extremely versatile tehnique for simulating mirostruture evolution at the
mesosale [119℄. Historially, this model omes from Cahn and Hiliard [30℄ for the desription of the
spinodal deomposition using diusive interfae in a thermodynamial formulation. A omparative
analysis between the measures done on the numerial model and the measures done experimentally
allows the quantitative validation.
2. the seond one deals with the apability of the generation of a representative 3-D mirostruture
using geometrial information. For this purpose, we an distinguish two shools: mathematial
and physial. For the mathematial shool, further pioneering work on point proesses, random
sets and random funtion models was performed by Georges Matheron [112℄. Most of the papers
related of these models are foused on the mathematial aspet. However, these models are often
suitable for the desription and the simulation of heterogeneous materials [77, 163℄. In the other
hand, physiists aim to nd some suitable models for the desription of the struture of a given
media:
• the struture of a liquid may be regarded as a 'heap' of moleules and several properties of
liquids have been shown to have their geometrial ounterparts in a random lose paking of
sphere [152℄.
• the spinodal deomposition is a phase separation ouring uniformly throughout the material.
Cahn [30℄ was proved that the orrelated Gaussian random elds [18, 81, 103, 166℄ is the
solution of the thermodynamial formulation.
All these models form a atalogue and, depending on the media, one or a ombination of these
models has to be hosen in order to math the geometrial organisation of the media. The utilisation
of image analysis allows the alibration and the validation of the seleted model. In the purpose of
this thesis, sine the geometrial organisation of ement paste is omplex, it seems diult to nd
a suitable model.
Simulated annealing reonstrution [65, 87, 116, 183℄ is an optimisation tehnique whih involves minimi-
sation of an objetive funtion through perturbations in the spatial organisation of the mirostruture.
The objetive funtion is dened by the stereologial morphologial distribution funtions in order to
reonstrut a 3D model having the same morphology as the 2D slie. This model does not involve any
hypothesis of the geometrial organisation. It is the major advantage of this model. But, the major
assumption of this model is that all the information of the geometrial organisation is ontained in the
morphology of the media. For many media, this assumption is not veried. For instane, a granular phase
has no irreduible yles and no holes. This is a strong topologial information involving that the Betty
numbers, β0 and β1 are equals to zero. Thus, we will nd a great disrepany of the geometrial organi-
sation between the model reonstruted with the simulated annealing method and the real grain phase.
In ement paste, the granular phase, the anhydrous grains, plays an important role for the mehanial
properties. For the diusion transport, the purpose of this thesis, the geometrial organisation between
the hydrate phase and the void phase is the more important. These two phases does not have any topo-
logial onstraints. Thus, simulated annealing reonstrution should lead to onsistent results in relation
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Start point inside the volcano crater
End point
Sea
Following path by Newton’s method
Figure 6.1: Gradient slope
with the diusion transport. As this method requires a huge omputational ost for the reonstrution
of a model larger than the representative elementary volume, this hapter will presented two ways of
optimisation. We will desribe how to atualise the objetive funtion after a perturbation eiently
and how to loalize the perturbation [144℄. For the validation of this method for ement paste, we will
reonstrut some 3D models in using the objetive funtions dened with the real 3D mirostrutures
obtained by X-ray tomography. Then, we will ompare the diusion/topologial properties between the
models and the real mirostrutures.
6.2 Metropolis algorithm for the 3D reonstrution
Let us onsider a walker on the mountain wanting to reah the sea. The naive strategy would be to follow
the diretion where the slope is minimum to ome down. This determinism strategy is a gradient slope,
alled Newton's method. However, when the topographi surfae is not onvex, the walker an stay a
loal minima (see gure 6.1). To overome this problem, another strategy is the Metropolis's algorithm.
At eah point, a random diretion is hosen. If the slope is negative, the walker follows this diretion.
Otherwise the walker follows this diretion depending on a probability that is low if the slope is very
positive and inversely. With this strategy, the walker will nd the sea. But, the time to join the sea is
unknown. The walker is like a human. At the beginning, he aepts to limb (positive slope) easily but,
progressively, he will aept less and less. This strategy is the simulated annealing. The advantages are
exploration of the phase spae and onstant time of onvergene. In the ontext of the 3D reonstrution
of a multi-phase material, we will dene:
1. the phase spae,
2. the objetive funtion,
3. the probability spae (the topographi surfae),
4. the Metropolis algorithm,
5. the annealing simulated,
6. the perturbation (the footstep),
7. the atualisation of the stereologial morphologial funtions.
6.2.1 Phase spae
The algorithm works at onstant volume frations. The phase spae, E(R), is the set of models whih
are the same volume fration as the referene mirostruture, R. The size of this phase spae is huge.
For two phase mirostruture, we have |E(R)| = Cφ|E||E| where φ is the volume fration, |E| is the number
of voxels of the image and Cpn is the binomial oeient (C
p
n =
n!
p!(n−p)! ). With a size of only 100 voxels
and a porosity of 0.5, we have C50100 > 10
93
of possible states. This number is upper than the number of
atoms in the known universe. It is impossible to explore all the states of the phase spae. Therefore, we
need a strategy to reah the global minima without exploring the whole spae phase.
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P
r
Reference
Model
Area
Figure 6.2: The objetive is to minimise the area between the two graphs for eah stereologial metri
funtions.
6.2.2 Objetive funtion
Simulated annealing reonstrution is an optimisation tehnique, whih involves minimisation of an ob-
jetive funtion. In the ase of the 3D reonstrution, the objetive funtion is the distane between
stereologial metri funtions measured on the referene and on the model. In this thesis, we use the
stereologial metri funtions introdued in the setion 5.2:
• the 2-point probability funtions, S2,i,j where i and j are the phase labels67.
• the hord length distribution funtions, fµ,i.
As the ement paste is isotropi (the subsetion 5.2.4), these funtions are alulated depending only on
a distane without a diretion. LetM be a model (it belongs to the set E(R)) and R, the mirostruture
referene . The distane between the model and the referene is dened by:
d(M,G) = α0(
∑
i∈Phase
‖fµ,i(M)− fµ,i(G)‖) + α1(
∑
i,j∈Phase
‖S2,i,j(M)− S2,i,j(G)‖)
where the ‖f − g‖ is the area between the funtion f and g (see gure 6.2).
6.2.3 Probability spae
The Metropolis algorithm is based on a probabilisti approah. At eah perturbation, we need to know
what is the probability, P , to have the model, M, given the referene, R. The Boltzmann distribution
allows the denition of a probability spae:
P (M|R) = 1
Z
exp
(
−E(M,R)
T
)
67
For a bi-phase material, the auto-orrelation of one phase an be expressed as a funtion of the other phase.
SI1,1(r) =
1
µ(E)
Z
E
1I(r′)=11I(r′+r)=1dr
′
SI1,1(r) =
1
µ(E)
Z
E
(1− 1I(r′)=0)(1 − 1I(r′+r)=0)dr
′
SI1,1(r) = 1− 2φ0 + S
I
0,0(r)
The ross-orrelation is: SI1,1(r) = φ1 − S
I
0,1(r). Hene, the information in one 2-point probability funtion ontained the
information of the others. However, for a three-phase material, we have:
SI2,2(r) =
1
µ(E)
Z
E
1I(r′)=21I(r′+r)=2dr
′
SI2,2(r) =
1
µ(E)
Z
E
(1 − 1I(r′)=1 − 1I(r′)=0)(1 − 1I(r′+r)=1 − 1I(r′+r)=0)dr
′
SI2,2(r) = 1− 2(φ1 + φ0) + 2S
I
0,1(r) + S
I
1,1(r) + S
I
0,0(r)
Hene, eah 2-point probability funtion ontains a spei information. Therefore, for mirostruture ontaining more
than two phases, all the 2-orrelations have to be taken into aount in the objetive funtion.
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where Z is the anonial partition funtion68, T is the temperature and E, the energy, is equal to the
distane just previously dened. In this formalism, the problem is to nd a model, M, maximising this
probability. As the phase spae is too big to test all the states, an exploration proedure is dened.
6.2.4 Metropolis algorithm
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is a Markov hain. A Markov hain is a step by step stohasti proess
suh that the state at step t+1 depends only on the state at step t. A stohasti proess is the fat that
the future states will be reahed through a probabilisti proess instead of a deterministi one.
Let Mt be a model at step t.
The reurrene part of the Metropolis algorithm is:
1. hoose G with a probability equal to Q(Mt,G),
(a) aept G with probability ρ(In,G) (Mt+1 = G)
(b) refuse G (Mt+1 =Mt)
where
• Q is the seletion matrix (the perturbation),
• ρ is the aeptane matrix69:
ρ(Mt,G) = min(1, P (G|R)
P (Mt|R) )
ρ(Mt,G) = min(1, exp
(
−d(G −R)− d(M
t −R)
T
)
Mathematially, the transition matrix of this Markov hain is :
P (F ,G) =
{
Q(F ,G)ρ(F ,G) if F 6= G
1−∑F6=G P (F ,G) else
6.2.5 Simulated annealing algorithm
The Metropolis algorithm works at onstant temperature. In pratie, we observe two ases: the temper-
ature is low, so only the transitions dereasing the energy are aepted. Therefore, it is the same as the
Newton's slope with the problem to reah only a loal minimum. In the other ase, the temperature is
high, so all the transitions are aepted. Therefore, it is like a random walk in the phase spae without
an exploring strategy.
The simulated annealing algorithm does not work at onstant temperature. At the beginning, the tem-
perature is high in order to explore the phase spae and progressively, the temperature dereases in order
to reah a minima in a reasonable time. Mathematially, when t tends to innity, a global minimum is
reahed if the temperature follows a law in
1
ln(t) . Numerially, with this law, the temperature dereases
too slowly and, thus, we ome bak to the ase of the Metropolis algorithm. Therefore, is is usual to
hoose a temperature dependene running as
1
t .
6.2.6 Perturbation
The perturbation is the permutation of two voxels x and y suh that the partition, G, is
G(z) =


Mt(z)if z 6= x ∧ z 6= y
Mt(y)if z = x
Mt(x)if z = y
68Z =
P
I
P (I|R)
69
The anonial partition funtion vanishes that is the trik of the metropolis algorithm.
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The loalisation of the pair of the permutation voxels is hosen following two onventions: random on the
model or random on the phase interfaes of the model. The lassial permutation is to selet randomly
two voxels belonging to two dierent phases. As seen in the hapter haraterization, the resolution
of the image has to be hosen muh smaller than the smallest feature size of the material in order to
desribe aurately the mirostruture. In this hypothesis, whatever the geometrial shape, there are
some lusters meaning that the majority of voxels are surrounded by voxel of the same phase. When the
two voxels are seleted randomly (seletion matrix), in most of ase, this permutation generate isolated
voxels. The mirostruture due to this permutation will be rejeted beause this permutation goes in
the opposite way of the aggregation. So, many permutation will be rejeted. To minimise the ratio of
rejetion, an idea is to loalise the permutation in order to aggregate the phases. A solution is to loalise
the permutation on the interfae of the phases. The loalisation on the permutation on the interfae of
the phases has been introdued by Rozman and Utz [144℄. The framework, introdued in the hapter 3,
allows the implementation of this approah minimising the time needed to loalise a voxel on the interfae.
Let (Xt0, . . . , X
t
n) be the domains of the phase at time t and φi the volume fration of the phase i.
The seletion of the permutation voxels, x and y, is:
1. hoose a phase, i, with a probability equal to φi,
2. hoose a voxel, x, on the outer boundary of the phase, Zti (see subsetion 3.3.1)
Zti = (X
t
i ⊕ V ) \Xti
Let j be the other phase (Mt(x) = j).
3. hoose a voxel y on the outer boundary of the phase j, Ztj while the phase on y is not i (Mt(y) = i)
70
.
6.2.7 Atualisation of distane funtion depending on a permutation
As the model evolves at eah perturbation, we have to update the stereologial funtions alulated on
the model after eah perturbation. To speed-up this atualisation, these funtions will be only alulated
on 3 diretions. Numerially, we store all the orrelations and all the hords of the model alulated
on the 3 diretions in tables. These tables are atualised after eah permutation. A permutation is two
times the modiation of the state of a voxel. The modiation of the voxel y is:
It+1(x) =
{
It(x)if x 6= y
j 6= It(x)if x = y
In order to avoid some boundary eets, we impose a periodi ondition
71
.
Atualisation of 2-point probability funtion
To update the 2-point probability funtion, the utilisation of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is an eient
proedure [34℄ requiring O(N lnN + N) operation where N is the number of voxels on the image. An
alternative is to formulate the 2-point probability funtion after the perturbation depending on the 2-
point probability funtion before the perturbation plus an additional term [144℄. This method requires
O(N) operations if the orrelation is alulated on all diretion and O(N1/3) if the orrelation is only
alulated on the 3 orthogonal diretions.
70
To assure the onservation of the phase volume frations, we have to hoose randomly a voxel y belonging to: Ztj ∩X
t
i =“
(Xtj ⊕ V ) \X
t
j
”
∩Xti
71
The value on eah voxel, x, is alulate using this relation:
I(x) = I(x%sM)
where sI is the size of the image and % is the modulo operator.
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Figure 6.3: To update the auto-ross orrelation funtions, only basi operations have to be done on the
red arrows.
In this subsetion, we explain the atualisation for the auto-orrelation but the appliation for the ross-
orrelation is straightforward. The number of auto-orrelation of the phase i, at the distane d, on the
three diretion, ~e0, ~e1, ~e2, for the partition It, is dened by this relation:
NI
t
i,i (d) =
all the voxels︷︸︸︷∑
x∈E
the three main diretions︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
~e∈(~e0, ~e1, ~e2)
1It(x)=i1It(x+d~e)=i
We formulate the auto-orrelation at time t+1, NI
t+1
i,i (d), depending on the the auto-orrelation at time
t, NI
t
i,i (d):
NI
t+1
i,i (d) =
∑
~e∈(~e0, ~e1, ~e2)
∑
x∈E
1It+1(x)=i1It+1(x+d~e)=i
NI
t+1
i,i (d) =
∑
~e∈(~e0, ~e1, ~e2)
(
∑
x∈E\{y,y−d~e}
1It+1(x)=i1It+1(x+d~e)=i
+1It+1(y)=i1It+1(y+d~e)=i + 1It+1(y−d~e)=i1It+1(y)=i)
NI
t+1
i,i (d) = N
It
i,i (d) +
∑
~e∈(~e0, ~e1, ~e2)
(
(1It+1(y)=i1It+1(y+d~e)=i + 1It+1(y−d~e)=i1It+1(y)=i)
−(1It(y)=i1It(y+d~e)=i + 1It(y−d~e)=i1It(y)=i)
)
Hene, the auto-orrelation at time t+ 1 is the auto-orrelation at time t with the addition of an extra
term. The alulation of the extra term is only two simple tests on the three mains diretions. As the
update has to be done for the distane range of [0 : N1/3], it requires O(N1/3) operations.
Atualisation of hord length distribution
The number of hords of the phase i whih size is d, for the partition It, is dened by this relation (see
gure 6.4):
N It=0i (d) =
∑
x∈E
∑
~e∈(~e0, ~e1, ~e2)
other phase︷ ︸︸ ︷
1It(x) 6=i
same phase of length d︷ ︸︸ ︷
1It(x+1e)=i . . .1It(x+de)=i
other phase︷ ︸︸ ︷
1It(x+(d+1)~e) 6=i
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Figure 6.4: On eah line (the rows and the olumns) of the images, we nd all the hords. On the rst
raw of this gure, there are two hords: one red of distane 6 and one green of distane 4, so we add 1
to N Itred(6) and 1 to N I
t
green(4)
First, we nd the phase label at left and at right of the voxel, y, on eah diretion:
p~el (y) = It+1(y − 1~e)
p~er(y) = It+1(y + 1~e)
Seond, we nd the length of the hord at left and at right of the voxel y, on eah diretion:
l~el (y) = arg max
d∈N+
(1It(x−2e)=It(x−e) . . .1It(x−(d+2)e)=It(x−e)) + 1
l~er(y) = arg max
d∈N+
(1It(x+2e)=It(x+e) . . .1It(x+(d+2)e)=It(x+e)) + 1
We an prove that:
N It+1i (d) = N I
t
i (d) +
∑
~e∈(~e0, ~e1, ~e2)
(
1It+1(y)=i (1p~e
l
=i1p~er=i
1ll+lr+1=d + 1p~e
l
=i1p~er 6=i
1ll+1=d + 1p~e
l
6=i1p~er=i
1lr+1=d + 1p~e
l
6=i1p~er 6=i
11=d)
−1It(y)=i (1p~e
l
=i1p~er=i
1ll+lr+1=d + 1p~e
l
=i1p~er 6=i
1ll+1=d + 1p~e
l
6=i1p~er=i
1lr+1=d + 1p~e
l
6=i1p~er 6=i
11=d)
)
Hene, the number of hords at time t+1 is the number of hords at time t with the addition of an extra
term (see gure 6.5).
6.2.8 Numerially
Starting with a random partition with the same volume frations as the referene mirostruture, we do
an annealing simulated with an objetive funtion dened with the 2-point probability funtion (ross
and auto). After the onvergene, we add the hord length distribution funtion to the the objetive
funtion and we operate a new time the annealing simulated.
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Torus periodic condition
(a)
1)
2)
Input data Condition Operation
I t(y) = pl ∧ I t(y) = pr
I t(y) = pl ∧ I t(y) 6= pr
I t(y) 6= pl ∧ I t(y) = pr
I t(y) 6= pl ∧ I t(y) 6= pr
I t+1(y) = pl ∧ I t(y) = pr
I t+1(y) = pl ∧ I t+1(y) 6= pr
I t+1(y) 6= pl ∧ I t+1(y) = pr
N (ll + lr + 1) = N (ll + lr + 1)− 1
N (ll + 1) = N (ll + 1)− 1
N (lr + 1) = N (lr + 1)− 1
N (1) = N (1)− 1
N (ll + lr + 1) = N (ll + lr + 1) + 1
I t(y), pl, ll, pr, lr
I t+1(y), pl, ll, pr, lr
N (lr + 1) = N (lr + 1) + 1
I t+1(y) 6= pl ∧ I t+1(y) 6= pr N (1) = N (1) + 1
N (ll + 1) = N (ll + 1) + 1
(b)
Figure 6.5: (a) To update the number of hord of eah phase with a hange of state of blak bullet,
for eah diretion, rst we have to nd the two hords starting at the left and at right of the voxel y,
pl, ll, pr, lr where It(y) is the state before and It+1(y) is the state after. (b) Depending on onditions,
the number of hord of the phase It(y) and It+1(y) , NIt(y) and NIt+1(y) is updated.
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6.3 Test and validation using 3D tomography images
Starting from SEM images of ement paste, the 3D reonstrution using simulated annealing stays on
open question in two points. The rst point is the possibility to reonstrut a model with a volume larger
than the representative elementary volume in a reasonable time. For OPC, the REV is 200 µm3 (see
subsubsetion 5.2.4). As the resolution of SEM images is 0.675 µm, the volume of 3D reonstrution has
to be upper than 300
3
voxels. The seond point is the representativeness of the 3D reonstrution. Of
ourse, the 3D reonstrution has the same morphology as the real 3D mirostruture sine the objetive
funtion is dened by two morphologial funtions. But, this does not imply that the topology and the
the physial properties are the same. In the setion, we will deal with these two points.
6.3.1 Time of onvergene: temperature and perturbation
Gradient versus simulated annealing
In order to speed-up the algorithm, the temperature an be xed at 0 kelvin, alled gradient method. In
this ase, the transitions inreasing the energy are rejeted. If the topographi surfae
72
is not onvex,
this approah has to be avoid. As the knowledge of the onvexity is a very diult task, we test the
both approahes numerially. The results are presented in the gure 6.6. In the beginning, the gradient
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Figure 6.6: Reonstrution of a 3D image of size 30*30*30 (time=30 seonds). We plot the distane
between the model and the referene depending on the number of steps.
is faster than the simulated annealing, but the time of onvergene is similar for both algorithms. We
observe that the energy with simulated annealing method is lower than the energy with the gradient
method at the onvergene. The reason is that the topographi surfae is not onvex. There are some
loal minima. For these both reasons, the simulated annealing method is seleted rather than gradient
method.
Loalisation of the permutation on the phase interfaes
The gure 6.7 illustrates the onvergene behaviour with or without the loalisation of the permutation
on the interfae. The derease of the energy is signiantly more rapid with the permutations loalisa-
tion. After two days, there is the onvergene with the permutations loalisation whereas there is no
onvergene without this loalisation. Without the loalisation, the aeptane ration versus the number
72
the appliation of the phase spae to the probability
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of steps follows a power law. It is a major disadvantaged sine the aeptane ratio will be rapidly very
low. Therefore, the simulated annealing method with the loalisation of the permutation on the interfae
is seleted.
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Figure 6.7: Reonstrution of a 3D image of size 300*300*300 (time=2 days). Figure 1: distane between
the model and the referene versus the number of steps. it is a log-log plot. Even after 2 weeks, there is
no onvergene if the permutation is not loalised. Figure 2: the aeptane ratio versus the number of
steps.
Reonstrution of 3D models with real 3D mirostruture as referene
The real 3D mirostrutures as referene ome from the rst run to the SLS of OPC at W/C=0.5:
• at time t=35h, with porosity equals to 0.205 and a degree of hydration equals to 0.482
• at time t=83h, with porosity equals to 0.176 and a degree of hydration equals to 0.628
• at time t=150h, with porosity equals to 0.079 and a degree of hydration equals to 0.713
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For these three ement pastes, we have reonstruted a 3D model with a size equal to 300
3
voxels suh
that the objetive funtion is dened using these mirostrutures (see gure 6.8).
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Figure 6.8: Validation using the 3D images obtained by X-ray tomography.
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6.3.2 Topologial and diusion validation
Coeient of Diusion
The gure 6.9 illustrates the omparison between the model and the referene for the fator D0/D(t).
There is a good agreement between the model and the referene. For the rst two ement pastes, we
observe the onvergene at the same level
73
. For the last ement paste, due to the disonnetedness of
the porosity, there is the onvergene to a law
74
varying linearly with t for the real mirostruture and
the model. The slope is quite the same between both systems.
Topologial properties
The table 6.1 illustrates the good agreement between the model and the referene for the topologial
parameters introdued in the setion 5.3.
degree of hydration
N3
V < Nc > C perolation
model 0.482 -2.83*10
−4
2.95 0.475 yes
referene 0.482 -3.37*10
−4
2.95 0.475 yes
model 0.628 -1.02*10
−4
2.37 0.189 yes
referene 0.628 -1.74*10
−4
2.59 0.295 yes
model 0.713 1.36*10
−4
0.652 -0.673 no
referene 0.713 1.29*10
−4
0.873 -0.5635 no
Table 6.1: Topologial numbers for OPC with W/C=0.5
6.4 Conlusion and disussion
Simulated annealing algorithm was used to reonstrut a 3D multiphase material in order to allow the
investigation of the diusive transport by SEM. An optimised implementation of this algorithm has been
reahed using the loalisation of the perturbation on the interfaes and a fast proedure of atualisation
of the objetive funtion after a perturbation. The reonstruted volume an be greater than the REV
(for a omputational time of 1 week, a volume of 400*400*400 an be reonstruted). For the apillary
pores of ement paste, there is a good agreement on the intrinsially 3D information (topology/diusion
property) between the model and the real mirostruture. In this hapter, we fous on the pore phase
for the validation of this algorithm. However in the ase of predition of mehanial properties, the
arrangement of eah phase plays an important role. The arrangement of the granular phase (anhydrous
grains) between the real mirostruture and the model is very dierent (see gure 6.10) given a bad
predition of mehanial properties. Clearly, the strategy to reonstrut 3D toy models from 2D images
works for some physial properties and not for all the spetrum of pore texture. For apillary pores of
ement paste, simulated annealing algorithm appears to be eient.
73
This level is reah when the diusion time is enough long to explore a spae large greater than the REV. The value of
this value orrespond to the marosopi tortuosity.
74
Due to the disonnetedness of the porosity, the quadrati variation is bounded: < r2(t) >< A. As the tortuosity is
proportional to
t
<r2(t)>
and the bounding of the quadrati variation, the tortuosity follows a law in t.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of the fator D0/D(t) between the model of size 300*300*300 and the referene
obtained by X-ray tomography. Figure 1: degree of hydration=0.482; gure 2: 0.628 and gure 3:
0.713045.
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Figure 6.10: The Volume distribution of the onneted omponents of grain phase, anhydrous phase, is
very dierent between the model and the real mirostruture.
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The main motivation of this PhD work is to improve the proessing of experimental images in order to
extrat quantitative information on geometrial and transport properties of porous media. This task was
ahieved in three suessive stages.
First, experiments were performed to image ement pastes. Though ement paste is a hierarhial
porous media, a limited range of length sales orresponding to the apillary pores ontrols transport.
To observe the apillary pores, two imaging tehniques are used: Sanning Eletron Mirosopy (SEM)
and Synhrotron-based X-ray Tomography. The samples were two ement pastes, alite and Portland,
with dierent uring time in order to observe a wide range of geometrial organizations. The drawbak
of both tehniques is a weak ontrast to noise ratio that makes the extration of the phases by standard
thresholding proedures diult.
Seond, a part of this thesis was devoted to ahieve a reliable segmentation of the experimental
images. We have introdued a simple, generi and robust method to segment experimental two- or three-
dimensional images of samples obtained by SEM and X-ray tomography. Simple means that this method
an be used by anyone whether or not they are a speialist in image proessing. Generi means that this
method remains valid for a wide range of materials. Robust means that the extration is less sensitive
to a perturbation of the segmented parameters. For this purpose, we have used the following advaned
algorithms: the watershed transformation, the distane funtion, the dynami lter, the hole lling. . ..
Due to the large size of the tomography images, eah of theses algorithms has to be optimised that the
treatment an our within a reasonable time. The diret implementation of these optimised advaned
algorithms is relatively long, tedious and requires spei skills.
To speed up the implementation of the previous algorithms, we have oneptualised a theoretial
framework for a lass of algorithms, alled Seeded Region Growing by Pixels Aggregation/Dissolution
(SRGPAD). This work has led to the reation of a library, alled Population, dediated to the imple-
mentation of SRGPAD algorithms. The use of this library resulted in the fast implementation of any
SRGPAD algorithm. Furthermore any algorithm implemented by using this library is already optimised.
Thirdly, the resulting segmented images were proessed to extrat metri and/or topologial quanti-
tative information onerning porous media. For the metri analysis, we have foused on stereologial
measurements. Stereology guarantees the link between measurements done in a 2D setion of the 3D
sample and measurements done on the whole sample for a homogeneous and isotropi material.
In the ement industry, metri analysis is foused on the evaluation of global geometrial properties.
Therefore, we have estimated the most ommonly available numbers: the volume frations of the phases
75
and the spei surfae area. The volume fration of the anhydrous phase gives the degree of hydration
of the sample. It allows omparative studies between SEM and X-ray tomography. The volume fration
of the pore phase, alled porosity, is diretly related to the diusive property whih follows one type of
Arhie's law. However, many important features are not ontained in these numbers. Hene, a statistial
analysis has been performed with the 2-point probability funtions and the hord length distribution
funtions. The properties of the 2-point probability funtion have onrmed the isotropy of the material
and the harateristi length of the representative elementary volume equal to 200 µm for portland
75
anhydrous grain, hydrates, portlandite and pore spae.
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and 500 µm for alite. The properties of the hord length distribution funtion have onrmed that the
disorder of apillary pore is a simple long-range Debye randomness (not a omplex struture with length
sale invariane. The average of hord length distribution funtion gives the harateristi length of the
given phase. We observed that this harateristi length of anhydrous grains remains onstant during
the hydration proess although anhydrous grains are dissolved.
The above metri haraterization is appliable in two and three dimensions. In turn, the topologi-
al haraterization is proessed only on 3D images, in this ase the tomography images. The primary
topologial feature is the perolation of the pore network. Diusion is only possible on a perolating
network. For Portland ement, no perolation of the pore network found for 150 hours of hydration time
and for a resolution of 0.675µm while diusion still oured. Imaging tehniques are limited to a range of
length sales. Diusion still ours sine the pore network still perolates at a smaller length sale than
the tomography resolution. Therefore, nano-tomography will play an important role in the observation
of the smaller apillary pores that ontrol transport for mature pastes. Even for early-age paste, whih
is still with relevant sales of tomography, the perolation does not quantify the degree of onnetivity
of the pore network. To takle this task, we estimated a new topologial number introdued by Levitz.
As this number is intensive, it allows the topologial omparison of the degree of onnetivity between
dierent porous media.
Initially, we intended to relate the geometrial haraterization and the diusion properties in two
ways. We veried on several sets of data that the information ontained in a 2D setion of a 3D sample
of ement paste allows the reonstrution of a 3D model that aounts for the topologial and diusion
properties of the original medium. In order to obtain a reliable diusion oeient, the simulation has
to be performed on a representative elementary volume (REV). The optimisation, using voxel permu-
tation at the phases boundary, allows the reonstrution of a model whih volume is larger than the REV.
There are two area for future researh. Firstly, industrial appliations mainly fous on the ageing of
materials. In this framework, is is ruial to ensure the durability of ements materials. This property
is related to diusive properties whih diretly depend on the geometrial organisation of the mature
ement pastes. As previously disussed, the extration of the physial tortuosity by imaging tehniques
is only reliable as long as the pore size remains bigger than the resolution range of the imaging devie in
order to oberve the onnexion of the apillary porosity. From this perspetive, the extration of tortuosity
based on synhrotron x-ray tomography is only reliable at the early-age of ements pastes. Taking an
image at early-age of this system in evolution is now possible sine the aquisition time is inferior than
10 minutes at most of the synhrotron failities. The image analysis approah should:
• be validated by omparing the experimental and omputed diusion oeients,
• explore the phenemolial law of the eetive diusive oeient in relation to the porosity for
dierent hemial omposition of ement pastes.
Provided these two points are observed, we ould estimate the diusion oeient of mature paste in
extrapoling the funtion of diusion oeient in relation to porosity of apillary pores (alulated on
SEM image).
An important theoretial question is to know whether it is possible to simplify the geometrial de-
sription of the 3D pore network using a small number that are representative of transport properties.
The deomposition of elementary pores was ahieved in this thesis. Further work will attempt to link
some rst passage statistis inside and between the pores with simple metri features. The rst passage
statistis will be used to assign transition times and diretion probabilities between vertexes of the pore
graph. This will provide a oarser graining desription of the diusive transport in an eetive network
of elementary pores. Ultimately we hope to reveal an analytial law desribing the diusive transport
through some geometrial features. Its validity will be proved by the statistial properties of the pore
graph.
Finally, my original library overing the algorithms used in this thesis an be used on a wide variety
of image analysis appliations in material siene. For this purpose I intend to make it more user-friendly
180
by developing a graphial user interfae. In order to make it widely available, it will be released as an
open soure software.
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A.1 restrited set and neighborhood set
The denition of the set ZI requires two sets: restrited set and neighborhood set.
A.1.1 neighborhood set
Numerially, the denition og the neighborhood set uses two lassial methods:
• an image, I, of odd size76 with c the enter of the image77 suh as V is dened by:
V = {∀x ∈ E : I(x− c) 6= 0}
For example, I =

0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0


gives V = {(−1,−1), (0, 0), (1, 1)}
• a ball in order to dene a neighborhood independly of the dimension. For example, V = B(r =
1, N1), is (2n)-neighborhood in n-dimensional disrete spae (4-neightborhood in 2D) where B(r =
1, N1) is the losed ball of radius 1 and N1 is the norm 1 entered at point 0.
A.1.2 restrited set
Numerially to dene the restrited set, the method uses two elds:
• a_w (all or without), a boolean
• L, a list of integer
suh as
N =
{
Nn \ L if a_w = true
L otherwise
. This is a mathematial denition of ZI. In the next subsetion, we will dene a numerial proess to
atualize the ZI depending on aggregation/dissolution on a region.
A.2 Proof of the aualization
A.2.1 Growth of the myself region
If there is only the growth of the myself region: X
t+1/2
i,m = X
t
i,m +A
t
then
Z
t+1/2
i = Z
t
i + (A
t ⊕ Vi) \ Zti \ (
⋃
j∈Ni
Xtj,o) (A.1)
Proof:
Z
t+1/2
i = (X
t+1/2
i,m ⊕ Vi) \ (
⋃
j∈Ni
X
t+1/2
j,o )
As we have only the growth of the myself region: X
t+1/2
i,m = X
t
i,m +A
t
then
Z
t+1/2
i = ((X
t
i,m +A
t)⊕ Vi) \ (
⋃
j∈Ni
Xtj,o)
76
Let S = (s0, . . . , sn) be the size of the image. The size of the image is impair if for all j in (0, . . . , n), sj is impair.
77
Let S = (s0, . . . , sn) be the size of the image. The enter of the image is (s0%2 + 1, . . . , sn%2 + 1)
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As (A ∪B)⊕ V = (A⊕ V ) ∪ (B ⊕ V ) so with Rti =
⋃
j∈Ni
Xtj,o
Z
t+1/2
i = ((X
t
i,m ⊕ Vi) ∪ (At ⊕ Vi)) \Rti
We know that A ∪B = A+ (B \A):
Z
t+1/2
i = ((X
t
i,m ⊕ Vi) + (At ⊕ Vi \ (Xti,m ⊕ Vi))) \Rti
and (A+B) \ C = (A \ C) + (B \ C), then
Z
t+1/2
i = (X
t
i,m ⊕ Vi) \Rti + (At ⊕ Vi \ (Xti,m ⊕ Vi)) \Rti
We have Zti = (X
t
i,m ⊕ Vi) \Rti
Z
t+1/2
i = Z
t
i + (A
t ⊕ Vi) \ (Xti,m ⊕ Vi) \Rti
As (A \B) \ C = (A \ (B \ C)) \ C then with Zti = (Xti,m ⊕ Vi) \Rti
Z
t+1/2
i = Z
t+1/2
i + (A
t ⊕ Vi) \ Zti \Ri
A.2.2 Degrowth of the myself region
If there is only the degrowth of the myself region: X
t+1/2
i,m = X
t
i,m +A
t
then
Z
t+1/2
i = Z
t
i − ((At ⊕ Vi) \ (Xt+1/2i,m ⊕ Vi)) \ (Zti )c (A.2)
Lemme:
A⊕ V = ((A ∪B)⊕ V ) \ ((B ⊕ V ) \ (A ⊕ V ))
First, demonstrate that A = (A ∪B) \ (B \A)
A = A ∪ ∅
A = A ∪ (B ∩Bc)
A = (A ∪B) ∩ (A ∪Bc)
A = (A ∪B) ∩ (Bc ∪A)
A = (A ∪B) \ (Bc ∪A)c
A = (A ∪B) \ (B ∩Ac)
A = (A ∪B) \ (B \A)
Swithing A by A⊕ V and B by B ⊕ V in this last formul, we get:
A⊕ V = ((A⊕ V ) ∪ (B ⊕ V )) \ ((B ⊕ V ) \ (A⊕ V ))
As (A⊕ V ) ∪ (B ⊕ V ) = (A ∪B)⊕ V , we nd
A⊕ V = ((A ∪B)⊕ V ) \ ((B ⊕ V ) \ (A⊕ V ))
Proof :
Z
t+1/2
i = (X
t+1/2
i,m ⊕ Vi) \ (
⋃
j∈Ni
X
t+1/2
j,o )
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As we have only the degrowth of the myself region, X
t+1/2
i,m = X
t
i,m −At with Rti =
⋃
j∈Ni
Xtj,o then
Z
t+1/2
i = ((X
t
i,m −At)⊕ Vi) \Rti
By the lemme, swithing A by (Xti,m −At) and B by At, we have
Z
t+1/2
i = (A1 \A2) \Rti
with A1 = ((X
t
i,m −At) ∪At)⊕ Vi
with A2 = (A
t ⊕ Vi) \ ((Xti,m −At)⊕ Vi)
Like ((Xti,m −At) ∪At = Xti,m so we obtain A1 = Xti,m ⊕ Vi.
As Xti,m −At = Xt+1/2i,m so A2 = (At ⊕ Vi) \ (Xt+1i,m ⊕ Vi). We have
Z
t+1/2
i = (A1 \A2) \Rti
with A1 = X
t
i,m ⊕ Vi
with A2 = (A
t ⊕ Vi) \ (Xt+1/2i,m ⊕ Vi)
As (A \ B) \ C = (A \ C) \ B, substituting A by A1, B by A2 and C by Rti in this last formula. As
A1 \Rti = Zti , we have
Z
t+1/2
i = Z
t
i \A2
with A2 = (A
t ⊕ Vi) \ (Xt+1/2i,m ⊕ Vi)
As A \B = A− (B \Ac), we have:
Z
t+1/2
i = Z
t
i − ((At ⊕ Vi) \ (Xt+1/2i,m ⊕ Vi)) \ (Zti )c
A.2.3 Growth of the other region
If there is only the growth of the other region: Xt+1i,o = X
t+1/2
i,o +A
t
then
∀j ∈ Nn


Zt+1j = Z
t+1/2
j
−At \ (Zt+1/2j )c if i ∈ Nj ∧ Vj 6= ∅
Zt+1j = Z
t+1/2
j else
(A.3)
Proof:
Let Vj = ∅, then ∀t : Ztj = ∅, in partiulary Zt+1j = Zt+1/2j . Let assume now that Vj = V .
Zt+1j = (X
t+1
j,m ⊕ V ) \ ∪k∈NjXt+1k,o
By the ommutativity of union, we have:
Zt+1j = (X
t+1
j,m ⊕ V ) \ (∪k∈Nj\iXt+1k,o ∪Xt+1k ) if i ∈ Nj
Zt+1j = Z
t
j else
We suppose i ∈ Nj. We have only the growth of the other region: Xt+1i,o = Xt+1/2i,o +At
Zt+1j = (X
t+1/2
j,m ⊕ V ) \ (∪k∈Nj\iXt+1/2k,o ∪ (Xt+1/2k +At))
A+B = A ∪B and by the ommutativity of union, we have:
Zt+1j = (X
t+1/2
j,m ⊕ V ) \ (∪k∈NjXt+1/2k,o ∪At)
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As A \ (B ∪ C) = A \B \ C and Zt+1/2j = (Xt+1/2j,m ⊕ V ) \ (∪k∈NjXt+1/2k,o ), we have
Zt+1j = Z
t+1/2
j \At
As A \B = A−B \Ac, thus
Zt+1j = Z
t+1/2
j −At \ (Zt+1/2j )c
A.2.4 Degrowth of the other region
If there is only the growth of the other region:Xt+1i,o = X
t+1/2
i,o −At then
∀j ∈ Nn


Zt+1j = Z
t+1/2
j +
(((At \ (Xt+1/2m,j ⊕ Vj)c) \ (
⋃
k∈Nj
Xt+1k,o )) \ Zt+1/2j )
if (i ∈ Nj) ∧ (Vj 6= ∅)
Zt+1j = Z
t+1/2
j else
Proof:
Let Vj = ∅, then ∀t : Ztj = ∅, in partiulary Zt+1j = Zt+1/2j . Let assume now that Vj = V . Let j in Nn
Zt+1j = (X
t+1
j,m ⊕ V ) \ ∪k∈NjXt+1k,o
By the ommutativity of union, we have:
Zt+1j = (X
t+1
j,m ⊕ V ) \ (∪k∈Nj\iXt+1k,o ∪Xt+1k ) si i ∈ Nj
Zt+1j = Z
t+1/2
j ifi /∈ Nj
We suppose i ∈ Nj . We have only the growth of the other region: Xt+1i,o = Xt+1/2i,o − At
Zt+1j = (X
t+1/2
j,m ⊕ V ) \ (∪k∈Nj\iXt+1/2k,o ∪ (Xt+1/2i,o −At))
As A−B = A ∩Bc, we have
Zt+1j = (X
t+1/2
j,m ⊕ V ) \ (∪k∈Nj\iXt+1/2k,o ∪ (Xt+1/2i,o ∩ (At)c))
As A ∪ (B ∩ C) = (A ∪B) ∩ (A ∪ C), thus
Zt+1j = (X
t+1/2
j,m ⊕ V )
\(∪k∈NjXt+1/2k,o ∩ (∪k∈Nj\iXt+1/2k,o ∪ (At)c))
As A \ (B ∩ C) = (A \B) ∪ (A \ C), thus:
Zt+1j = Z
t+1/2
j ∪A1
with A1 = (X
t+1/2
j,m ⊕ V ) \ (∪k∈Nj\iXt+1/2k,o ∪ (At)c)
As A \ (B ∪ C) = (Bc ∩A) \ C, we have
A1 = (A
t ∩ (Xt+1/2j,m ⊕ V )) \ (∪k∈Nj\iXt+1/2k,o )
A1 = (A
t \ (Xt+1/2j,m ⊕ V )c) \ (∪k∈Nj\iXt+1/2k,o )
A1 = (A
t \ ∪k∈Nj\iXt+1/2k,o ) \ ((Xt+1/2j,m ⊕ V )c)
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As Xt+1i,o = X
t+1/2
i,o −At, so At ∩Xt+1/2i,o = ∅ and At = At \Xt+1i,o . As (A \B) \C = A \ (B ∪C), we have
A1 = (A
t \ (∪k∈Nj\iXt+1/2k,o ∪Xt+1i,o )) \ ((Xt+1/2j,m ⊕ V )c)
A1 = (A
t \ (∪k∈NjXt+1k,o ) \ ((Xt+1/2j,m ⊕ V )c)
A1 = (A
t \ (Xt+1/2j,m ⊕ V )c \ (∪k∈NjXt+1k,o )
The last step is: Z
t+1/2
j ∪A1 = Zt+1/2j +A1 \ Zt+1/2j .
A.3 Watershed transformation using meta-programmation ap-
proah in modern language
The real implementation of the algorithm in my library Population:
template<typename Spae>
lass Affet_watershed: publi Affet<typename Spae::Pixel >
{
private:
Spae * _img;
int * _level;
publi:
Affet_watershed(Spae & img, int & level)
:_img(&img),_level(&level)
{}
//Number of queue at the initialization (for watershed, it is I.max_range())
virtual int ard()
{
return numeri_limits<typename Spae::Type>::max()+1 ;
}
//Number of queue to add when a tribe is reated (for watershed, it is 0)
virtual int new_tribe()
{
return 0;
}
//ordering attribute funtion, \delta (x, i)= max(I(x),level)
virtual int affet(onst typename Spae::Pixel & x , int )
{
return max(stati_ast<int>((* _img)[x℄),*_level) ;
}
};
template<typename Spae_topo,typename Spae_label, typename Neight>
Pop::Spae_region watershed_withoutborder(onst Spae_topo & in,onst Spae_label & label,onst Neight & V)
{
//initialization
int level=0;
Affet_watershed< Spae_topo > f(in,level);//Creation of the objet SQ
Zi zi(in.size(),f);//Creation of the objet ZI
Pop pop(in.size(),zi);//Creation of the objet Population
pop.neighborhood(V);//Definition of the neighborhood
restrited r; //Definition of the resttrited set
r.with_without=false;
r.my_self =false;
Tribe tr(r);
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label_to_tribe(label , pop, tr);//Initialization of the region using the seeds
typename Zi::maillon_la_Z m;
//growing proess
for(;level< numeri_limits<=typename T::Type>::max();level++)
{
zi.selet_queue(level);
while(zi.empty()==false)
{
m= zi.pop();//m=(x,i)
pop.groth(m.first,m.seond);
}
}
return pop.X();
}
A.4 Appliation for SEM images of ement paste
In the gure A.1 and A.2, we have applied the one step segmentation for:
1. OPC with W/C=0.5, alite with W/C=0.4,
2. at hydration time: 1, 3, 7 days;
3. at the resolution: 0.675, 0.25, 0.1µm
A.5 Algorithms
A.5.1 Spei surfae area
The algorithm is:
Require: I//The label image
// Count the number of surfae for eah phase
Neightborhood V = Br=1,N1(· ) \ {· } ;
Vetor v_ount( I.nbr_label() );
for all ∀x ∈ E do
for all ∀Y ∈ V (x) do
if I[x] 6= I[y] then
v_ount[I[x]℄++;
end if
end for
end for
// Normalized by the Lebesgue measure of the image domain (pixels/voxels number)
for i = 0 to v_ount.size() do
v_ount [I[x]℄= v_ount [I[x]℄/µ(E) ;
end for
return v_ount;
A.5.2 2-point probability funtio using Matlab
funtion [℄ = mafontion(name)
I = imread(name);
F = fft2(double(I));
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F_s=fftshift(F);
F3 = ifft2(abs(F_s));
F2 = log(abs(F3));
F2=fftshift(F2);
S = imshow(F2,[8 15℄,'InitialMagnifiation','fit'); olormap(jet); olorbar
imwrite (S, [name '_fourier.png'℄);
A.5.3 Graph of 2-point probability funtion
There are two possibilities to alulate the graph of the 2-point probability funtion. Both are built
around this formula:
S2,i(~r) = < Ii(~r′)Ii(~r′ + ~r) >~r′∈E
Assuming the material is isotrope, we alulate:
S2,i(d) = << Ii(~r′)Ii(~r′ + ~r) >~r′∈E>‖~r‖=d
The average<>‖~r‖=d is done only on the orthogonal diretions. Numerially, we an estimate the 2-point
probability funtion on the orthogonal diretions by alulated all the orrelations (see algorithm 9) or
by repeated random sampling (method of Monte-Carlo ,see algorithm 10)
Algorithm 9 2-point probability funtion using the d-mains diretion
Require: I (The label image), dmax (max distane)
matrix m_hit(dmax+1,I.nbr_phase ); matrix of size (n, p) = (dmax + 1, I.nbr_phase)
matrix m_ount(dmax+1,I.nbr_phase);matrix of size (n, p) = (dmax + 1, I.nbr_phase)
. ∀x ∈ E do
. ∀d ∈ (0, . . . , dmax) do
. ∀ei ∈ 1 do
y = x+ eid
m_ount[I[x]℄[d℄++;
if I[x] == I[y] then
m_hit[I[x]℄[d℄++;
end if
end for
end for
end for
matrix m_orr(dmax+1,I.nbr_phase ); matrix of 2-point probability funtion of eah phase
for i = 0 to I.nbr_phase do
for j = 0 to dmax do
m_orr[i℄[j℄ = m_hit[i℄[j℄ /m_ount[i℄[j℄ ;
end for
end for
return m_orr;
A.6 Signature of a polydispersion of grains following a power law
In the setion, we prove that a polydispersion of grains following a power law gives the same power law
for the hord length distrubution funtion of the granular phase.
Let M be a granular phase, a olletion of grains, with fM (r), its hord length distribution funtion suh
as all the grains have the same harateristi size equal to 1.
Let λM the granular phase after the homotheti transformation with parameter λ. Its hord hord length
distribution funtion is fλM = fM (r/λ)/λ.
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Algorithm 10 2-point probability funtion using the d-mains diretion and a Monte-Carlo algorithm
Require: I (The label image), dmax (max distane), nmax (number of tests)
matrix m_hit(dmax+1,I.nbr_phase ); matrix of size (n, p) = (dmax + 1, I.nbr_phase)
matrix m_ount(dmax+1,I.nbr_phase);matrix of size (n, p) = (dmax + 1, I.nbr_phase)
for i = 0 to nmax do
x= I.rand()
. ∀d ∈ (0, . . . , dmax) do
. ∀ei ∈ 1 do
y = x+ eid
m_ount[I[x]℄[d℄++;
if I[x] == I[y] then
m_hit[I[x]℄[d℄++;
end if
end for
end for
end for
matrix m_orr(dmax+1,I.nbr_phase ); matrix of 2-point probability funtion of eah phase
for i = 0 to I.nbr_phase do
for j = 0 to dmax do
m_orr[i℄[j℄ = m_hit[i℄[j℄ /m_ount[i℄[j℄ ;
end for
end for
return m_orr;
To take into aount the polydispersion of the granular phase, we dene a probability funtion, P (λ)dλ,
given the probability to have a grain of size betweeen λ and λ+ dλ.
The hord length distribution funtion is:
fP,M (r) =
∫ ∞
0
fλM (r)P (λ)dλ
Given that fλM = fM (r/λ)/λ, we get:
fP,M (r) =
∫ ∞
0
fM (r/λ)
λ
P (λ)dλ
Let us onsider that the probability funtion follows a power law distribution: 1/λn.
fP,M (r) =
∫ ∞
0
fM (r/λ)
λn+1
dλ
Let r/λ = u be the hange of variable. We get:
fP,M (r) =
∫ ∞
0
fM (u)u
n+1
rn+1
r
du
u2
fP,M (r) =
1
rn
∫ ∞
0
fM (u)u
n−1du
fP,M (r) ∝ 1
rn
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Figure A.1: OPC. For eah raw, the resolution is 0.675 µm image 1, 0.25 µm image 2, 0.1 µm image 3.
First raw=1 day, seond raw= 3 days and last raw = 7 days. Visually, we observe that there is more
porosity at 7 days than at 3 days although normally the hydrate takes the plae of the porosity during
the hydration. A possible reason of this anomaly is that the ement paste is a heterogeneous media.
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Figure A.2: alite. For eah raw, the resolution is 0.675 µm image 1, 0.25 µm image 2, 0.1 µm image 3.
First raw=1 day, seond raw= 3 days and last sraw = 7 days.
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